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Welcome to our January - June 2022 Catalog!
Learn something new, find a new hobby, create new friendships, and become involved in the 

community! MTP strives to offer intellectual stimulation through courses and special events. We 
provide both in-person and online/virtual class opportunities for those who choose to continue 

learning for enjoyment, meaning, and a sense of accomplishment. 
It is never too late to learn something new!

Our Mission
Master the Possibilities, Inc. is a 501 (C) (3) not-for-profit public charity, fulfilling its educational purpose as a lifelong 

learning center. The center provides quality instruction and learning experiences for thousands of adult students 
throughout Marion County and beyond. We inspire students to explore their interests, uncover their passions, and 

leverage their talents to make positive changes within themselves and their communities.

Interested in giving to help support continual learning? We have multiple ways a person/organization may 

continue the legacy of learning, which helps MTP continue our mission.

For information on how you can make a contribution, 
call our Office at (352) 861-9751 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

We would like to thank our Community Partners for their support of 
our lifelong learning program!
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Notice of Nondiscrimination Policy for Students 

Master the Possibilities, Inc. will admit students 
of any race, color, national and ethnic origin, 
gender, gender identity, or sexual orientation to 
all the rights, privileges, programs and activities 
generally accorded or made available to 
participants at the school. It will not discriminate 
on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic 
origin, gender, gender identity, or sexual 
orientation in administration of its educational 
policies, admissions, policies, scholarship and 
loan programs, and all other school administered 
programs. 

Waiver of Liability

By registering, participants agree to INDEMNIFY 
AND HOLD HARMLESS Master the Possibilities, 
Inc., Sidney Colen & Associates, Ltd., On Top of 
the World Communities, Inc., Horticultural Arts & 
Park Institute, Inc., Bay Laurel Community 
Development District, and any of their agents, 
directors, officers, representatives, volunteers 
and employers from any and all loss, damage, 
injury, action of cause of action resulting from 
the classes, events, or trips and/or equipment 
owned or operated or permitted to be used or 
operated or is used or operated. This Release 
Waiver and Hold Harmless Agreement includes 
those classes, events, or trips inside or outside 
of Master the Possibilities, Inc. For the full 
waiver, visit https://bit.ly/MTPWaiverofLiability. 

MTP Rules of Courtesy

In order to give all students a pleasant 
experience, we ask students and faculty to help 
foster a positive learning community in our 
classrooms and studios. For all of our courses, 
programs, special events, and off-site trips, we 
ask our students to:

• Be mindful of MTP staff and staff policies. 

• Please make sure all cell phones are either on 

vibrate or off during class time. 

• In the classroom, everyone’s opinion counts.

• It’s ok to disagree, but not be disagreeable.

• Give others the attention and respect they 

deserve while speaking. Stay positive and 

focused.

• The instructor sets the format in the classroom.

• Please leave the classroom the way you found 

it.

Failure to adhere to these guidelines 
may result in a student being 

excused by faculty or staff, without a 
refund. 

Our catalog is intended as a general guide for all programs, 
courses, and policies, which are subject to change at any time 
without notice. Although we take great strides with our catalog 

production and regret any errors in printing, we accept no 
liability for them. All information contained in this catalog 

should be verified with Master the Possibilities, Inc. prior to 
attending the event.
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THANK YOU!
Master the Possibilities would 

like to thank all of our 
instructors and volunteers 
who share their time and 

talents with our students and 
staff. Your passion and 
dedication to learning is 

amazing.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS 

Master the Possibilities, Inc. is committed to 

providing reasonable accommodations for 

students with disabilities upon request. If 

you require an accommodation because of 

a disability, please contact the office at 

mtp@masterthepossibilities.org or call the 

Director of Education at (352) 387-7571 as 

soon as you register for a class, or at least 

two weeks prior to the date your class 

begins. If you contact the office or the 

Director of Education less than two weeks 

prior to the date your class begins for an 

accommodation because of your disability, 

we will make every effort to honor your 

request for an accommodation but we 

cannot guarantee that an accommodation 

will be able to be provided. 

Respect Intellectual Property
MTP’s policy limits access to only those individuals and 

entities that have registered for the content. Do not 

share the class or recording links, or passwords with 

individuals who have not enrolled in the class. 

THE MTP STAFF
MTP Faculty Members are responsible 

for developing their own course 

content. The information, views, and 

opinions provided by MTP instructors 

are those of the instructor and do not 

necessarily reflect the views and 

opinions of the MTP organization.
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Four Ways to Register and Pay 
Payment for courses and events is made at the time of registration, and registrations are handled on a first-come, first-
served basis. Master the Possibilities, Inc. is not able to hold seats for any event without full payment. For more details on 
payment, refunds and the online registration system, please visit www.MasterthePossibilities.org, stop by the office 9am- 
4pm Monday- Friday, or call us at (352) 861-9751. 

Online Registration and Payment: We encourage participants to use online registration. Visit www.MasterthePossibilities.org 
and click on “Course Catalog” at the top of the page. For help registering online, feel free to contact our staff at (352) 861- 
9751, and we will be happy to walk you through the system and help you register. 

In-Person at the MTP Office: Participants may stop by our offices from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday through Friday to have our 
staff and volunteers assist with registration and payment. Accepted payment types are credit card, check or cash in the 
MTP office. All major credit and debit cards, except American Express, are accepted. The office is closed during nationally 
observed holidays. 

Over the Phone: Register by calling our main office at (352) 861-9751 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. Monday- Friday.  

By Mail: Registration forms may be mailed, with check payment, to: Master the Possibilities, Inc., 8415 SW 80th St., Suite 
#2, Ocala, FL 34481. A registration form may be picked up at MTP or downloaded online at www.MasterthePossibilities.org. 
Mailing a registration will not guarantee a seat in the class. Please call (352) 861-9751 to make sure the registration form 
was received.

For step-by-step tips on how to set up a student account or self-register online, 

visit: https://www.masterthepossibilities.org 

-or- 

Call (352) 861-9751 to register! 

Course Refund Policy 
Cancellations for all courses, even free courses, may be done by clicking the "Submit Cancellation Request" button on the 
Course Catalog page at www.MasterthePossibilities.org, by calling our office 9am-4pm at (352) 861-9751, by an email to 
registrar@masterthepossibilities.org, or by stopping by the MTP office. Refunds will be given to participants who request to 
cancel a class at least six (6) business days prior to the start date of the class, except for Educational Destinations, which 
has a twenty-five (25) Business Day policy, and Ageless Adventures, which is fourteen (14) business days. Refunds are not 
available for Pre-recorded Distance Learning classes. 

Students who cancel after the business day rule before a class, or do not attend the class, forfeit the full tuition paid. 
Students who qualify may request a credit to apply to future classes, a credit back to the credit card used at the time of 
registration, or a check for check/cash transactions. Note: There will be a $3 processing fee applied to all refund requests. If 
Master the Possibilities cancels a class at any time, full tuition paid by the student will be issued to the student, unless the 
student prefers to receive credit for a future course, or apply the amount as a tax-deductible donation to support lifelong 
learning. All credit balances will automatically be paid to the student by the end of each term. Please allow three weeks for 
processing checks and credit card refunds. 

Member and Non-Member Fee Status 
Course fees are listed as Member “M” and Non-Member “NM.” Members are residents of any of the On Top of the World, 
Indigo East, Candler Hills, and Stone Creek communities. Members receive a discount because the Master Association, 
serving all On Top of World communities, provides a small level of support to MTP. MTP is not directly affiliated with On 
Top of the World. Since 2015, it has been a separate educational Foundation, and is not included in the monthly community 
service/association fee. For members to receive class discounts, they should create an account online, and then call the 
office to be added to the member group in the online system before registering for classes.  

Registration is Required for All Classes - Even Free Ones 
Participants are urged to register early because many classes fill quickly, and registration is available 24-hours a day at  
www.MasterthePossibilities.org. MTP makes course cancellation decisions, material purchases, and room set-up decisions 
based on enrollments, so it is important for participants to register in advance. Free class registrations just  require an email 
to MTP@MasterthePossibilities.org, an online registration, a simple phone call to our office at (352) 861-9751,  or in person 
at the office 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. Monday- Friday. 

Information about New or Added Courses 
Make sure to sign up for weekly email alerts. These alerts include course information for the next week, as well as any new 
courses that are not listed in the print catalog. Participants may opt-out of these emails at any time.  

MASTER THE POSSIBILITIES, INC. 
8415 SW 80th St., Suite 2, Ocala, FL 34481 

 (352) 861-9751 / registrar@masterthepossibilities.org
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Multiple Learning Approaches
There are several options for participating in classes.

In-Person
A traditional class where students visit a facility or location to 
attend an MTP class or event at a designated time, date, and place.

Remote Instructor
With this approach, students attend in the classroom, but the 
instructor(s) teach(es) from a remote location. These classes are 
scheduled for a specific date and time. The instructor's 
presentation is displayed for students to see and hear in the 
classroom. Questions to and interaction with the instructor is 
usually available. 

Live Virtual
A live virtual class or event is provided to students solely by a 
computer, tablet or phone. These classes are scheduled for a 
specific date and time. Registered students will receive a link via 
email to the live virtual class or event at least three (3) business 
days before the event starts. Use that link at the scheduled date 
and time to enter the virtual classroom. Students can see and hear 
the instructor, receive materials, and for specific courses, see and 
hear other participants.

Hybrid
The hybrid class provides the option of attending online, or 
attending in-person for the same event. The program is scheduled 
at a specific date and time. Hybrid classes in this catalog display 
two choices, one for "in-person," the other for online. The online 
section ends with the letter "H." The in-person choice may fill up, 
but the online choice will remain available.

Pre-recorded
Pre-recorded classes provide the convenience of viewing the 
course at any time with an internet-connected computer, tablet or 
phone. After registration, students receive a link and password to 
the recording within the registration receipt. The expiration date for 
the recording is also included. Depending on arrangements with the 
instructor, downloadable handouts and the means to pose 
questions to the instructor may be available.

Look for the legend icon next to the course description indicating 
the type of class. In-person classes have no icon. 

MTP uses these tools for hybrid and live virtual classes:

Virtual Classroom Etiquette
When participating in virtual live or hybrid 

classes from your computer or device, please 

observe the following:

Master the Possibilities will send a confirmation 

email containing the GoToMeeting or 

GoToWebinar link needed to access your class.  

Use that link upon receipt. Follow the 

instructions to submit your email address and 

name. The system will then send your link to the 

class with reminder emails one day and one hour 

before the event.

•Shut down any other programs running on your 

device to ensure the highest speed and quality.

•Log in early to ensure you have the correct 

information and to test your microphone volume 

and speaker sound.

•Dress appropriately for class if you plan to 

share your camera in the classroom.

•Be mindful about what is in the background.  

When sharing your camera, everything can be 

seen behind you.

•For the best sound quality, consider using a 

headset with a built-in microphone.

•Always silence or mute your microphone when 

not speaking, so that background noise cannot 

be heard by others.

•Be respectful and professional when using the 

chat box or asking questions in text form.

•If you would like to speak during a webinar, 

please click the “raise hand” button. Then wait 

to be recognized by the instructor before 

speaking.

•If you encounter any problems while you are 

logging in or during the presentation, please call 

our team at (352) 861-9751.

•Please remember to adhere to MTP's Classroom 

Rules of Courtesy.

Need more information on live virtual or 
hybrid classes? 

 MTP staff provides coaching sessions for using our distance 

learning system. 

Call the office at (352) 861-9751 to make an appointment for a 

Distance Learning Help Session.
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ART HISTORY 
Black Jockeys in America's First National 
Sport- Art Exhibition & Talk   New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall 
ARH120A F  2/4  3—4:30PM

Before Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier, 
Black jockeys who had been slaves or sons of 
slaves felt glorious moments of freedom from 

oppression during horse races. A suggested read before the 
class is "Great Black Jockeys" by Edward Hotaling. A horse 
industry professional, Tammy Gantt has a passion of 
sharing her knowledge of history to promote inclusivity and 
diversity.

Norman Rockwell: America's Greatest 
Painter?  New!
Michael Carter M: $6; NM: $11

2 class dates Live Oak Hall 
ARH116A Tu  2/8 & 2/15  10—11:30AM

If you want a quick history of America from the early 1900s 
to the 1980s, just peruse Rockwell's Saturday Evening 
"Post" and "Look" magazine covers. Analyze Rockwell's 
"Post" covers for the message and technique, as well as any 
anecdotal stories of the paintings. Explore his more serious 
work during the Civil Rights years, as well as his famous 
Presidential portraits.

The History of Stolen Art   New!
Dr Jose A Gaudier M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall 
ARH110A Th  2/17  6—7PM

This talk covers many of the most important and interesting 
events on the history of stolen art and robberies. The 
lecture takes us from contemporary events, to stolen art in 
ancient history, and ends with a description of the biggest 
thief in history- the Nazis. We will discuss their plans, 
methodology and end results. 

ART WORKSHOPS 
Master Class / Painting With The Masters 
Series : Monet, Palm Tree at Bordighera, 
c.188  New!
Vanessa Fuller-Brown M: $101; NM: $106

3 class dates Studio 9 
PAI466A Tu  2/1—2/15  1—4PM

This is a Master Class water soluble painting workshop 
including demonstration, painting instruction and creative 
guidance. Drawing and composition, brush technique, color 
theory, painting and elements of art history. Some painting 
experience required. No experience with water soluble oil 
necessary. Note: There is a  $20 materials fee or painters 
may provide their own materials, including a 16 x 20" 
canvas.

DRAWING 
Drawing with Jan- Beginners 
Jan Obrebski M: $96; NM: $101

5 class dates Studio 9 
DRA127A Tu  3/29—4/26  1—3PM

In this beginners class, students will learn line building, basic 
strokes, contour, value, perspective, composition, and final 
details. Please see the website for a list of materials to bring 
to class.

Drawing with Jan- Intermediate 
Jan Obrebski M: $96; NM: $101

5 class dates Studio 9 
DRA211A Th  5/5—6/2  1—3PM

In this intermediate-level class, students will create their 
own drawings in the class, using a still object, another 
drawing, or a photo. Please see the website for a list of 
materials to bring to class.

Note: All Supply Fees, where listed, are payable to the instructor by cash or check on the first day of class.
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Drawing for Beginners 
Lucina Roark M: $66; NM: $71

3 class dates Studio 9 
DRA112A Th  1/13—1/27  10AM—12PM

Come experience the process of sketching and drawing. 
Basic drawing materials and techniques will be introduced. 
Learn skills to create simple sketches as well as composing 
detail drawings. The course will emphasize learning to do 
simple sketches and to draw what you see. For the first 
class, bring a newsprint pad (18"x24"), black markers 
(medium tip), and charcoal sticks/pencil.

Drawing Foundation 
Lucina Roark M: $66; NM: $71

3 class dates Studio 9 
DRA109A Th  2/10—2/24  10AM—12PM

Join us for a few relaxing classes working with the basic 
drawing materials such as graphite, charcoal and pastel. 
Explore more in depth the elements of drawing such as 
dots, lines, shapes, etc. You will experiment with exercises to 
strengthen your skills. For the first class, bring a newsprint 
pad (18"x24") black markers (medium and/or wide tips) and 
charcoal sticks/pencils.

Colored Pencil - All Levels 
Lucina Roark M: $66; NM: $71

3 class dates Studio 9 
DRA411A Th  3/10—3/24  10AM—12PM

This class will provide you with tips and techniques in 
utilizing the medium to your advantage.  You will get to 
know all the basics in working with colored pencils.  You will 
experiment with ways to enhance your work with 
confidence.  Come to the first class with your colored 
pencils set (Prismacolor) and Bristol Vellum 11"x14" paper 
pad.

GLASS 
Beginner Stained Glass: Picture Frame  New!
Donna Josephson M: $86; NM: $91

3 class dates Studio 1 
GLA413A W, Th, F  3/2—3/4  9AM—12PM

Learn the basic skills of Stained Glass. Students will learn 
how to cut glass, foil, solder, patina, clean and polish a 
frame to hold a 4"X6" picture. Note: There is a  $15 material 
fee paid to the instructor, plus a small supply list to bring 
from home. Students should have good hand strength. See 
website for a photo and details.

Beginner Stained Glass: Scrap Glass Cat 
Class  New!
Donna Josephson M: $86; NM: $91

3 class dates Studio 1 
GLA132A M, Tu, W  5/2—5/4  9AM—12PM

Learn the basic skills of Stained Glass. Students will learn 

how to cut glass, foil, solder, patina, clean 
and polish a multicolor cat sun catcher. Note: 
There is a  $10 material fee paid to the 
instructor, plus a small supply list of items 
brought from your home. Students should 
have good hand strength. See website for  

details.

Beyond Beginner Stained Glass: Nighttime 
Lab 
Donna Josephson M: $76; NM: $81

4 class dates Studio 1
GLA125A Tu, Th  1/4—1/13  5:30—8:30PM

Have a special stained glass project in mind? Have the skills 
but might need a little help? Bring your own supplies for 
your pattern no larger than 23 x 16. Bring your own 
consumables: glass, chemicals, solder, flux, foil, wire, 
hangers, etc. Grinders and basic tools are provided. 
Instructor will be available for advice but will not be 
teaching. 

Stained Glass Suncatcher Plant Stake: Step 
1(A) 
Bert Lamothe M: $56; NM: $61

1 class date Studio 1
GLA102A Sa  1/15  10AM—5PM

2 class dates Studio 1
GLA102B Tu, W  2/8 & 2/9  10AM—1PM
GLA102C Sa  2/19 & 2/26   2—5PM

This class is for those who have never worked with Stained 
Glass, or need a refresher course. Students will be taken 
step-by-step through pattern preparation, cutting and fitting 
glass, foiling, and soldering. There is a $10.00 supply fee. 
Must be able to use hand tools, i.e. pliers, soldering irons.

Beg. Stained Glass- Suncatchers: Step 1(B) 
Bert Lamothe M: $56; NM: $61

2 class dates Studio 1
GLA105A Tu, W   2/8 & 2/9  2—5PM
GLA105B Sa  2/19 & 2/26  10AM—1PM
GLA105C M, Tu  4/4 & 4/5  10AM—1PM
GLA105D M, Tu  4/11 & 4/12  10AM—1PM

1 class date Studio 1
GLA105E Sa  6/11  10AM—5PM

Come learn how to make beautiful works of art in stained 
glass. Learn how to choose a pattern and glass, cut out the 
pattern and glass, grind the edges, foil and solder the parts 
together and clean for a finished piece. There's a  $10 
supply fee. Note: Students must be able to use hand tools, 
i.e. pliers, soldering iron, etc.

Read your registration receipt for class 
information including supply lists and 

additional fee information.
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Stained Glass Beg. Panel- 12" x 12": Step (2) 
Bert Lamothe M: $106; NM: $111

3 class dates Studio 1
GLA108A Sa  1/22—2/5  10AM—5PM

6 class dates Studio 1
GLA108B M, Tu  2/14—3/1  10AM—1PM

This course meets: Feb. 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 3/1.

This class is for those who are continuing their journey into 
Stained Glass. Choose a pre-existing pattern from the 
instructor, and be taken step-by-step through pattern 
preparation, cutting and fitting glass, foiling, soldering and 
framing the panel. There is a $10.00 supply fee. 
Prerequisite-Current glass cutting experience.

Stained Glass- Basic/Int. Workshop: Step (3) 
Bert Lamothe M: $106; NM: $111

6 class dates Studio 1
GLA118A M, Tu  2/14—3/1  2—5PM

This class meets: Feb. 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, March 1.

GLA118B M, Tu  4/4—4/19  2—5PM
This class meets: Apr. 4, 5, 11, 12, 18, 19.

This workshop is designed for those who have previously 
taken a beginner stained glass class. Instruction is for the 
copper foil method. Projects and patterns will be determined 
during the first class. Project size cannot exceed 16" x 22." 
Students must either have their own supplies or coordinate 
with instructor. Must have stained glass experience within 
the last 3 years.

Stained Glass Adv. Suncatchers: Step 3 
Bert Lamothe M: $96; NM: $101

4 class dates Studio 1
GLA128A Sa  4/2—4/23  11AM—2PM

 Class meets: Apr. 2 ,9, 16, 23.

Learn how to make heirloom art! Learn how to properly 
reinforce/frame your projects. Bring your skills up to the 
next level. Projects will be provided based on level of 
competency of student. There is a  $10 supply fee. 
Prerequisite: Must have completed a stained glass project 
within the last six months.

Stained Glass Adv. Workshop: Step 4 
Bert Lamothe M: $116; NM: $121

5 class dates Studio 1
GLA127A M, Tu  1/17—1/31  12—4PM

This class meets: Jan. 17, 18, 24, 25, 31.

GLA127B M, Tu  3/7—3/21  12—4PM
This class meets: March 7, 8, 14, 15, 21.

GLA127C M, Tu, W  6/6—6/14  12—4PM
This class meets: June 6, 7, 8, 13, 14.

This class provides opportunity for stained glass garden 
projects, panel lamps, reinforced free-form projects. We will 
use Tiffany copper foil method. Size restricted to fit on 
work-board 16"x 22." Students must provide their own 
supplies, or make arrangements with the instructor. 

Workshop is for advanced students. Must have completed a 
stained glass project within the last 6 months.

HANDICRAFTS 
Pine Needle Basket Weaving  New!
Donna Jarvis M: $58; NM: $63

2 class dates Studio 9
CRA103A W  1/12 & 1/19  10AM—1PM
CRA103B W  2/9 & 2/16  10AM—1PM
CRA103C W  3/9 & 3/16  10AM—1PM
CRA103D W  4/13 & 4/20  10AM—1PM
CRA103E W  5/11 & 5/18  10AM—1PM
CRA103F W  6/8 & 6/15  10AM—1PM

This course will teach participants how to make a pine 
needle basket, and the basics of the art. They will have 
finished a basket by the end of the second class, or will 
have the knowledge on how to finish the final details. Note: 
There is a  $20 fee for the kit. 

Arting Things Up  New!
Connie Ferreira M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date Studio 9
PAI462A Sa  1/22  12—4PM

The reuse of recyclable containers (tin, glass, plastic or even 
some cardboard) by using acrylic gesso and acrylic paints to 
decorate them with any designs one wishes. It involves 
taking everyday containers, and by using gesso and acrylic 
paints, to turn them into decorative pieces of useful art.

JEWELRY 
Silver Dangle Earrings  New!
Denny Pizarro M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Studio 9
JEW147A Tu  2/8  9AM—12PM

In this class, students will create 2 Ready-to-Wear pairs of 
sterling earrings. Instruction will focus on the accurate 
cutting, texturizing and finishing of their pieces. Students 
will also learn to make their own ear wires.  Note: There is 
a  $25 materials fee.

Wire Wrapped Gemstone Tree of Life Pendant/
Ornament  New!
Andrea DeRosa M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 9
JEW148A F  2/25  2—4PM

Learn the basics to create wire wrapped Tree of Life 
Pendant using simple wire wrapping techniques and 
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gemstone beads. The pendant will be suitable as a wearable 
piece of jewelry or an ornament or suncatcher. Note: There 
is a  $10 supply fee.

Beaded Spiral Necklace  New!
Andrea DeRosa M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Studio 9
JEW149A F  3/25  2—4:30PM

Learn how to weave a basic spiral stitch necklace using 
seed beads and a drop pendant. We will be using size 6, 8 
and 11 seed beads, this is a versatile weave that can be 
adapted for many variations in bead sizes and types. There 
will be a small materials list consisting of seed beads, 
fireline, and the drop component.

Netted Watercolor Bracelet  New!
Mari Hellwege M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date Studio 9
JEW141A W  1/26  9:30AM—12PM

Learn to bead weave a colorful bracelet using basic beading 
techniques. This class is perfect for all skill levels- even 
beginners.  The class fee includes all materials and multiple 
color kit choices will be available.  Students should bring 
glasses or magnifiers if they have difficulty seeing up close.

Arabella Earrings  New!
Mari Hellwege M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date Studio 9
JEW144A W  2/23  9:30AM—12PM

Learn to bead weave a lovely pair of earrings. This class is 
perfect for all skill levels-even beginners. The class fee 
includes all materials and multiple color kit choices will be 
available. Holiday colors a well as classic colors can be 
chosen. Students should bring glasses or magnifiers if they 
have difficulty seeing up close.

Spiral Waves Necklace or Bracelet  New!
Mari Hellwege M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date Studio 9
JEW143A W  3/23  9:30AM—12PM

Make a sparkling spiral necklace or bracelet using crystals 
and seed beads. Learn simple spiral stitch. This class is 
perfect for all skill levels. The class fee includes materials 
for a bracelet. If students would prefer to make a necklace, 
please bring an extra  $5 to class. Students should bring 
glasses or magnifiers if they have difficulty seeing up close.

PAINTING 

ACRYLIC/OILS 
Decorative Glass Painting With Acrylic Paint  
New!
Teri Stillwaugh M: $38; NM: $43

1 class date Studio 9

PAI274A Sa  3/12  10:30AM—1:30PM
PAI274B Tu  5/3  10:30AM—1:30PM

Learn how to use acrylic paints to decorate ordinary glass 
wares and transform them into decorative pieces. Bring a 
mason jar, jelly jar, or any other glass container with you 
and turn it into a decorative container- perfect for accenting 
home décor. No supplies needed, just bring a jar  &  an 
apron. Note: There is a $15 supply fee.

Acrylic Painting with Connie Ferreira 
Connie Ferreira M: $66; NM: $71

5 class dates Studio 9
PAI405A M  1/10—2/7  1:30—3:30PM
PAI405B M  2/14—3/14  1:30—3:30PM
PAI405C M  3/21—4/18  1:30—3:30PM
PAI405D M  4/25—5/23  1:30—3:30PM

This course is for those who want to learn to paint, or want 
studio time with suggestions, supervision and support. The 
class includes color theory, playing with the paints and 
reviewing subject matter. Returning participants choose to 
either begin a new painting, finish one, or join in the review. 
Bring a stretched canvas or canvas panel, acrylic paints, and 
brushes.

Acrylic Painting on Canvas 
Tina Carchia M: $61; NM: $66

1 class date Studio 9
PAI191A M  1/17  9AM—1PM
PAI191B M  2/14  9AM—1PM
PAI191C M  3/14  9AM—1PM
PAI191D M  4/18  9AM—1PM
PAI191E M  5/9  9AM—1PM
PAI191F M  6/13  9AM—1PM

Let Tina take you step-by-step all the way through to a 
completed project in only four hours! No artistic talent 
required! There is no sketching or drawing. A traceable 
pattern is provided, along with the use of all supplies 
needed, including an 11 X 14 canvas. Please see the 
website to view all project images.
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CERAMICS/CHINA 
Ceramics Open Studio  New!
Greg Gwilt M: $38; NM: $43

2 class dates Studio 2
POT111A Th  1/20 & 1/27  1—3PM
POT111B Tu  3/8 & 3/15  10AM—12PM
POT111C M  4/18 & 4/25  10AM—12PM

This studio class is offered for knowledgeable ceramicists 
who require open studio space and firing capabilities. 
Ceramicists will supply their own greenware or bisque, stain, 
paint, glazes and tools. Each course will include one half-
shelf bisque and one half-shelf glaze firing per session; 
10"x20" half-shelf. Students have full access to all common 
areas of the clay studio.

MIXED MEDIA 
Ink with Watercolor
Tina Carchia M: $46; NM: $51

1 class date Studio 9
PAI190A M  1/10  9AM—1PM
PAI190B M  1/24  9AM—1PM
PAI190C M  2/7  9AM—1PM
PAI190D M  2/21  9AM—1PM
PAI190E M  3/7  9AM—1PM
PAI190F M  3/21  9AM—1PM
PAI190G M  4/11  9AM—1PM
PAI190H M  5/2  9AM—1PM
PAI190I M  5/16  9AM—1PM
PAI190J M  6/6  9AM—1PM

Use ink to bring details and then go over it with watercolors 
to add in the color and shading. Tina will take you at an 
easy to follow pace, all the way through to a completed 
project in four hours! The use of all supplies and an 
11"X14" mat are included. Please see the website to view all 
project images.

Painting With Coffee  New!
Tina Carchia M: $46; NM: $51

1 class date Studio 9
PAI465A M  1/31  9AM—1PM
PAI465B M  4/25  9AM—1PM

Use only coffee for the light and dark value changes in a 
painting. Come "smell the coffee" and paint step-by-step, at 
an easy to follow along pace through to a completed project 
in only 4 hours. There is no sketching or drawing, as a 
traceable pattern is provided. No artistic talent or prior 
painting experience needed. Supplies included.

One Stroke Painting, Donna Dewberry 
Technique 
Teri Stillwaugh M: $76; NM: $81

2 class dates Studio 9
PAI225A Tu, F  1/11 & 1/14  10AM—1PM
PAI225B Tu, F  3/15 & 3/18  10AM—1PM
PAI225C Tu, F  5/24 & 5/27  10AM—1PM

This technique was developed by Donna Dewberry, and 
designed to bring out the artist in everyone with just a few 
simple basic one stroke painting combinations! Students are 
required to bring own supplies. Students may contact 
instructor 1 week prior to class to purchase some supplies 
on first day of class, subject to availability. There is a  $5 
supply fee.

Painting Friendship Rocks with Acrylics 
Teri Stillwaugh M: $38; NM: $43

1 class date Studio 9
PAI195A Tu  1/11  2—4PM
PAI195B Tu  3/15  2—4PM

Learn how to paint on an assortment of rocks! It's easy to 
create a variety of designs, change the look of a rock into a 
work of art. Use rocks for meditation, friendship exchange, 
decorations, or just for FUN. No experience or supplies 
needed, bring an apron. Note: There is a  $10 supply fee.

Decorative Seashell and Ornaments
Teri Stillwaugh M: $38; NM: $43

1 class date Studio 9
PAI455A F  1/14  2—4PM
PAI455B F  3/18  2—4PM

Transform an assortment of seashells into a beautiful array 
of decorative designs and ornaments using a variety of 
paints  &  mediums; imitation gold leaf, iridescent metallic, 
and much more. Seashells can be made into gorgeous works 
of art, jewelry or ornaments. No experience or supplies 
needed, bring apron. Note: There is a  $10 supply fee.

Beg. Alcohol Inks
Teri Stillwaugh M: $38; NM: $43

1 class date Studio 9
PAI194A F  1/28  10:30AM—1PM

1 class date Studio 3
PAI194B Tu  4/19  10:30AM—1PM

You'll be amazed at how much fun and EASY it is to create 
free-form abstract designs using Alcohol Inks on various 
surfaces such as tiles, foil and acetate. No experience or 
supplies needed, just an apron.  Note: There is a  $15 
supply fee.

Watercolor Batik Painting for Beginners
Teri Stillwaugh M: $43; NM: $48

1 class date Studio 9
PAI234A Tu  2/22  10AM—2:30PM
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PAI234B Tu  5/17  10AM—2:30PM

Watercolor batik combines pen  &  ink, watercolor and 
melted wax on rice paper to create a design. Students will 
have lots of designs to choose from and will go home with a 
practice piece and a finished 8x10 painting. No experience 
or supplies required, just bring an apron, and lots of old 
newspapers. Note: There is a  $20 supply fee.

Creative Pots and Pavers with Acrylic Paints 
Teri Stillwaugh M: $38; NM: $43

1 class date Studio 9
PAI196A Sa  4/30           10:30AM—1:30PM

Have fun painting pots  &  pavers using acrylic paints. Great 
for garden décor or gifts. Lots of fun designs can be 
painted, with no previous painting experience. No supplies 
needed, bring apron. Note: There is a  $10 supply fee.

WATERCOLOR 
Explore, Discover, and Understand Watercolor 
Part 1  New!
Sue Primeau M: $91; NM: $96

4 class dates Studio 9
PAI463A Th  1/6—1/27  2—4:30PM

Explore the beauty of watercolor. Expand your knowledge 
and discover techniques to paint all that is transparent, 
translucent or reflective. Learn at your own pace with 
plenty of hands-on time in class. Instructor-led lessons 
offer visual clarity; along with one-on-one assistance and 
friendly, informative reviews. Please view the website for 
the supply list, or print receipt.

Explore, Discover, and Understand Watercolor 
Part 2  New!
Sue Primeau M: $91; NM: $96

4 class dates Studio 9
PAI464A F  2/11—3/11  2—4:30PM

No class Feb. 25th.

Explore the beauty of watercolor. Continue to expand your 
knowledge and discover techniques to paint all that is 
transparent, translucent or reflective. Learn at your own 
pace with plenty of hands-on time in class. Please view the 
website for the supply list, or check your print receipt.

PAPER CRAFTS 
Origami for the Beginner  New!
Paul Kroll M: $6; NM: $11

2 class dates Studio 9
PAP141A W  1/12 & 1/19  2—3:30PM

Students will learn the cultural roots of this ancient art form, 
basic terminology and symbolism, and most of all create 3-D 
projects using origami and other types of paper. Additional 
benefits include brain exercising through eye-hand 
development and memorization, and understanding basic 
origami instructions written, pictorial and oral forms.

Rubber Stamping Greeting Cards
Char Leasor M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 9
PAP103A Tu  1/25  10AM—12PM
PAP103B W  2/2 10AM—12PM
PAP103C W  3/2  10AM—12PM
PAP103D W  4/27 10AM—12PM
PAP103E W  5/4  10AM—12PM
PAP103F W  6/8 10AM—12PM

Participants will create projects using rubber stamps and 
other mixed media products. Projects will include greeting 
cards, and cards that have movement. Every class will 
include different cards and techniques. Participants can 
expect to create three to four projects each class. No 
experience is necessary. Most supplies are provided. 
Participants need to bring their own adhesives to class.

Stamp-A-Stack of Greeting Cards 
Char Leasor M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Studio 9
PAP116A Sa  1/8  10AM—1PM
PAP116B Sa  1/29  10AM—1PM
PAP116C Sa  2/12  10AM—1PM
PAP116D Sa  2/26  10AM—1PM
PAP116E Sa  3/26  10AM—1PM
PAP116F Sa  4/9  10AM—1PM
PAP116G Sa  4/23  10AM—1PM
PAP116H Sa  5/14  10AM—1PM
PAP116I Sa  6/4  10AM—1PM
PAP116J Sa  6/18  10AM—1PM

Participants will stamp a stack (10) of greeting cards using 
rubber stamping techniques. This class will be enjoyed by 
the beginner, as well as the seasoned rubber stamper. Every 
class includes different greeting cards and techniques. All 
materials are included, but students should bring their own 
adhesives.

FOUR EASY WAYS TO REGISTER!
Online  Visit the Office By Phone By Mail
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Acrylic on Parchment Paper
Tina Carchia M: $46; NM: $51

1 class date Studio 9
PAI460A M  2/28  9AM—1PM
PAI460B M  3/28  9AM—1PM
PAI460C M  5/23  9AM—1PM

Here's something really NEW. It's acrylic painting on printed 
parchment paper. There is no sketching or drawing as a 
traceable pattern is provided along with the use of all 
supplies needed for this class. Please see the website to 
view all project images. Topics include: February- Tea; 
March- Great Blue; May-Flamingo.

PHOTOGRAPHY 
DSLR Photography for Beginners  New!
Jim Di Paolo M: $53; NM: $58

5 class dates Room 1
PHO428A Tu  3/1—3/29           11:45AM—1:15PM

This basic/intermediate class will teach students how to get 
more out of their DSLR camera. They will learn how to 
navigate their camera settings, functions, and access other 
menus. Students are required to bring their DSLR cameras 
with charged batteries for some hands-on time during each 
of the classes. If you own a tripod, please pack that as well.

POTTERY  &  SCULPTURE 
Polymer Clay Play
Connie Ferreira M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 9
PLY105A Sa  1/15  10AM—1PM
PLY105B Sa  2/19  10AM—1PM
PLY105C Sa  3/19  10AM—1PM
PLY105D Sa  4/16  10AM—1PM
PLY105E Sa  5/21  10AM—1PM

1 class date Studio 2
PLY105F Sa  6/18  10AM—1PM

Mix various colors of clay to produce veneers that are used 
to cover an object made of metal, glass, or anything that 
won't melt in an oven at 275 degrees. There is a  $10 
supply fee. Participants who have their own supplies need to 
contact the instructor at least 1 week before class and the 
supply fee will be waived.

Make a Gnome for the Home 
Greg Gwilt M: $53; NM: $58

1 class date Studio 2
POT109A W  2/23  10AM—1PM
POT109B W  4/27  10AM—1PM

Everybody needs a home mascot and what better mascot 
than your own Gnome! Artist will determine what 
personality their gnome will personify by how they choose 
to decorate/glaze their mascot. These little guys are great 
conversation pieces, make great gifts and are such fun to 
make. Supplies, tools and firings included. All levels 
welcome.

Fairy Houses and More 
Greg Gwilt M: $56; NM: $61

2 class dates Studio 2
POT107A W  3/9 & 3/16  1—3:30PM
POT107B Tu  4/19 & 4/26  10AM—12:30PM

Create your own incredible fairy house or garden structure. 
Fairies are attracted to happiness and beauty so creativity 
can range from rustic to intricate. In the clay studio we'll 
learn how to build our houses from clay slabs and decorate 
them. Our fairy house will last more than a lifetime as 
ceramic is completely weather durable. Materials and tools 
included.

Fresh Herb Pot 
Greg Gwilt M: $53; NM: $58

2 class dates Studio 2
POT461A Tu, W  2/1 & 2/2  1—4PM

Have you ever wanted to have fresh, just picked herbs for 
your favorite dish? We'll create a beautiful terra cotta 
planter and embellish it with surface design appliqué as you 
desire. We'll discuss how to plant, what to plant, what soil to 
use and how to tend our potted herbs. Potters to supply 
their own herbs. Pottery supplies included.

The Potter's Wheel I 
Greg Gwilt M: $96; NM: $101

3 class dates Studio 2
POT451A Tu, W, Th  2/1—2/3  10AM—12PM

Class will meet: Feb. 1, 2, 3.

POT451B Tu, W, Th  3/1—3/3  1—3PM
Class will meet: March 1, 2, 3.

POT451C Tu, W, Th  4/5—4/7  10AM—12PM
Class will meet: Apr. 5, 6, 7.

POT451D Tu, W, Th  5/3—5/5  10AM—12PM
Class will meet: May 3, 4, 5.

It's time to play in the mud! Potters will develop skills for 
creating wheel thrown pots of form and function. There will 
be an abundance of one-on-one instruction for individual 
skill building in a small class setting. Fee includes tools, 12 
pounds of throwing clay and firings. Additional throwing clay 
will be available for purchase. Wear appropriate clothing.

The Potter's Wheel II 
Greg Gwilt M: $96; NM: $101

3 class dates Studio 2
POT454A Tu, W, Th  2/15—2/17  1—3PM

This class meets: Feb. 15, 16, 17.
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POT454B Tu, W, Th  4/5—4/7  1—3PM
This class meets: Apr. 5, 6, 7.

POT454C Tu, W, Th  5/3—5/5  1—3PM
This class meets: May 3, 4, 5.

In this course, potters will employ previously developed 
throwing abilities to create functional pots. Potters will also 
expand their throwing skills learning multiple approaches in 
wheel forming and tool use. The focus will be on making 
bowls, cups and other functional ware. There will be lots of 
time for one-on-one instruction in this small class setting.

Potter's Wheel Open Studio 
Greg Gwilt M: $86; NM: $91

8 class dates Studio 2
POT455A Daily  1/17—1/28  10AM—1PM

Class will meet: Jan. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28.

POT455B Daily  2/7—2/18  10AM—1PM
Class will meet: Feb. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18.

POT455C Daily  2/28—3/11  10AM—1PM
Class will meet: Feb. 28, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11.

POT455D Daily  3/21—4/1  10AM—1PM
Class will meet: March 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 31, Apr. 1.

POT455E Daily  4/11—4/22  10AM—1PM
Class will meet: Apr. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22.

POT455F Daily  5/9—5/20  10AM—1PM
Class will meet: May 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20.

This class is an open studio for potters who have completed 
POT451 or POT454. Potters will have an assigned wheel for 
their personal use during studio time and full access to all 
studio common facilities. Throwing clay will be available for 
purchase from instructor for  $35 for a 25-lb bag.

Advanced Studio 
Greg Gwilt M: $111; NM: $116

8 class dates Studio 2
POT302A Daily  1/17—1/28  10AM—1PM

This course will meet Jan. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28.

POT302B Daily  2/7—2/18  10AM—1PM
This course will meet Feb. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18.

POT302C Daily  2/28—3/11  10AM—1PM
This course will meet Feb. 28, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11.

POT302D Daily  3/21—4/1  10AM—1PM
This course will meet March 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 31, Apr. 1.

POT302E Daily  4/11—4/22  10AM—1PM
This course will meet Apr. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22.

POT302F Daily  5/9—5/20  10AM—1PM
This course will meet May 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20.

This course is an open studio session chuck full of great fun 
and creative energy for all ceramicists. It is designed for clay 
artists with prior hand-building experience. Artists should 
have a sufficient understanding of basic methods of hand-
building and glazing properties. Projects must have instructor 
approval. Clay and glazes included. 

MTP invites you to consider 
joining our staff of volunteers  
to help ensure the success of 

our educational programs.

Several ways to volunteer 
include:

Class Host

Registrar

Event Helper

Office Helper

... and More

Interested?

Contact Amanda Mariglia,

Volunteer Coordinator,

at

(352) 861-9751



MTP Office hours are 9am - 4pm Monday - Friday. Call (352) 861-975114

BUSINESS  &  FINANCE 
Money Talk: What Women Need to Know 
About Money  New!
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 3
FIN100A W  1/19  2—3:30PM

Due to increased life expectancy and lower average 
earnings, women have unique financial planning challenges. 
This class will discuss women's finances and a variety of 
personal finance topics including values and goals, managing 
cash flow, calculating net worth, credit, insurance, investing, 
and estate planning. The last 30 minutes will be devoted to 
answering general personal finance questions posed by 
participants.

Tax-Smart Ways to Donate to Charities  New!
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 3
BUS141A W  2/9  10—11:30AM

Only about 10 percent of taxpayers have sufficient qualified 
expenses to itemize tax deductions. This means for the 
great majority of taxpayers, writing a check to a qualified 
charity provides no direct tax write-off. Come learn about 
alternative tax-advantaged strategies for charitable gifting 
including gifting appreciated securities, qualified charitable 
distributions, "bunching" donations, charitable trusts, and 
donor-advised funds.

Income Tax Issues for Older Adults: Basics 
and Beyond  New!
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 3
FIN101A W  2/16  2—3:30PM

Income tax preparation can be a challenge for older adults 
with multiple streams of taxable income and complex 
finances. We will discuss current income tax laws, basic 
income tax concepts, tax issues of particular concern (e.g., 
standard deductions, required minimum distributions, Social 
Security taxation, and qualified charitable deductions), tax 
preparation methods, and income tax resources.

How to Select/Manage Investments in Mutual 
Funds 
Jerry Chase M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
BUS135A Th  2/24  1—3PM

This basic course is on how to invest in mutual funds, and 
will cover what mutual funds are, show you how to open a 
mutual fund account, the mechanics of a mutual fund 
investment account, how to pick mutual funds, and how to 
manage your mutual fund account. You will find mutual 
funds that returned over 20% in 2020.

35 Useful Personal Finance Websites 
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 1
BUS139A W  3/9  11AM—12:30PM

Personal finance information is more useful and easily 
understood when it can be applied personally. Fortunately, 
there are many useful online tools (e.g., quizzes and 
calculators) from non-profit, educational, government, and 
for-profit sources. This class will describe 35 useful personal 
finance websites. Participants are encouraged to bring a 
device to try out the websites during the class.

25 Financial Planning Strategies for Older 
Adults 
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 4
BUS140A W  4/6  2—3:30PM

At no time does personal finance get more confusing than 
the final third of a person's life. There are many new 
challenges and decisions (e.g., when to claim Social Security). 
This class will discuss 25 financial planning tips for older 
adults on a variety of topics including investing, insurance, 
income taxes, estate planning, scams, and creating a 
retirement "paycheck."
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GOVERNMENT 
Historic Supreme Court Cases That Impacted 
the U.S. Government  
Billy Bass M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
GOV126A Th  2/24  4—5:30PM

A very quick look at 3 dozen court cases that changed 
history and impacted government policies.

Relying on your County Extension Department 
Resources: UF/IFAS Marion County  New!
Lynn Nobles M:Free; NM: $5

1 class date Cypress Hall
IFA169A M  4/4  11AM—12PM

Join the county Extension Director, 
where she will review who the agents 
are and their areas of expertise from 
Water Resource agent to Florida 

Friendly Landscape agent. She will also discuss the services 
the extension department has for residents of Marion 
County and the programs that are offered through the 
extension service.

LAW 
The Scopes Monkey Trial - The True Story  
New!
Jerry Colen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS484A Tu  3/29  3—4PM

Many remember the story of the Scopes Monkey Trial from 
the movie "Inherit the Wind." But the reality of the events is 
far from that story. Jerry Colen explains, through his 
historical research, that the entire affair was little more than 
a publicity stunt designed get the attention of the nation 
focused on a small town.

Probate Avoidance Without a Trust 
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
LEG105A Tu  1/18  3—4PM

Ever wonder if you really need to have a Living Trust in 
order to avoid probate proceedings?  Attorneys Jerry Colen 
and Rachel Wagoner will be here to take you on an estate 
planning journey that does not include living trusts but does 
include smart ways to avoid probate.

Homestead Laws in Florida 
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
LEG102A Tu  2/22  3—4PM

In Florida, your homestead is the single most protected 
asset and the most significant property a Florida resident 

can own.  Attorneys Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner and John 
Beck will be here to discuss the various important ways that 
owning a Homestead in Florida is critically important.

Wills, Trusts, Probate 
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
LEG129A Tu  3/15  3—4PM

Who doesn't wonder about these words and what they 
mean and how they can impact our estate planning, for 
ourselves and the persons or charities to which we might 
wish to leave portions of our assets?  Attorneys Jerry 
Colen, Rachel Wagoner and John Beck will be here to 
discuss, explain and answer your questions about these 
topics.

Medicaid And Long Term Planning Issues  
New!
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
LEG131A Tu  4/5  3—4PM

Attorneys John Beck, Rachel Wagoner and Jerry Colen will 
be here to discuss Medicaid planning in the context of 
potentially qualifying for Medicaid coverage or developing 
other strategies to pay for long-term care. This lecture is 
designed to help you understand what options and planning 
strategies are available to assist with covering long-term 
care.

How to Speak with Your Attorney 
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
LEG104A Tu  5/17  3—4PM

Folks wonder how to go about selecting an attorney and 
then meeting to discuss the legal issues. Attorneys Jerry 
Colen, Rachel Wagoner and John Beck will be here to talk 
about how we should go about selecting an attorney and 
what we need to do to present our case in a manner that 
will result in effective and efficient representation.

It's Your Turn to Ask An Attorney 
Jerry Colen, Rachel Wagoner, John Beck 

M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
LEG126A Tu  6/14  3—4PM

Do you ever have questions about legal matters that you 
want to ask an attorney without having to sit down with her 
or him, in an actual appointment?  Now's your chance! 
Attorneys Jerry Colen and Rachel Wagoner will be here to 
listen and answer. Feel free to come and raise whatever 
issues to which you are seeking information. 

 



MTP Office hours are 9am - 4pm Monday - Friday. Call (352) 861-975116

ALZHEIMER'S  &  DEMENTIA 
Dementia Caregivers' Support Group- Memory 
Loss and Thinking Difficulties 
Mark Croft M:Free; NM:Free

5 class dates Room 4
TRA133A Tu  1/18—5/17  10:30AM—12PM

This course meets the third Tuesday of each month.

Receive experience based answers to your questions plus 
practical tools, tips, and techniques to reduce your 
difficulties. Discover community resources and learn the 
legal, financial and medical steps to take now to prevent 
future problems. Helping you help your loved one in a safe 
supportive manner through all types of dementia related 
issues is what this class seeks to do.

Understanding Alzheimer's and Dementia  
Connie Storms M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 4
MED188A Tu  1/25  9:30—10:30AM

Alzheimer's is not normal aging. It's a disease of the brain 
that causes problems with memory, thinking and behavior. 
Learn about the impact of Alzheimer's, the difference 
between Alzheimer's and dementia, Alzheimer's disease 
stages and risk factors along with current research and 
treatments to address some symptoms.

Dementia and Alzheimer's  New!
Dr. Jose A Gaudier M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
MED142A Th  2/3  6—7:30PM

Learn about some of the most interesting and important 
aspects of our current knowledge of the brain. Discuss 
different types of dementia and diagnostic ways to 
differentiate them, and learn ways to delay dementia. We 
will end discussing the current treatments for dementia, 
focusing on new developments. Plenty of time will be 
allowed for the Q & A section.

10 Warning Signs of Alzheimer's
Connie Storms M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 4
MED189A Tu  2/22  9:30—10:30AM

If you or someone you know is experiencing memory loss or 
behavioral changes, it's time to learn the facts. Early 
detection of Alzheimer's disease provides a chance to begin 
drug therapy for symptoms, enroll in clinical studies, and 
plan for the future.

Effective Communication Strategies During 
the Alzheimer's Journey 
Connie Storms M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 4
MED193A Tu  4/26  9:30—10:30AM

Come explore how communication can effectively take place 
across the spectrum of Alzheimer's disease or other forms 
of dementia. Learn how to communicate with all senses and 
how to decode the verbal and behavioral messages 
delivered by someone with dementia. Gain strategies to help 
you connect and communicate. 

Dementia Caregiver Training Class 
DJ Ryan, RN, Lanie Shirey M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
TRA196A F  4/29  1—4PM

This class provides attendees a virtual experience using the 
Virtual Dementia Tour® headset that helps caregivers 
understand the challenges people living with dementia face.  
You’ll learn how to live in a relationship with someone that 
has dementia and better cope with what they are 
experiencing.

Dementia Overview  New!
Beverly Lafferty M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
TRA210A W  6/8  10—11AM

Gain a better understanding of dementia, the different forms 
of dementia, the challenges caregivers face and how best to 
cope.
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COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE 
SERVICES 

Navigating Medicare.gov 
Kristina Young M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 3
TRA189A Tu  1/18  9—10:30AM
TRA189B Tu  2/15  9—10:30AM
TRA189C Tu  3/15  9—10:30AM
TRA189D Tu  4/19  9—10:30AM
TRA189E Tu 5/17  9—10:30AM
TRA189F Tu  6/14  9—10:30AM

Take charge of choosing your own health coverage and 
learn how to save money each year! Learn the ins and outs 
of utilizing the Medicare.gov website. A four-part 
presentation to include navigating medicare.gov, scavenger 
hunt, creating a mymedicare.gov account and navigating the 
Medicare Plan Finder.

SHINE and SMP Counseling 
Kristina Young M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
TRA205A M  1/24  10—10:30AM
TRA205B M  1/24  10:30—11AM
TRA205C M  1/24  11—11:30AM
TRA205D M  1/24  11:30AM—12PM
TRA205E M  2/28  10—10:30AM
TRA205F M  2/28  10:30—11AM
TRA205G M  2/28  11—11:30AM
TRA205H M  2/28  11:30AM—12PM
TRA205I M  3/28  10—10:30AM
TRA205J M  3/28  10:30—11AM
TRA205K M  3/28  11—11:30AM
TRA205L M  3/28  11:30AM—12PM
TRA205M M  4/25  10—10:30AM
TRA205N M  4/25  10:30—11AM
TRA205X M  4/25  11—11:30AM
TRA205O M  4/25  11:30AM—12PM
TRA205P M  5/23  10—10:30AM
TRA205Q M  5/23  10:30—11AM
TRA205R M  5/23  11—11:30AM
TRA205S M  5/23  11:30AM—12PM
TRA205T M  6/13  10—10:30AM
TRA205U M  6/13  10:30—11AM
TRA205V M  6/13  11—11:30AM
TRA205W M  6/13  11:30AM—12PM

Serving Health Insurance Needs of Elders; Senior Medicare 
Patrol gives free, unbiased, confidential Medicare counseling. 
Register to discuss: Medicare Eligibility/Enrollment; Health/
Drug/Medigap plans, Financial Assistance; Fraud Prevention 
and Annual Plan Review. Bring your insurance cards and 
medication list. 

Understanding Medicare 
Ruth Santman M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 3
TRA167A Tu  1/11  10AM—12PM
TRA167B Tu  2/8  10AM—12PM
TRA167C Tu  3/8  10AM—12PM
TRA167D Tu  4/12  10AM—12PM
TRA167E Tu  5/10  10AM—12PM
TRA167F Tu  6/14  10AM—12PM

Explore Original Medicare, Medicare Advantage Plans, 
Medigap Plans (Supplements), Prescription Drug Plans and 
Low Income benefits. This course will reduce confusion 
about this very complex issue, and explain all the options 
available to make an informed decision about healthcare. 
Those who are new to Medicare, or are existing Medicare 
beneficiaries, can have their questions answered.

Mind and Motion - Parkinson's Education and 
Support  
Neuro Challenge M:Free; NM:Free

6 class dates Live Oak Hall / Online(H)
TRA132A F  1/28—6/17  10:30AM—1PM
TRA132AH F  1/28—6/17  10:30AM—1PM

Meets: Jan. 28, Feb. 25, March 25, Apr. 22, May 27, June 17.

If you or a loved one have been diagnosed with 
Parkinson's disease or a related disorder, this 
interest group gathers each month to share 

insights and resources. An opening educational program is 
followed by a Parkinson's exercise routine and two support 
circles, one for patients and another for caregivers, where 
relationships are forged around shared experiences, 
compassion and wisdom.

DENTAL, VISION  &  HEARING 
Concussion, Stroke and Neuro-Optometric 
Rehabilitation 
Dr. Daniel Lack M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MED106A Th  2/10  1—2:30PM

Have you or a loved one been affected by a stroke or brain 
injury? People often experience difficulty with motion, 
reading, concentration and balance. These skills are all 
influenced by the visual system. This course will review 
symptoms of visual disorders associated with stroke and 
brain injury. Learn how neuro-optometric rehabilitation can 
improve the daily activities of these patients.

Classes are added throughout 
the term. Please go to our 

website, 
www.masterthepossibilities.org 

for up-to-date information.
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Dental Implant Therapy to Replace Missing 
Teeth 
Dr. Jamie Amir M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MED109A M  1/10  10—11AM

1 class date Room 3
MED109B M  4/18  10—11AM

Learn about the factors that can complicate dental implant 
treatment, and about a cautious approach to therapy to 
ensure long term success. Dr. Amir will speak about surgical 
enhancement of a potential dental implant site, or 
alternative treatment approaches that may be necessary to 
prevent complications that are seen in the clinical practice 
of dental implant practitioners.

High Definition Custom Cataract Surgery 
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
VIS104A W  1/12  3—4PM

Advancements in cataract surgery will be discussed. What 
questions you should ask your physician? What immediate 
and long-term benefits should you expect? What makes a 
good or bad candidate? Are you informed and ready?

Having Trouble Hearing On the Phone? No 
Cost Solution 
Susan Richardson M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
CMT139A W  2/2  10—10:30AM
CMT139B W  5/4  3—3:30PM

Do you avoid using the phone? Do you ask others to repeat 
what they said? Learn about a program that provides free 
caption phones, and an iPhone/iPad app that captions the 
words on the screen. Learn about the causes and symptoms 
of hearing loss. Why struggle when you can read the caller's 
words in near real-time wherever you are?

Sports Vision: More To Your Vision than 
20/20 
Dr. Daniel Lack M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
VIS102A Th  2/3  1—2:30PM

Do you participate in sports like softball, tennis or pickleball? 
Have you noticed that your performance is inconsistent? 
Find out about the visual skills that are needed for peak 
performance. Learn why "keeping your eye on the ball" is 
half true. During class, you will have an opportunity to 
practice visualization techniques. There is more to your 
vision than 20/20!

Laser Treatment of Gum Disease 
Dr. Jamie Amir M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MED103A M  2/7  10—11AM

MED103B M  5/16  10—11AM

Traditional treatment of periodontal (gum) disease may 
involve tooth removal, deep cleanings, and/or surgical 
treatment. Sometimes this results in loss of chewing ability, 
pain, gum recession, or excessive tooth sensitivity. This 
class presents an alternate treatment option using the 
Periolase laser. This could be a cost-effective, non-invasive 
approach to treat severe periodontal disease.

Eye Lid Surgery, Botox: Is It For Me? 
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
VIS113A W  2/9  3—4PM

Join Cathy Ranges for a discussion about cosmetic and 
medically necessary eye lid surgery. Come with questions 
and concerns.  Other procedures such as Botox and fillers 
will be discussed, as well. 

Low Vision Workshop 
Angela Hammond M: $3; NM: $8

2 class dates Room 4
VIS106A Th  2/17 & 2/24  10AM—12PM

Explore the use of protective eye wear, and adaptive aids 
that will assist in enhancing your vision. Low Vision services 
include training to use optical and electronic devices 
correctly, training to help you use your remaining vision 
more effectively, improving lighting and enhancing contrast 
in your home, and learning about other helpful resources in 
the community and state.

Healthy Eyes: All You Need to Know about Eye 
Health 
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
VIS101A W  3/16  3—4PM

Learn how conditions will affect your eyes and how yearly 
comprehensive eye examinations can help diagnose and 
even prevent vision loss. An eye exam may also help detect 
potential problems. Learn how systemic conditions (Heart 
Disease, Arthritis, etc) may affect your eyes and quality of 
life, and how to help keep your eyes healthy for a lifetime 
of good vision.

How Can I Get Rid of My Glasses?  New!
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
VIS115A W  4/13  3—4PM

With new technology developing every day more and more 
people have multiple options to rid themselves of their 
glasses. Find out what options may be appropriate for you.
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Macular Degeneration & Glaucoma...Will I Go 
Blind? 
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
VIS103A W  5/18  3—4PM

Learn how early detection and 
treatment of these diseases, as well 
as others, may help maintain and 
possibly save your vision. Diseases 
such as these can cause loss of 

freedoms such as driving, shopping, cooking, even paying 
your own bills. 

Modern Day Cataract Surgery  New!
Cathy Ranges M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
VIS114A W  6/15  3—4PM

Advancement in Cataract surgery may offer many the 
opportunity for not just improved vision but achieve better 
vision then they may have had in years. Join us to see if 
you may be a candidate, and what you need to know before 
making a decision to have surgery.

DIET  &  NUTRITION 
Lose for Life 
Cammy Dennis M: $10; NM: $15

12 class dates Cypress Hall
WEL101A Tu  2/8-4/26  12:30—1:30PM

This course will meet every Tuesday from Feb. 7 through Apr. 26th.

This 12-week weight loss support group addresses topics 
such as; nutrition, exercise and sustainable lifestyle change. 
Gain the information and tools you need to successfully lose 
weight or maintain a healthy weight. This program is 
designed to keep you motivated, accountable and on track 
to achieve your goal!

Are You Digging Your Grave with Your Fork 
and Spoon? 
Colleen Griffin M: $33; NM: $38

3 class dates Room 2
CUL167A W  1/12—1/26  3—5PM

What you eat is the foundation of your health! How do you 
make your food choices? Is your current diet calorie-rich 
and nutrient-poor? Do you make unhealthy food choices for 
convenience? This class will provide you with valuable 
information and simple steps for a healthier lifestyle.

The Blood Type Diet and Lifestyle 
Colleen Griffin M: $21; NM: $26

1 class date Room 2
WEL178A W  1/12  12—2:30PM

Did you know that your blood type could indicate the foods 
and lifestyle choices most compatible for you? Different 
blood types react differently to certain substances in food. 

Blood type can be a valuable clue for understanding your 
own uniqueness. Learn more about the history, theory and 
principles of the Blood Type Diet. There is a  $2 supply fee.

Living Clean in a Toxic World 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
WEL181A Th  1/13  2:30—5PM

Toxic chemicals accumulate in our bodies every day which 
may result in immune deficiency, lowered mental 
performance, and life-threatening disease. Learn what you 
can do to help rid your body of accumulated toxins, and 
simple steps you can take to dramatically reduce your toxic 
exposure without having to live in a bubble.

Are You Experiencing Digestive Problems? 
Dr. Pedro Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL138A W  1/26  1—2PM
WEL138B W  5/18  1—2PM

Are you experiencing heartburn, acid reflux, bloating or 
GERD? Did you know that 80-94% of GERD sufferers have 
hiatal hernias? Acid reflux can mimic a heart attack or 
gallbladder disease.  The great news is these health issues 
can be treated naturally.

No Grain, No Pain (Beyond Gluten-Free) 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
WEL180A Th  1/27  9:30—11:45AM

Going grain-free may sound a little extreme, but it could be 
worth it. People have reported amazing results from a grain-
free diet. It may help in controlling or reversing type 2 
diabetes, shedding dangerous visceral body fat, overcoming 
anxiety and depression, and provide relief from chronic pain 
and/or IBS. Learn more about the grain-free lifestyle.

Diabetes and Aging  New!
Etta Swails MS, RD/LD, CDE M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
MED184A W  2/2  9:30—10:30AM

Find truth in nutrition and blood sugar control as you age. 
Learn the difference between good carbs versus bad carbs 
and all there is to manage blood sugar and health as we age.

Mastering the Gluten-Free Lifestyle 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
WEL179A F  5/13  2—4:15PM

Does the gluten-free lifestyle make overwhelmed by all the 
changes involved? This class will provide you the 
information, tools, tips and strategies you will need as you 
go on a gluten-free journey. If you have been recommended 
to go on a gluten-free diet, this class will help you.
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Hydrate! Your Body's Many Cries for Water 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23
Entire Term Online Recording
WEL121AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
WEL121A Th  4/28  11AM—1PM
WEL121AH Th  4/28  11AM—1PM

Chronic dehydration can lead to many conditions including 
asthma, allergies, arthritis, migraine headaches, 
hypertension, depression and possibly even diabetes. 
Remember that a dry mouth is not a reliable indicator of 
your body's water needs. Learn how to identify when your 
body needs water and how to answer its calling with 
nature's miracle medicine: water.

KEEPING FIT 
Stretch and Foam Rolling  New!
Maureen McCabe M: $26; NM: $31

1 class date The Ranch - Main Studio
FIT151A Sa  1/8  1—2PM
FIT151B W  1/12  1—2PM

This class will consist of 10 minutes of 
stretching followed by 50 minutes of foam 
rolling. Foam rolling is designed to massage the 
fascia muscles, helping to alleviate soreness in 
the muscles. All major muscles groups will be 
targeted. A 18" foam roller will be given to each 
participant to use in class and keep.

Building Mental Muscle for Your Brain  &  
Body  New!
Jessica Pinkowski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
FIT141A Th  1/20  2—3PM

Achieving health and fitness goals requires more than just 
physical skill. Science has proven that mindful movement 
helps to train the major capacities of the brain. In this class, 
we will explore how emotions and thoughts about exercise 
are learned, general brain function and techniques for 
improving memory, alertness and reaction time through 
different types of physical and mental exercises.

Pressing Reset: Unlocking Your Original 
Strength  New!
Quincy Henry M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
FIT150A Th  1/27  2:30—3:30PM
FIT150B Th  4/21  3—4PM

Learn how to tap back into the movement system of youth, 
the original operating system. We will learn several simple 
movements and exercises designed to restore mobility, 
reduce chronic pain, improve vestibular health, re-establish 
good posture, improve breathing and tap into our original 
strength! 

Brain Power 
Cammy Dennis, Jessica Pinkowski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date  Live Oak Hall
FIT142A Tu  2/1  2—3PM

Brain Power is a fitness class designed to provide brain 
health benefits. The exercise prescription for this class 
combines carefully crafted fitness drills with cognitive 
challenges. The outcome is health improvements for both 
body and brain. This Brain Power class will lead you through 
physical exercises (seated and standing) with an additional 
cognitive challenge.

Posture  &  Beyond: Mobility vs Stability  New!
Jessica Pinkowski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
FIT128A Th  3/17  2—3PM

Posture deviations in our body can be debilitating and make 
simple daily activities a chore. Fitness professionals with the 
expertise to help improve posture can profoundly change 
lives in both function and overall well-being. This class 
provides an in depth look into the posture girdles of the 
body and demonstrates functional exercises improving 
mobility and stability of the body.

Big Balance Theory 
Cammy Dennis, Jessica Pinkowski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
WEL107A Tu  5/3  2—3PM

Even though falls are due to a set of risk factors that 
increase with age, we have control over these factors and 
can significantly reduce our risk of falling. Join us for a 
discussion on managing internal and external fall risk factors, 
along with a demonstration of exercises you can do at home 
to improve your strength, balance and confidence.

Easy Tai Chi and Qi Gong Series Level 1 
Colleen Griffin M: $28; NM: $33

3 class dates Room 5
FIT134A Th  1/13—1/27  12:15—1:30PM
FIT134B Th  2/3—2/17  10:30—11:45AM
FIT134C Th  3/3—3/17  12:15—1:30PM
FIT134D Th  4/7—4/21  10:30—11:45AM
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FIT134E Th  5/5—5/19  12:15—1:30PM

Tai Chi and Qi Gong are forms of exercise that help improve 
health. The exercises involve gentle, rhythmic movements 
that mirror movements found in nature. These exercises 
teach us to move our bodies in a fluid motion, minimizing 
risk of injury, while keeping balance and focus. Learn deep 
breathing techniques, focus, and concentration and moves 
that stretch and strengthen muscles.

Easy Tai Chi  &  Qi Gong Level 2 
Colleen Griffin M: $28; NM: $33

3 class dates Room 5
FIT135A Th  2/3—2/17  12:15—1:30PM
FIT135B Th  3/3—3/17  10:30—11:45AM
FIT135C Th  4/7—4/21  12:15—1:30PM
FIT135D Th  5/5—5/19  10:30—11:45AM

Now that you are familiar with the basics of Tai Chi  &  Qi 
Gong, it's time to integrate physical postures, breathing 
techniques and focused intentions. Enroll in this series and 
practice gentle, rhythmic movements that can reduce stress, 
build stamina and increase vitality. Prerequisite: Easy Tai 
Chi  &  Qi Gong Level 1.

Kai Chi Do Basics  New!
Amina Rodriguez M: $35; NM: $40

3 class dates Room 5
FIT147A F  2/4—2/18  10AM—12PM

Kai Chi Do is a method for personal growth and fitness 
using breath, simple movements and music. It is both 
exercise  &  meditation which can be adapted for all ages  
&  fitness levels. Learn the fundamental components of the 
practice, it's history and have a better understanding of the 
benefits.

Kai Chi Do Experience  New!
Amina Rodriguez M: $55; NM: $60

6 class dates Sholom Park
FIT148A Th  3/3—4/7  10AM—12PM

Kai Chi Do is a method for personal growth and fitness 
using breath, simple movements and music. The purpose of 
Kai Chi Do is release  &  connection to our source, our self 
and to others. We go beyond all of our differences, to 
experience a feeling of unity in community. During these 
sessions we will enjoy the practice outdoors.

Taking a Deep Breath: Pranayama Breathing 
Exercises and Guided Meditation 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23
Entire Term Online Recording
FIT114AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
FIT114A Th  1/27  11AM—12:30PM
FIT114AH Th  1/27  11AM—12:30PM
FIT114B Th  3/24  11AM—12:30PM
FIT114BH Th  3/24  11AM—12:30PM

Simply put, breath is life! Most of us are shallow breathers 
which robs our bodies of the massive benefits of having 
ample oxygen and strong lungs. Learn and practice the 
ancient science of Pranayama breathing exercises, and then 
with a quiet mind and calm body, enjoy a guided meditation 
for a full sense of deep relaxation and peace.

Ageless Yoga Face 
Helga Malinsky M: $26; NM: $31

1 class date Room 2
FIT139A Tu  3/29 1—3PM

1 class date Room 3
FIT139B Tu  5/24  1—3PM

Recent studies support that facial exercises make people 
look years younger. In this workshop you will learn how to 
keep a healthy face, practice isometric facial exercises and 
facial acupressure points. Apply a lymphatic draining facial 
massage, and learn eye, neck and shoulder exercises. You 
will learn the importance of bringing blood flow to the face. 
Please bring a mirror.

Online Yoga with Tracy - Series 1 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $42; NM: $47
Online Recording 2 Months
FIT143AR 1/1—2/28 Available 24/7
FIT143BR 3/1—4/30  Available 24/7
FIT143CR 5/1—6/30 Available 24/7

Series 1 consists of pre-recorded yoga classes that 
can be accessed at any time via an internet-
connected device. Each session offers a variety of 

poses, meditation and breathwork to make for an enjoyable 
practice. Note: This series is meant for people who already 
have a good foundation in yoga

TYPES OF DISTANCE 
LEARNING AT MTP

Hybrid
Pre-Recorded

Virtual
Remote
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Ultra Beginner's Yoga Series Level 1 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $38; NM: $43

3 class dates Room 5 / Online(H)
FIT105A Tu  1/11—1/25  1—2:30PM
FIT105AH Tu  1/11—1/25  1—2:30PM
FIT105B Tu  2/1—2/15  3—4:30PM
FIT105BH Tu  2/1—2/15  3—4:30PM
FIT105C Tu  3/1—3/15  1—2:30PM
FIT105CH Tu  3/1—3/15  1—2:30PM
FIT105D Tu  4/5—4/19  3—4:30PM
FIT105DH Tu  4/5—4/19  3—4:30PM
FIT105E Tu  5/3—5/17  1—2:30PM
FIT105EH Tu  5/3—5/17  1—2:30PM
FIT105F Tu  5/24—6/14  3—4:30PM
FIT105FH Tu  5/24—6/14  3—4:30PM

No class May 31st.

This class is designed for the beginner. Every pose 
is broken down step-by-step from body alignment, 
to gaze, to breath. Hands-on adjustments and 

demonstrations of modification of poses can make every 
pose accessible to every type of body. NOTE: Students will 
be practicing yoga, so please bring a yoga mat  &  water to 
class.

Ultra-Beginners Yoga Series Level 2 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $38; NM: $43

3 class dates Room 5 / Online(H)
FIT132A Tu  1/11—1/25  3—4:30PM
FIT132AH Tu  1/11—1/25  3—4:30PM
FIT132B Tu  2/1—2/15  1—2:30PM
FIT132BH Tu  2/1—2/15  1—2:30PM
FIT132C Tu  3/1—3/15  3—4:30PM
FIT132CH Tu  3/1—3/15  3—4:30PM
FIT132D Tu  4/5—4/19  1—2:30PM
FIT132DH Tu  4/5—4/19  1—2:30PM
FIT132E Tu  5/3—5/17  3—4:30PM
FIT132EH Tu  5/3—5/17  3—4:30PM
FIT132F Tu  5/24—6/14  1—2:30PM
FIT132FH Tu  5/24—6/14  1—2:30PM

No class May 31st.

Students will continue to build a solid foundation 
on breath work, meditation, alignment, postures 
and sequences with lots of personalized attention 

and assistance. Tools for practice such as blocks, knee pads 
and straps will be provided to ensure ease in modifying 
poses. Please bring a yoga mat, hand towel and water. 
Prerequisite: Ultra Beginners Yoga Level 1

Beginner's Yoga Series- Intermediate 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $38; NM: $43

3 class dates Room 5 / Online(H)
FIT121A Th  1/13—1/27  2—3:30PM
FIT121AH Th  1/13—1/27  2—3:30PM

4 class dates Room 5 / Online(H)
FIT121B Th  2/3—2/24  2—3:30PM
FIT121BH Th  2/3—2/24  2—3:30PM

FIT121C Th  3/3—3/24  2—3:30PM
FIT121CH Th  3/3—3/24  2—3:30PM
FIT121D Th  3/31—4/21  2—3:30PM
FIT121DH Th  3/31—4/21  2—3:30PM
FIT121E Th  4/28—5/19  2—3:30PM
FIT121EH Th  4/28—5/19  2—3:30PM
FIT121F Th  5/26—6/16  2—3:30PM
FIT121FH Th  5/26—6/16  2—3:30PM

This series of classes is the next and final 
installment for students who have taken Ultra 
Beginners Yoga Series Level 1  &  2.   In this series 

more advance techniques, poses, breath work and 
meditation styles are taught to progress students along in 
their yoga practice.  

MEDICINE  &  MEDICAL CARE 
Sciatica, Bulging Discs, And Leg Pain 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL136A W  1/19  1—2PM
WEL136B W  4/6  1—2PM

Do you have the following- sharp pains in the back of the 
leg, lower back pain, numb arms or legs, shooting hip or 
thigh pain, muscle spasms? Spinal Decompression may be 
the answer. Spinal Decompression has a high success rate 
with disc herniations, sciatica and back pain. Join this class 
to learn about what spinal decompression has to offer.

Using the Health System Effectively 
Don Jackovitz M: $40; NM: $45

4 class dates Room 5
MED191A Tu  2/1—2/22  10—11AM

Health care provides valuable services to patients. However, 
many issues create clinical and financial risk. Insurance, 
patient safety, selecting quality providers and researching 
medical conditions will be covered. This course will help you 
develop strategies to lower risks and maximize the benefits 
of your health care experience. 

Natural Therapies for Insomnia 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL173A W  2/2  1—2PM
WEL173B W  4/27  1—2PM

Insomnia is a common and often chronic complaint.  The 
National Sleep Foundation estimates that each year 69 
million Americans report chronic insomnia and 150 million 
report occasional insomnia. Many resort to drugs. There are 
natural therapies to relieve insomnia and correct the 
underlying cause so that you can get a good night's rest. 

Don't Delay.
Register Today!
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How to Restore Thyroid Function 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL118A W  2/9  1—2PM
WEL118B W  6/1  1—2PM

Do you take thyroid hormones, yet still suffer from fatigue, 
weight gain, hair loss, depression, or other hypothyroid 
symptoms? Are your symptoms steadily worsening, or do 
they go untreated because your lab tests are normal? Come 
hear Dr Pedro A Orta, DC share about what your body is 
going through and how to help you feel better.

Do I Need GI Rehab?  New!
Debora Donahue M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
WEL233A F  2/11  1—2:30PM

Have you ever had IBS type symptoms? Is it IBS, IBD, Food 
allergies or Leaky Gut? We will discuss natural treatments, 
elimination diets, eating habits and if a detox is right for you. 
Don't let symptoms disrupt your activities any longer. Learn 
more about various root causes of your symptoms. You will 
receive tips and ideas to try at home.

Symptoms and Solutions for Plantar Fasciitis 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL125A W  2/16  1—2PM
WEL125B W  4/20  1—2PM

Plantar fasciitis is a common cause of heel and foot pain in 
adults. The classic symptoms include heel pain that is 
usually most severe first thing in the morning. This condition 
is characterized by inflammation at the heel. Come learn 
more about symptoms and solutions for pain with Dr. Pedro 
Orta.

Is Neuropathy Ruining Your Life? 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL110A W  2/23  1—2PM
WEL110B W  6/8  1—2PM

More than 20 Million Americans suffer from Peripheral 
Neuropathy, a problem caused by damage to the nerves 
that supply your arms and legs.  This painful condition 
interferes with the body's ability to transmit messages to 
your muscles, skin, joints or internal organs.  If left ignored 
or mistreated, neuropathy can lead to irreversible health 
conditions. 

Get Rid of Knee Pain  
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL108A W  3/2  1—2PM
WEL108B W  5/4  1—2PM

Knee pain can keep you from enjoying some of your favorite 

activities: playing with grand kids, taking walks, or playing 
golf. If you have arthritis, cartilage damage, "bone on bone" 
tendinitis, bursitis, or hear crunching and popping sounds, a 
new treatment may eliminate your knee pain and help 
restore normal function. 

Is It Adrenal Fatigue?  New!
Debora Donahue M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
WEL234A F  3/11  1—2:30PM

Many people report being tired and stressed.  Could it be 
Adrenal Fatigue/Adrenal Dysfunction? Learn more about 
how Adrenal Dysfunction is more than just being tired.  We 
will discuss what makes the brain  &  body stressed; how to 
test for Adrenal Dysfunction; stages; and how we can treat 
naturally so you feel well again.  

Healthy Living for Your Brain and Body: Tips 
from the Latest Research  
Connie Storms M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MED190A Tu  3/22  9:30—10:30AM

For centuries, we've known that the health 
of the brain and body are connected. Science 
is now able to provide insights into how to 
make lifestyle choices that may keep your 
brain and body healthy as you age. Join us 
to learn about the effects of diet and 

nutrition, exercise, cognitive activity, and social engagement. 
Hands-on planning tool provided.

Shoulder Pain 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL117A W  3/23  1—2PM

Do you have rotator cuff problems, frozen shoulder or 
arthritis? There is hope. Cold laser therapy has helped 
patients increase strength, improve motion and eliminate 
pain and has been used for over 40 years. It can aid in 
regenerating damaged tissue, decreasing inflammation, 
relieving pain and boosting the immune system. Come see 
how it can help you.

The Aging Foot: How to Maintain Healthy Feet 
Andrew Franklin, DPM Ph.D. M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MED160A F  4/8  3—4PM

Learn about the aging foot and what you can do to help.  
Review common feet issues with aging and what a podiatrist 
can do to help.  Problems include diabetes, arthritis, bunions, 
hammertoes, fungus, ulcers, etc.
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Let's Have a Heart to Heart 
Julie Paradiso, Korey Hines M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
MED197A Tu  4/12  10—11AM

A healthy heart is essential to your overall health. Join Julie 
Paradiso, RN, BSN, CHFN and Korey Hines, RN, MSN from 
AdventHealth Ocala to learn about lifestyle modification, 
early heart attack care, cardiovascular disease prevention 
and heart failure. 

Arthritis Treatments and Strategies for 
Managing Joint Pain 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL119A  W  4/13  1—2PM
WEL119B  W  6/15  1—2PM

Arthritis causes swelling and pain that can become 
excruciating. Over two hundred diseases are classified as 
"arthritis," but most fall into two categories: osteoarthritis or 
rheumatoid arthritis. Pain and inflammation occur when the 
cartilage wears down. Symptoms include morning stiffness, 
painful swollen joints, fatigue, weakness etc. Come hear Dr 
Orta, DC discuss the root causes and natural treatments.  

What Type is My Thyroid?  New!
Debora Donahue M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
WEL235A F  4/15  1—2:30PM

Many people have a thyroid that is not working properly.  
We will review symptoms of overactive as well as 
underactive thyroid  &  review the different types of 
Thyroid dysfunctions.  We will also review what thyroid tests 
should be done  &  the various treatment options that are 
available.  

How to Eliminate or Alleviate Headaches  
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL186A W  5/11  1—2PM

Headaches can be extremely debilitating and there is no 
such thing as a "normal headache." Come find out causes 
and holistic, natural treatments to eliminate or alleviate 
them. 

Pharmacology Series: New Drug Updates 
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA112A F  1/21  9:30—10:30AM

Please join UF College of Pharmacy students for a new drug 
update. Topics to be covered include:  the top 10 new drugs 
of 2020; the drug approval process; where to find 
information about clinical trials. 

Pharmacology Series: Medication for 
Cholesterol 
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA148A F 2/11  9:30—10:30AM

Join UF College of Pharmacy students for a discussion 
about cholesterol medications. Topics to be covered 
include:  an overview of the different types of cholesterol 
medications; how to take cholesterol medications; important 
drug and food interactions with cholesterol medications.

Pharmacology Series: Medications for 
Osteoporosis  New!
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA157A F  3/4  9:30—10:30AM

In this course, the Pharmacology team will describe 
osteoporosis, discuss over the counter and prescription drug 
options to treat osteoporosis, and outline ways to prevent 
osteoporosis.

Pharmacology Series: Medications for 
Arthritis  New!
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA158A F  3/25  9:30—10:30AM

Pharmacology students will discuss osteoarthritis, over the 
counter and prescription drug options to treat osteoarthritis, 
and outline ways to prevent arthritis.

Pharmacology Series: Medications for Heart 
Failure 
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
PHA116A F  4/15  9:30—10:30AM

Join the University of Florida's Pharmacology Doctoral 
Candidates as they explore the history of heart failure 
management.  In addition to learning about the dietary and 
non-drug options for the management of heart failure, you 
will also learn some new medications used to treat heart 
failure.

Pharmacology Series: Medications for 
Diabetes  
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA117A F  5/6  9:30—10:30AM

University of Florida's Pharmacology Doctoral Candidates 
present a history of diabetes management, followed by a 
discussion of dietary and non-drug options for the 
management of diabetes.  Students will also learn about new 
medications that are available and how they are used to 
treat diabetes.
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Pharmacology Series: Traveling with 
Medications 
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA131A F  5/27  9:30—10:30AM

Join UF College of Pharmacy faculty and students to 
discuss traveling with medication. The following topics will 
be covered: how to obtain enough medication for vacation; 
how to pack medication according to the TSA rules; what to 
do if you need a prescription while you are away from 
home.

Pharmacology Series: Medication Safety  New!
UF Pharmacology Students M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PHA159A F  6/17  9:30—10:30AM

In this course, Pharmacology students will describe safe 
medication practices when it comes to taking medications, 
disposing medications, and finding out information about 
medications on the internet.

SELF CARE 
Catch More Zzzzzz's: Simple Steps for Better 
Sleep 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23
Entire Term Online Recording
WEL120AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
WEL120A Th  1/13  11AM—1PM
WEL120AH Th  1/13  11AM—1PM
WEL120B Th  3/10  11AM—1PM
WEL120BH Th  3/10  11AM—1PM

A good night's sleep is crucial to health and well-being. 
Problems associated with sleep deprivation include weight 
gain, impulsive behavior, emotional distress, poor memory, 
inability to concentrate, impaired motor function and a 
compromised immune system. Fortunately, there are things 
you can do to improve quantity and quality of sleep. Learn 
simple and easy techniques to help catch more zzz's.

Train Your Brain  New!
Rena Yudkowsky M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 4
NAT167A M  1/17  11AM—12PM

Learn about the best exercises to keep your brain 
sharp. In this webinar, you will learn: What are the 
best exercises to do for different parts of the 

brain; 3 great brain exercises for thinking out of the box; 
Experience a fun interactive brain exercises. The teacher will 
be attending virtually in this class. 

Laughter and Longevity  New!
Dr. Ed  Tenhor M: $8; NM: $13

1 class date Live Oak Hall
WEL129A W  2/23  11AM—12PM

We all know that it is possible to shorten your life and thus 
decrease longevity, poor nutrition, bad habits, stress, etc. 
The instructor will offer some "blue zone" steps to increase 
longevity from our Center for Longevity Studies. Plus, since 
laughter is good for you, promise a solid hour of laughter 
with his "Signs along the Highways of Life."

Regain Your Energy 
Dr. Pedro A Orta M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
WEL175A W  3/9  1—2PM

Have you lost your energy? Has your "get up and go" 
gotten up and gone? There are many reasons why our 
energy levels may drop and most of them are correctable in 
relatively short time. Come listen to Dr. Orta lecture on this 
most important topic.

Pamper Yourself Spa Experience
Donna Sabo M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date Studio 3
NAT168A Tu  1/25  1—3:30PM
NAT168B Tu  3/15  1—3:30PM
NAT168C Tu  5/24  1—3:30PM

Experience a spa-like atmosphere using all-natural 
homemade toxin-free products. Each student will have an 
opportunity to experience natural, organic cosmetic 
products for the face, neck and shoulders. Essential oils/
fragrances will be used in class. There is a  $20 supply fee.

Intro to Essential Oils 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
NAT143A Th  3/24  12—2PM

Essential oils can enhance so many areas of daily life. 
Participants will learn about the history of essential oils, 
how they are produced, how to use them safely and 
common methods of use. Participants also learn how to 
create a more natural, healthy lifestyle with essential oils.
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Intro to Hypnosis 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 3
NAT142A Th  3/31  10:30AM—12PM

Many people have strange and misguided ideas about 
hypnosis. Stage shows, media coverage, and a lot of 
ignorance are responsible for the apprehensions many 
people have about hypnosis. During this fun and interactive 
presentation, you will learn what hypnosis is and isn't, the 
history of hypnosis, and how hypnosis can be used to solve 
many common problems.

Tame Your Pain: Practical Tools for Better 
Quality of Life 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $26; NM: $31
Entire Term Online Recording
WEL226AR Available 24/7

2 class dates Room 4 / Online(H)
WEL226A Tu  2/1 & 2/8  10—11:30AM
WEL226AH Tu  2/1 & 2/8  10—11:30AM

2 class dates Room 3 / Online(H)
WEL226B Th  4/7 & 4/14  10:30AM—12PM
WEL226BH Th  4/7 & 4/14  10:30AM—12PM

s pain impacting your daily life? Have you stopped doing 
things you love because of pain? Are you wanting a natural 
approach that puts you in control and tames your pain? 
Learn practical tools and skills that can be self-applied to 
gain more control over your pain, increase your activity 
levels and improve your quality of life.

Self-Reflexology for Hands and Feet 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 3
NAT125A Th  2/17  11AM—1PM
NAT125B Th  4/21  11AM—1PM

Our hands and feet are home to thousands of nerve endings 
and almost 70 acupuncture points, which is why Reflexology 
is so effective. Learn basics of Reflexology including the 
zones in the hands and feet, what regions in the body they 
represent, and techniques to work on your own hands and 
feet. Note: There is a  $5 supply fee.

Meditation Demystified: Practicing Inner 
Stillness 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $15; NM: $20
Entire Term Online Recording
WEL204AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
WEL204A Th  3/17  11AM—12:30PM
WEL204AH Th  3/17  11AM—12:30PM

t's common for people to have a wide range of ideas, 
opinions, and misconceptions related to meditation that can 
make it seem difficult and unapproachable. Enroll in this 
class and learn practical tools, tips, and techniques to start 
and/or maintain a meditation practice that works for you.

Self-Massage: Rub those Aches Away 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23
Entire Term            Online Recording
NAT114AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
NAT114A Th  3/3  11AM—1PM
NAT114AH Th  3/3  11AM—1PM

Do you experience aching and sore muscles? Do your neck, 
shoulders, back or even your feet hurt? Wish you could 
have someone massage those areas to take those aches 
away? Come learn simple and effective ways to massage 
your body using your hands, and/or other easily found tools. 
Experience how a little self-massage goes a long way.

Visit page 4 for important 
registration information.
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Couple's Massage 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $20; NM: $25

1 class date Room 4
NAT115A Th  2/10  10AM—12:30PM

This course is an introduction to couple's massage. Learn 
how to massage, work out knots and deep tissue massage. 
A partner is required for this class (both participants must 
register for the course). This is a great class for couples and 
friends who could benefit from a good back rub. Bring (1) 
bed-sized pillow per couple.

Meridian Tapping Therapy- Become Your 
Own Best Therapist! 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 2
WEL128A Th  4/28  10AM—12PM

Meridian Tapping is a combination of ancient Chinese 
acupressure and modern energy psychology that has been 
successfully used to provide relief from chronic pain, fears, 
phobias, insomnia, addictions, cravings, grief, anxiety, limiting 
beliefs and PTSD. Tap into the amazing power of self-
healing that is literally at your fingertips.

STRESS, COPING,  &  LIFE 
TRANSITIONS 

Compassion  &  Choices: Bob's Choice  New!
Dr. Barbara Toeppen-Sprigg M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Cypress Hall
TRA212A Tu  1/11  1:30—3PM

A Seattle man who decided to die with dignity following a 
cancer diagnosis shares his journey over the last few 
months of his life. A discussion will follow the documentary.

Compassion  &  Choices: A Gentle Death- 
Beyond Advance Directives for End-of-Life 
Care  New!
Dr. Barbara Toeppen-Sprigg M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Cypress Hall
TRA106A Th  1/13  1—2PM

This film sheds light on the 21st century struggle with 
communication and preparation at life's end. There are 
intimate accounts of the emotional, spiritual, physical and 
social burdens associated with the historical shift that has 
occurred with dying. Forty years ago, most people 
experienced a quick death, but today we are more likely to 
suffer a slow, incremental dying process.

Manage Stress with Everyday Mindfulness 
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $18; NM: $23
Entire Term            Online Recording
WEL126AR Available 24/7

1 class date Room 3 / Online(H)
WEL126A Th  5/12  11AM—1PM
WEL126AH Th  5/12  11AM—1PM

You cannot control the amount of things, people or 
situations that cause stress, however, you can learn to 
manage it. Having easy and accessible stress-management 
tools allows you to live in the present moment with the 
ability to cope with stressful situations in effective ways. 
Learn practical skills for living mindfully and intentionally, 
reducing stress, and cultivating peace.

The Importance of Attitude, Listening and 
Humor  
Frank Dole M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 2
TRA194A W  2/9  1—3PM

The importance of one's attitude and choices illustrated by 
stories and insights learned from the terminally ill make for 
a unique and enjoyable format. The underlying importance 
of listening and techniques to improve your skills will be 
reviewed. An overview of the power of humor will be 
addressed and how to methods shared.

Senior Living Alternatives- Learn Your 
Options! 
Kandice Alder M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRA211A W  2/9  3—4PM

Learn what options are available as you begin to need living 
assistance services. Aspects of adult care including 
homecare, skilled care, and independent/assisted living and 
nursing home options are covered. Topics include 
comprehensive explanation of available services/facilities, 
how to find the right service/facility, and the cost of care. A 
question and answer session will be held at the end. 

Our Community Partners help fund credentialed special courses, exhibits, and more! 
If you're interested in learning more about supporting MTP, 

or perhaps becoming a Community Partner, head to our website:
www.masterthepossibilities.org/support-mtp
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Navigating Healthcare Resources 
Beverly Crumpler M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
TRA200A W  2/9  11AM—12PM

It can be hard to know where to turn when a serious illness 
affects you or your loved one. In this class you'll learn 
about resources available to assist those challenged by an 
advancing illness with a prognosis of one year or less, 
services available at no charge for Marion County residents, 
along with caregiver stress coping skills.

Novel Friends Book Club 
Jessica McCune M:Free; NM:Free

3 class dates Room 3
TRA147A W  2/9—3/9  2—3PM

This course will meet: Feb. 9, 23, March 9th.

Join Jessica McCune with Hospice of Marion County in a 
discussion of Megan Devine's ground-breaking book "It's Ok 
That You're Not Ok." There is nothing wrong about grieving 
and there is no right or wrong way. Purchase a copy of the 
book in advance and bring your experiences and discussions 
to share with the group, while learning coping skills.

Heartbeats: An Advanced Cardiac Care 
Program   New!
Mery Lossada, MD M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Online 2
TRA207A Th  3/17  3—4PM

Learn more about Heart Disease, the silent 
pandemic killing 1 in 4 adults every year. You'll 
receive a copy of Heartbeats, an Advanced Cardiac 

Care Program, Patient and Caregiver Handbook as a 
reference guide. Be better informed about end-stage heart 
failure and learn how symptoms can be managed with 
hospice and palliative care from the safety of your home.

Gift the Gift, Have the Talk 
Jessica McCune M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 3 
TRA184A W  4/13  10—11AM

This class will review three different case studies about 
having end-of-life discussions with your loved ones.  You'll 
receive helpful ways to start the conversation before a 
health emergency arises. "It is never too early, but often too 
late." Being prepared not only makes a difference, it is an 
amazing gift for your loved ones.  

Memory Boxes for Loved Ones  New!
Beverly Lafferty M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 2
TRA209A W  4/20  10—11AM

Learn how to create a memory box for your loved one. It 
could be for someone still living or for someone you may 
have recently lost. This keepsake can be personalized with 
many types of mementos to help celebrate a special 
occasion, keep their memory alive or to give tribute to a 
family after a loved one has passed.

Your Care, Your Decision  New!
Billie Woodham M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 3
TRA208A W  5/4  10—11AM

Learn how supportive care can help relieve pain and 
suffering from the symptoms and stress of a serious illness 
allowing you to feel better and live better. This presentation 
will engage, inform and empower you. It's your healthcare, 
your option and your choice.

Reflections on Loss Through Art  New!
Jessica McCune M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Room 3
TRA204A W  5/11  9:30—10:30AM

Students will review and reminisce with pointers for 
resolving grief through art, collage, journaling and crafts, 
focusing on reminiscing and the Abiding step found within 
the Opus Peace resource tools for healing. Materials 
provided.

STAY UP TO DATE!

MTP adds classes regularly 
throughout the term.

 Keep abreast of everything new 
by joining our email blast.

Go to 
www.masterthepossibilities.org,

scroll to the bottom and enter your 
name and email address. 

Only 1 email each week.
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AMERICAN HISTORY 
Prohibition  New!
Joe Bartosh M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
HIS500A M  1/17  2—3:30PM

We will take an in-depth look at Prohibition. We will explore 
the high-minded idealism behind it and why it was such a 
dismal failure in so many ways. We will find out who the 
main players in the game were, on both sides of the issue 
that caused the rise of an organization that is with us 
today.

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Madison and 
the Emergence of Political Parties and the 
Issue of State's Rights  New!
Jim Cullen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS496A W  1/19  3—4:30PM

This course is not a comprehensive examination of 
the administrations of Washington, Adams, 
Jefferson, and Madison. It intends to discuss the 

origins of the first U.S. political parties and the question of 
national power and states' rights.

The Mob  New!
Jerry Colen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
CUR106A Tu  1/25  3—4PM

Jerry Colen will be here to discuss the characters who made 
up the most well-known members of the Chicago and New 
York crime organizations. Many of the characters discussed 
have infused American history with what can almost be said 
to be a romantic presence. There is nothing romantic about 
these criminals, and Jerry will impress that upon us.

The Good, the Bad, and The ? of Prohibition  
New!
Ray Cech M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
HIS513A Tu  2/15  2:30—4PM

How America was convinced to give up its booze was 
astonishing. We will look at the drivers of prohibition, how 
and why it became the law of the land, and what effect it 
had on our country and citizens. After 13 years, it was 
finally brought to an end. How and why? Discuss this 
intriguing subtext to American history.

When Black Soldiers Raided Marion County: 
The True Story 
Bruce Seaman M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS467A Th  3/10  10:30AM—12PM

The Marshall Plantation Raid by black Union soldiers on 
March 10, 1865 was the only time the Civil War came to 
Marion County. Misrepresented and inaccurately portrayed 
historically, this presentation tells the untold story. This raid 
had a unit of black men travel 100 miles behind enemy 
lines. The story of their exodus-like journey is gripping. 

Tora, Tora, Tora: Attack on Pearl Harbor 
Michael Carter M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS268A Tu  3/22  10—11:30AM

What precipitated the villainous Japanese attack on 
America's Pacific Naval Base at Pearl Harbor? Why did the 
Japanese want to go to war with us? We will discuss the 
physical attack and penetrate the reasons that even though 
it was an immediate success for Japan, it was really the 
early beginning of the end of the Japanese empire.

The CIA Museum: What You Didn't See in the 
First Tour  New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS342A F  4/1  10—11:30AM

A different tour with totally different artifacts and 
background stories are revealed and colorfully illustrated by 
a CIA retiree who was there when most of these operations 
were carried out. Part 2 of an ongoing series of previously 
Top Secret missions revealed as they are declassified. This 
presentation covers two of its most expensive missions.

Our Community Partners help fund credentialed special courses, exhibits, and more! 
If you're interested in learning more about supporting MTP, 

or perhaps becoming a Community Partner, head to our website:
www.masterthepossibilities.org/support-mtp
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Reconstruction- The Second American 
Revolution 
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

2 class dates Room 4
HIS188A M 4/4 & 4/11  1:30—3PM

The "Lost Cause" and neo-Confederate advocates disparage 
Reconstruction as a failure, though they caused the Union to 
painfully try to put itself back together. Its greatest 
achievement was making the concept of equality more 
concrete and real in the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments. 
In today's Congressional climate, they would never pass. 
Learn how Reconstructions impact us today.

Abraham Lincoln  New!
Jerry Colen M: $3; NM: $8

2 class dates Live Oak Hall
HIS110A Tu  4/12 & 4/19  3—4PM

On April 15, 1865, Abraham Lincoln passed into myth and 
legend. On April 12, and 19, Jerry Colen, will be here to 
speak on Lincoln, his family history from arriving in the 
Americas, to his youth, politics, presidency and tragic 
assassination. We invite you to sit in with Jerry as he 
presents Abraham Lincoln to you with depth and 
understanding.

"From Playgrounds to Palaces" An Up-to-Date 
History of the Game of Basketball  New!
Alvin Ross M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
THE123A W  4/13  1—3PM

This course will take you through the origins of the great 
game of Basketball, with the use of original films and 
photographs.

Lindbergh, Tarnished Hero  New!
Joe Bartosh M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS501A F  5/20  2—3:30PM

Today is the 95th anniversary of the first solo flight across 
the Atlantic Ocean. Millions around the world know of this 
feat and the man who accomplished it, Charles Lindbergh. 
What many are not aware of is the stain he placed on his 
name by his flirtation with Hitler. We will explore in-depth 
the picture of this historical figure.

Reconstruction (1865 to 1877) 
Billy Bass M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS165A Th  1/13  4—5:30PM

As the nation tries to come back together in the years after 
the Civil War, what were the successes and failures of this 
rebuilding effort?

The Gilded Age, Political (late 1800s) 
Billy Bass M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS166A Th  1/27  4—5:30PM

A period of weak Presidents, Political Machines, and 
corruption.  But the reaction will increase the government's 
power and set up the reforms of the Progressive Era in the 
early 1900s.

The Gilded Age, Industrial Age 
Billy Bass M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS167A Th  2/10  4—5:30PM

In just a few decades the United States will emerge from the 
Civil War to become the Industrial giant of the 1900s.  How 
did we make so many changes so fast?  Who were the 
leaders of this catalyst?  What were some of the effects?

Minor Parties Impact in U.S. History 
Billy Bass M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS131A Th  3/24  4—5:30PM

Although the United States has been largely a two-party 
system, 3rd/minor parties have led to many changes in the 
major parties and impacted multiple elections in our history.  
Look back at what caused these parties to form and what 
impact they had.

FLORIDA HISTORY 
Creating the Florida Thoroughbred Heritage 
Trail  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS503A F  1/14  1—2:30PM

The history of the Florida thoroughbred kicked off in 
earnest when Needles won the 1956 Kentucky Derby. Since 
then the rich history of the thoroughbred within the county  
&  state has been preserved thanks to local citizens. Learn 
about the preservation of the champions cemetery at 
Winding Oaks, the Thoroughbred Walk of Fame, upcoming 
books and Florida thoroughbred museum collections.

Why Did Edison, One of the World's Greatest 
Inventors, Choose Florida? 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS462A Th  1/20  9—10AM

When Edison looked for a place to spend his winters in 
1885, he chose Ft. Myers. His selection had a major impact 
on his projects and an impact on the future of the area. 
Learn how SWF became a magnet for famous industrialists, 
financiers, and other famous individuals. Edison's personality 
and mind are important to understand what sparked his 
genius.
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King of the Cattle Barons  
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS207A Th  1/20  1—2PM

Explore the life of the "King of the Crackers". Jake 
Summerlin was the most influential man in Florida from its 
admittance to the union, until the twilight of the 20th 
century. Summerlin was the prominent force in the cattle 
business. He also donated the state's first free public school, 
Orlando's first Court House and established the first 
international telegraph service.

How a Poor Black Alabama Boy Became an 
Inspiring Success in the Thoroughbred World  
New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $10; NM: $15

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS514A F  2/18  3—4:30PM

Lugusta "Gus" Gray began working with 
thoroughbreds at the age of 11. His love for 
horses changed his life, leading to his 50 years of 

work on the Hooper Farms and Double Diamond farm in 
Ocala. He was the first Florida winner of the national 
Godolphin award and the first Black inducted into the 
Marion County Ag. Hall of Fame.

Florida Was in the Revolutionary War? 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS206A Th  2/24  9—10AM

When someone says, "The Revolutionary War" do you think 
of Florida? This presentation covers the intrigues, chaos, 
and violence that Florida became in this period. Not many 
people know what happened in Florida, Britain's 14th 
Colony, during the war. It was the only colony to stay loyal 
to the Crown and its people paid dearly for their choice.

How the Forgotten Years Affected Florida 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS476A Th  2/24  11AM—12PM

The years between the Civil War and WWII are hardly ever a 
part of major historical profiles of the state. Diston drained 
the land and speculators destroyed Florida's reputation with 
crooked land deals. Hurricanes stalked the land. Orange 
blossoms drenched the states air and Edison perfected his 
light bulb here. This exciting talk covers forgotten events 
that affect us today.

Florida's Contribution to WWII  &  WWII's 
Contribution to Florida  
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS483A Th  2/24  1—2PM

Join DL Havlin as he covers this little appreciated period of 
Florida's history. No event changed and shaped the 
Sunshine State as much as WWII. Learn about the where, 
what, when and how Florida's "military invasion" occurred. 
The story of how the least populated state east of the 
Mississippi developed into today's modern prosperous state 
is fascinating.

Florida During The Civil War  New!
Jack Ciotti M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 4
HIS351A M  3/7  10—11:30AM

Florida played an interesting role in the Civil War. The 
instructor, dressed in a Marion County uniform, tells that 
story, not only about the armies, navies, and battles, but 
also of the civilian life. The people not only dealt with 
shortages, but with the death and destruction the war 
bought to Florida's sparsely populated towns, from 
Fernandina to Key West.

St. Augustine: Florida's Medieval City  New!
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $19; NM: $24

3 class dates Room 2
HIS508A Tu  3/8—3/22  9:30—11AM

Florida is home to one of the most historically significant 
sites in North America, the settlement of St. Augustine.  
Join us as we explore the fascinating history of how this 
site was established and the role it played in the cultural 
and political interactions between Spaniards, the French, the 
English, the Seminoles and finally the United States.  

Slavery in Florida and Marion County, A 
Survey 
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
HIS187A M  3/14  1:30—3PM

Florida entered the Union as a slave state. Under Spanish 
rule, Florida was a refugee for enslaved persons. It would 
become the third state to secede. Marion County became 
part of the "Cotton Kingdom."  The presentation informs the 
number of residents engaged in slavery and how enslaved 
persons' labor became the foundation of the county's 
economic growth.  

The Road to the Kentucky Derby Begins in 
Marion County  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS515A Th  4/7  10—11:30AM

Why do so many horses in major races across the U.S. have 
a connection to our county? Lean how Marion County 
became the Horse Capital of the World® thanks to a horse 
named Needles in 1956 and how he changed the trajectory 
of the Florida thoroughbred industry, making it one of the 
world's leading breeding, sales and racing centers.
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Florida Before the Union: Early History of a 
Complex Land 
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $19; NM: $24

3 class dates Room 2
HIS471A Tu  4/12—4/26  9:30—11AM

Learn the history of the Florida peninsula before it joined 
the United States of America. Native tribes, conquistadors, 
frontier alligator hunters, cattlemen and pirates all had a 
long and intriguing impact on the history of the peninsula. 
This course is designed for those with no previous 
knowledge of the subject, as well as for history enthusiasts.

The Pictorial History of the Florida 
Thoroughbred Industry: Brought to Life by the 
Photographs of Louise Reinagel  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS512A F  4/22  1—2:30PM

Enjoy learning about the heritage thoroughbred farms, 
personalities, horses and characters that shaped Marion 
County into the Horse Capital of the World® through Louise 
Reinagel's photographic works of famed farms, owners, 
champion horses and horses at play. Famed thoroughbred 
photographer Reinagel has been behind-the-scenes for 
decades as the horse industry grew in Marion County.

FUN FACTS 
Hollywood Scandals Part 1 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS257A M  1/17  1:15—2:45PM

Visit the 'Golden Age of Hollywood' and discover the back-
story about the movie studios, the stars they created and 
the murders, mysteries and mayhem of the lives they lived. 

Hollywood Scandals Part 2  New!
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS504A M  1/31  1:15—2:45PM

This course will include more Hollywood secrets, scandals, 
suicides and murders. Topics include items like what 
happened to Errol Flynn? Who was Clark Gable?

Mardi Gras: Its History and Evolution  New!
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS216A M  2/28  1:15—2:45PM

The history, traditions, music and mayhem of Mardi Gras 
from Ancient Rome's naughty carnivals to present day Mardi 
Gras (Fat Tuesday). Discover the evolution of Mardi Gras 
from hedonistic feast to religious ritual to the wild 
celebrations in New Orleans.

History of Forensic Science Part 1 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS443A M  4/4  1:15—2:45PM

Come hear about famous crimes and evidence that led to 
the evolution of criminal forensic sciences such as the 1st 
mug shots, fingerprints, toxicology, trace evidence and 1st 
conviction using DNA. 

History of Forensic Science Part 2  New!
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS487A M  4/18  1:15—2:45PM

This continuation course will cover more famous and bizarre 
murders and how they were solved "back in the day." 

INFLUENTIAL GROUPS 
Pirates! A History of Piracy- 2000 Years and 
Counting 
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS173A F  1/14  10—11:30AM

This colorful PowerPoint program starts with an 
explanation of Pirate differences: geographically, 
nomenclature, flags, areas of operation, battles, 
targets, fleets, notorious commanders, bases of 
operation, financial success, capture and 

punishments. It features the most successful Pirate Captain 
in history who retired a multimillionaire. It follows the world 
of Piracy up to and including this current year.

The Knights Templar & The Age of Discovery 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS341A M  3/28  1:15—2:45PM

This course will cover the history of the legendary warrior-
monks including their founding, where they fought and why. 
Learn about their military ranks, dress, daily life, their castles 
and where the Templar treasure may be. 

Female Spies of the Civil War 
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS407A F  4/15  10—11:30AM

Women were considered too shy and sweet to be spies. The 
Civil War was not the first time women were spies and it 
won't be the last. Which ones were successful; for which 
side, for how long? Did they retire or were they caught? 
Two of them were never caught and are in the US Military 
Intelligence Hall of Fame.
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PEOPLE 
Extraordinary People  New!
Sharon Thomas Duca M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
HIS516A F  2/25  11AM—12PM

According to the instructor, people should Learn 
that we as Americans stand on the shoulders of 
many who have not been acknowledged or 

recognized for their tremendous contributions that are used 
on a daily basis. We aspire to be the best and we need to 
know those who have already achieved. What are these 
achievements and accomplishments and by whom?

Freydis, The Viking  New!
Dee Collier M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS511A Tu  1/18  11AM—12PM

Freydis was Erik the Red's daughter and Leif Erickson's 
sister. She helped explore America long before Columbus. 
Fearless and determined, Freydis led voyages across 
unchartered waters, tried to establish a colony and fought 
attacking natives when most of her men refused. Imagine 
the salt air on your face as you travel back to 1000 AD in 
this spell-binding portrayal!

Women of Historical Note: Portrayed by Dee 
Collier  New!
Dee Collier M:  $7; NM:  $12
Entire Term Online Recording
HIS730A Available 24/7

This course is a showcase of the collected 
recordings of women of historical note and their 
perspectives on their point in history portrayed by 

Dee Collier. Watch any video, in any order, at any time 
during the entire term. ADDED BONUS! As Ms. Collier 
records additional classes throughout the term, those 
recordings will be added to this library and available at no 
extra charge! You'll receive email notifications when 
recordings are added to the library.

Abraham Lincoln: A Great Life Part 1  New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS497A F  2/4  10—11:30AM

This comprehensive  presentation traces the life of 
one of the most remarkable personalities in history 
from dirt-poor childhood to his election as 

President. Follow his struggle to get an education; his abuse 
as a young man, journey through a variety of occupations 
and the people who helped him achieve his goals.

Abraham Lincoln: A Great Life Part 2  New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall

HIS498A F  2/18  10—11:30AM

This presentation begins with his Presidency and 
continues with his political strategies used, 
challenges as Commander-in-Chief, guidance as a 

national leader of both his Party and the Nation through one 
of the darkest chapters in our history. One that he never 
lived long enough to fully enjoy the fruits of that burden.

Remembering Emmett Till 
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
HBL116A M  2/7  1:30—3PM

Before George Floyd's death galvanized America, 
the lynching of 14-year-old Emmett Till is consider 
the catalyst to the Civil Rights Movement. "The 

story of Emmett Till is one of the most important of the last 
half of the 20th century." Examine the impact of his 
lynching on the movement. An anti-lynching bill has yet to 
pass Congress.

St. Augustine: A Giant in Western Philosophy  
New!
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $19; NM: $24

3 class dates Room 2
HIS507A Tu  2/8—2/22  9:30—11AM

There are few thinkers who may claim to have had such a 
large impact on western thought as Augustine of Hippo.  
This course will provide an outline of his life, some of his 
principal thoughts and his resounding influence on western 
civilization.

Lincoln's Last Trial 
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS221A F  3/4  10—11:30AM

Lincoln was the rising star of the Republican Party having 
proven himself as someone with a gift of speech who could 
move crowds. Asked to be one of the lawyers in a 
contentious murder trial for a young man who appears guilty 
and now the nation is watching Lincoln's performance. The 
Presidency is in the balance.

Julius Caesar and the Anniversary of His 
Assassination 
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 2
HIS347A Tu  3/15  1—2:30PM

In recognition for the anniversary of his assassination, this 
talk will highlight the life and legacy of the great Gaius 
Julius Caesar. As a personality, political actor and military 
genius, he left an indelible mark on western civilization and 
proves of lasting influence across the world today.  Join us 
for a fascinating look at the man and the legend.
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The Lives of Two of Florida's Medal of Honor 
Recipients 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS465A Tu  3/15  9—10AM

Commander David McCampbell was the US Navy's most 
famous "Ace" in WWII, shooting down 34 Japanese planes. 
James Henry Mills, born near Mulberry Florida, was often 
called the "Sargent York of WWII." His single-handed exploits 
in a battle defy any movie writer's duplication. His life of 
hardship is a tale of how some of our bravest fare.

Rising Above- The Jacqueline Cochran Story 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS461A Tu  3/15  1—2PM

This panhandle born girl rose from obscurity to be a giant in 
aviation and in business. She held every woman's aviation 
record, was instrumental in forming the Woman's Auxiliary 
Army Corps, the Woman's Airforce Service Pilots, an 
acclaimed test pilot, the first woman pilot to break the 
sound barrier, and the driving force in forming the first 
woman's astronaut group.

Two of WWIIs Important Generals Were 
Florida Men 
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS474A Tu  3/15  11AM—12PM

General James Van Fleet commanded units in battle in the 
1st, and 2nd World Wars and in Korea. He commanded the 
8th Infantry regiment on D-day at Utah beach. Marine 
General Roy Stanley Geiger is best known as the only 
Marine General to command an army sized force in battle. 
He was the father of the Marine air arm.

America's Second Spymaster: Military 
Intelligence Hall of Fame Inductee  New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS170A F  3/18  10—11:30AM

This aristocrat abhorred slavery and when the war broke 
out, she hated to see the Union broken apart. She followed 
the protocols that a CIA Case Officer does today, in a 
courageous effort to bring resolution to this page in 
American history. She is enshrined in the United States 
Military Intelligence Hall of Fame for her deeds in this war.

Mommy Dearest 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS259A M  5/2  1:15—2:45PM

The true stories regarding the 'maternal influence' and how 
women like Ma Barker, Pauline Einstein, and Gladys Presley 

shaped or destroyed the lives of their children. 

Galileo, the Father of Modern Astronomy 
Jim Di Paolo M: $40; NM: $45

6 class dates Room 1
HIS299A Tu  5/3—6/7  3:15—4:45PM

This course explores the life of Galileo Galilei, an Italian 
natural philosopher, astronomer, and mathematician, who 
made fundamental contributions to the sciences of motion, 
astronomy, and more. His discoveries revolutionized 
astronomy, some of which eventually resulted in an 
Inquisition process against him. We'll start with his early 
childhood, examine his amazing inventions, discoveries, and 
his trial for heresy.

Fred Astaire and His Dance Partners 
Dr. Don Wyman, Suzanne Crosby    M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Cypress Hall
ARH105A F  5/6  10—11:30AM

From 1906 to 1932 in over 2000 performances, Fred's only 
partner was sister Adele. After losing her, he partnered with 
some of the most beautiful women on stage, screen and 
television. Fred could do it all - tap, jazz, soft-shoe and 
ballroom, and had one song hit after another. He flunked his 
screen test as having 'no chance.'

The Great Native American Leaders Part 1 
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS224A F  5/20  10—11:30AM

These are stories of four Native American leaders with 
similar upbringing but very different lives. All were fighting 
to preserve their way of life as it had been for millennia. 
Some were warriors, some holy men, preserver of the 
sacred rituals, an entrepreneur, great orator, even hunting 
buddy of a President. Betrayal was the usual outcome

The Great Native American Leaders Part 2  
New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS499A F  6/3  10—11:30AM

These four Native American leaders had similar upbringings, 
but very different lives. All were fighting to preserve their 
way of life as it had been for millennia. Some were warriors, 
some holy men, preserver of the sacred rituals, an 
entrepreneur, great orator, even hunting buddy of a 
President. Betrayal was the usual outcome.

WORLD HISTORY 
The Ages of Arthur: A Brief History of Roman 
and Anglo-Saxon Britain  New!
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $19; NM: $24

3 class dates Room 2
HIS506A Tu  1/11—1/25  9:30—11AM
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This course will provide a survey of the history, archaeology 
and folklore of Britain from Antiquity through the Early 
Middle Ages.  Rulers, legends and mythology will blend to 
paint a fascinating picture of how British history developed 
and how these ancient times still influence our popular 
culture to this day.

The Rise to World Power: the U.S. 1898-1919  
New!
Jim Cullen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS517A Tu  1/21  2-3:30PM

This course looks primarily at the foreign relations of the 
U.S. and examines the rise of the U.S. from an isolated 
economic power to one of the world’s great powers. The 
Spanish-American War began the process and it culminated 
with the U.S. involvement in World War I.

World War II’s Final Major Turn: June, 1944, 
D-Day in Europe and the Marianas in the 
Pacific New!
Jim Cullen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS518A Tu  2/2  2-3:30PM

Midway, Stalingrad, North Africa and Kursk were all critical 
turning points of World War II. Although there would be 
much work still to be done, the invasions of June, 1944 
were truly the beginning of the end in both theaters. These 
invasions coming just days apart but separated by 
thousands of miles offer abundant evidence of the 
unbelievable accomplishments of the U.S. on the production 
and military fronts. 

Amazing Azores: Where in the World?  New!
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS505A M  2/7  1:15—2:45PM

The islands of the Azores began with volcanoes. Their 
power to destroy and their power to create. Was Plato right 
in claiming that the lost City of Atlantis was in the Azores? 
Take a visual tour of all 9 islands and discover the history, 
culture, and the traditions of the islands in the middle of 
nowhere.

The Rosetta Stone: The Key to Unlocking 
Egyptian Hieroglyphics  New!
James Kuzmanovich M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
HIS509A Th  2/10  10AM—12PM

Most of us know that the Rosetta Stone was the key to 
unlocking the secrets of Egyptian hieroglyphics and the 
history of ancient Egypt. After its discovery it still took a 
quarter of a century and the intense efforts of two special 
geniuses for the decipherment of hieroglyphics. The 
purpose of this course is to tell this fascinating story.

Deciphering Ancient Languages  New!
James Kuzmanovich M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS510A Tu  3/8  10AM—12PM

Two ancient languages were deciphered in the last half of 
the twentieth century: Linear B, which was found in 1900 
on clay tablets during the excavation of the magnificent 
palace of King Minos at Knossos, and the Mayan 
inscriptions, which were written with intricate, ornate glyphs. 
This class tells these two very different, but equally 
interesting, stories of decipherment.

Malta - Jewel of the Mediterranean 
Douglas Hart M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
HIS350A M  4/18  3—4PM

Malta, island country located in the central Mediterranean 
Sea. A strategically important group of islands. The 
archipelago has through its long and turbulent history 
played a vital role in the struggles of a succession of 
powers. Learn about this jewel from a Maltese citizen who 
will go into the history, culture, travel opportunities and 
many other facets of the island.

Introduction to Ancient Meso-America 
Dr. Jason Lundock M: $19; NM: $24

3 class dates Room 2
HIS346A Tu  5/10—5/24  9:30—11AM

In this course, we will take a trip through some of the 
greatest archaeological sites in the world to discover the 
rich history of ancient Meso-America.  Spanning regions 
from Mexico to Honduras, we will investigate the cultures of 
such civilizations as the Olmecs, Maya and Aztecs.  

History of Ireland 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS217A M  5/23  1:15—2:45PM

Discover the history, legends and culture of the Emerald Isle 
from when the 1st settlers rowed their skin boats across 
seas from England. Centuries of Druid, Celt and Viking 
settlements have left Ireland with a rich and permanent 
collection of myths and legends. Learn the true stories 
behind the legends of leprechauns, fairies, changelings, 
pookas, banshees, and the Blarney Stone.

Discovering the Pacific Ocean  New!
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS219A M  6/6  1:15—2:45PM

The discovery and charting the boundaries of the huge 
Pacific Ocean is filled with true stories of good and evil men, 
shipwrecks, heroism, murder, and even cannibals. Come hear 
how these stories helped shape history.
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LANGUAGE  &  LINGUISTICS 
ENGLISH 

The Hilarity of Idioms in the English 
Language 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 2
LAN113A W  4/13  12—1:30PM

Idioms are more fun than a barrel of monkeys and can be 
useful when you are in a pickle or between a rock and a 
hard place. In this class we will learn the meanings and 
origins of popular idioms in the English language.

GERMAN 
German Made Easy  
Mary Hamblen M: $33; NM: $38

6 class dates  Room 2
LAN109A  M  1/10—2/14  4—5PM
LAN109B M  2/21—3/28  4—5PM
LAN109C M   4/4—5/9  4—5PM

Do you want to learn German to get by when travelling to 
Germany, Austria, or Switzerland? Or do you want to just 
learn German just for the fun of it? This course is for you! 
You will learn the basic German expressions along with the 
correct pronunciation in order to communicate effectively in 
German.

German Made Easy Level II 
Mary Hamblen M: $33; NM: $38

6 class dates Room 2
LAN114A Tu  1/11—2/15  4—5PM
LAN114B Tu  2/22—3/29  4—5PM
LAN114C Tu  4/5—5/10  4—5PM

This course is a continuation of German Made Easy.

German: Intermediate  
Mary Hamblen M: $33; NM: $38

6 class dates Room 2
LAN201A Th  1/13—2/17  4—5PM
LAN201B Th  2/24—3/31  4—5PM

LAN201C Th  4/7—5/12  4—5PM

The prerequisite for this course is to have some basic 
knowledge of German already either having taken the 
German Made Easy or Beginning German courses. Students 
will have the opportunity to expand on their speaking, 
reading, and writing skills in German. A lot of the class 
instruction will be conducted in the German language.

German: Advanced Level 
Mary Hamblen M: $33; NM: $38

6 class dates Room 2
LAN301A Sa  1/15—2/19  10—11AM
LAN301B Sa  2/26—4/2  10—11AM
LAN301C Sa  4/9—5/14  10—11AM

This class is a continuation from previous levels of German. 
The class will emphasize pronunciation, conversation, 
reading, and some grammar in German. Students who did 
not take the beginning German and intermediate German 
classes can be evaluated by the instructor to see if they can 
join the class.

JAPANESE 
Japanese For Beginners 
Shizuka Campagna M: $58; NM: $63

5 class dates Room 2
LAN116A Tu, Th  1/11—1/25  1—2PM
LAN116B Tu, Th  5/10—5/24  1—2PM

Would you like to learn how to speak Japanese? This 
course will provide the basic language structures, 
pronunciation, and appropriate way to say things in different 
settings. Did you know there are different ways to say 
things depending on who you are talking to? Since language 
is closely related to its culture, we will cover its culture and 
various customs.

Japanese II 
Shizuka Campagna M: $58; NM: $63

5 class dates Room 2
LAN208A Tu, Th  2/1—2/15  1—2PM
LAN208B Tu, Th  6/7—6/21  1—2PM
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This course is a continuation of Japanese I.  Students will 
learn more vocabulary and verbs, adjectives, nouns, etc. will 
be added to facilitate carrying a conversation in Japanese.  
Japanese customs and its culture will also be discussed.  
Participants must have taken Japanese I or have an 
intermediate knowledge of the language.

SIGN LANGUAGE 
Beginning Sign Language 
Jill Davis M: $43; NM: $48

6 class dates Room 1
LAN108A M  1/10—2/14  3—4PM

For someone unable to hear the spoken word, how nice for 
them to be greeted in their own language! Attending this 
class in beginning sign, you will learn over 100 signs and the 
basic fundamentals for conversation in American Sign 
Language.

Sign Language- Intermediate II 
Jill Davis M: $43; NM: $48

6 class dates Room 1
LAN209A M  1/10—2/14  4:15—5:15PM

This class will continue advancing through signs. The Florida 
requirement for being an interpreter is 2000 signs, so we 
have lots of signs to begin adding to our foundation. 
Beginners Sign and Intermediate are prerequisites for this 
class.

Sign Language- Advanced I 
Jill Davis M: $42; NM: $47

6 class dates Room 1
LAN308A F  1/14—2/18  3—4PM

Learning a new language can be exhilarating AND it 
enhances your cognitive skills.  This is the 4th level of Sign 
Language being offered. (Beginning, Intermediate I, 
Intermediate II and now Advanced I). Our foundation of signs 
is growing, and our conversations will broaden as we apply 
our growing sign language skills.  Previous courses are 
suggested as a prerequisite.

LITERATURE  &  WRITING 
Reader's Choice 
Pat Russell M: $6; NM: $11

6 class dates Room 1
LIT152A M  1/10—6/13  1—2PM

Join us monthly for a lively discussion of the book of the 
month. With the exception of the first month, the group will 
decide which book we will read. January's book will be "The 
Bishop's Pawn" by Steve Berry.

Pulitzer Prize Book Discussion  New!
Pat Russell M: $6; NM: $11

6 class dates Room 1
LIT155A Th  1/13—6/9  2—3PM
This course will meet: Jan. 13, Feb. 10, March 10, Apr. 14, May 12, June 9.

The Pulitzer Prize for Fiction is one of the seven American 
Pulitzer Prizes that are annually awarded. It recognizes 
distinguished fiction by an American author. Each month we 
will read a Pulitzer Prize book and discuss not only the 
storyline but also why we think it won the prize. View the 
entire list of readings on MTP's website.

Winter Book Club
Heddy Racinowski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 2
LIT137A W  1/19  1—2PM
LIT137B W  2/16  1—2PM
LIT137C W  3/16  1—2PM
LIT137D W  4/20  1—2PM
LIT137E W  5/18  1—2PM
LIT137F W  6/15  1—2PM

Join Heddy Racinowski for a lively monthly book discussion.  
The selections include: January- What She Left Behind, 
Ellen Marie Wiseman; The Whip by Karen Kondazian; March- 
Leaving Time by Jodi Picoult; April- The Address by Fiona 
Davis; May- The Last House Guest by Megan Miranda; 
June- The Alice Network by Kate Quinn.

Ernest Hemingway- His Life and His Short 
Stories (Part 1) 
Bradley Hull M: $11; NM: $16

4 class dates Room 3
LIT142A M  2/7—2/28  1—2:30PM

This is a discussion driven course relying upon close, 
insightful reading and class participation. (Most readings-15-
20 pages per class). Part 1 will discuss stories related to 
childhood, adolescence/young adulthood, WWI, and 
homecoming and The Lost Generation. Please review your 
order receipt for the list of required reading prior to class.

MUSIC, THEATER,  &  MEDIA 
MEDIA 

Creating a Podcast 
David Levins M: $38; NM: $43

3 class dates Computer Lab
THE124A Th  1/13—1/27  9—10AM

Do you want to have your voice heard?  In this course you'll 
learn what a concept-based podcast is and how to create 
one. Then we'll go through hands on exercises to create an 
actual show.  The goal is for you to walk away from this 
course knowing how to create your own podcast. 
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Revolutionary War and Civil War 
Cinema  
Jack Ciotti M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 5
THE112A F  1/14  10AM—12PM

Recall the memory of the films and television shows, from 
the silent era on, made by Hollywood studios. Many of 
these movies and shows have been forgotten, some have 
become classics, and a few have been immortalized. Clips 
are shown from films and television series, with participant 
discussion. 

What It Was, Was Radio  New!
Alvin Ross M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
MUS169A W  2/23  2—4PM

Join Alvin Ross to hear about the history of radio, from 
beginning to the present time.

Afternoon at the Movies 
MTP Staff M:Free; NM:Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
THE401A Th  1/13  1—3PM
THE401B Th  1/27  1—3PM
THE401C Th  2/10  1—3PM
THE401D Th  2/24  1—3PM
THE401E Th  3/10  1—3PM
THE401F Th  3/24  1—3PM
THE401G Th  4/7  1—3PM
THE401H Th  4/21  1—3PM
THE401I Th  5/5  1—3PM
THE401J Th  5/19  1—3PM
THE401K Th  6/2  1—3PM
THE401L Th  6/16  1—3PM

Ask for a movie list from the Master the Possibilities staff. 
Enjoy a special movie hand-picked by Master the 
Possibilities staff with input from our faculty and students. It 
is a great way to connect with new people, visit with old 
friends and catch up on movies you always wished you had 
seen.

MUSIC 
Guitar for Beginners  New!
Dr. Jay Kreisman M: $58; NM: $63

7 class dates Computer Lab
MUS115A M, W  1/10—1/31  10—11AM

Students will be introduced to the basic notes on all six 
strings on the guitar and learn to play simple songs using 
both notes and chords. Students will have the opportunity 
to learn how to read music and tab. Note: Each student 
needs to bring his/her personal guitar to class.

Just a Country Boy from Brooklyn: Travels 
with Country Stars 
Alvin Ross M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
MUS149A W  3/16  1—3PM

A musical History of Country Music and my relationship with 
two of its superstars, Merle Haggard and Glen Campbell.

Your Voice is Beautiful   New!
Jennifer Foster M: $28; NM: $33

4 class dates Room 4
MUS170A Th  5/5—5/26  3—4:30PM

A vocal workshop for everyone - actors, public speakers, 
readers, singers. If you use your voice, this class is for you. 
Explore the principles of authentic, engaging, dynamic 
communication. Connect to your breath, open up, overcome 
stage fright and find your inner strength and freedom. The 
work is fun and inspiring.

Singing for Everyone  New!
Jennifer Foster M: $38; NM: $43

4 class dates Room 4
MUS171A F  5/6—5/27  3—4:30PM

Find more freedom, fun, and excellence in your singing. 
Explore your favorite vocal repertoire (all musical styles 
welcome) in a comfortable, supportive atmosphere.

Beginning Piano 101A 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS156A F  1/14—2/25  9—10AM

No class Feb. 18th.

MUS156B F  3/4—4/8  9—10AM
MUS156C F  5/6—6/10  9—10AM

This is a great course for anyone that's been wanting to 
learn how to play the piano. We begin with the basics, 
teaching how to read music, navigate the keyboard and play 
songs with both hands. Keyboards will be provided, and 
there is a  $17 fee payable to the instructor for the two 
required lesson books. Class size is limited.

Beginning Piano 101B 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS157A F  1/14—2/25  10:15—11:15AM

No class Feb. 18th.

MUS157B F  3/4—4/8  10:15—11:15AM
MUS157C F  5/6—6/10  10:15—11:15AM

This course builds upon Beginning Piano 101A. Students will 
learn how to read an expanded palette of notes, build on 
music theory knowledge and learn to play additional songs. 
Keyboards will be provided and there is a  $17 fee payable 
to the instructor for two required lesson books. Beginning 
Piano 101A is a prerequisite for 101B. Class size is limited.

Beginning Piano 101C 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85
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6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS158A F  1/14—2/25         11:30AM—12:30PM

No class Feb. 18th.

MUS158B F  3/4—4/8         11:30AM—12:30PM
MUS158C F  5/6—6/10         11:30AM—12:30PM

This course continues to build upon skills acquired from 
Piano 101B. The student will learn how to play more difficult 
songs, understand intervals, scales and key signatures. 
Keyboards will be provided, and students are required to 
bring the lesson books purchased for Piano 101B.  Students 
are required to complete Piano 101A and 101B taking 101C. 
Class size is limited.

Piano 102A 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS159A F  1/14—2/25  1:30—2:30PM

No class Feb. 18th

MUS159B F  3/4—4/8  1:30—2:30PM
MUS159C F  5/6—6/10  1:30—2:30PM

This course expands on reading music and adding more 
complex rhythms. Music theory, including intervals, key 
signatures, dynamics and music terminology are reinforced. 
Keyboards will be provided, and a  $17 fee is payable to the 
instructor. Students are required to complete Beginning 
Piano 101A, 101B and 101C before signing up for Piano 
102A. Class size is limited.

Piano 102B 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS160A F  1/14—2/25  2:45—3:45PM

No class Feb 18th.

MUS160B F  3/4—4/8  2:45—3:45PM
MUS160C F  5/6—6/10  2:45—3:45PM

This course expands upon the knowledge from Piano 102A. 
Students will learn to play the melody in the right hand, 
while chording in the left. They will be introduced to chords, 
chord progressions and additional scales. Keyboards will be 
provided; students are required to bring the books from 
Piano 102A. Piano 102A is a prerequisite course. Class size 
is limited.

Piano 103A 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS161A F  1/14—2/25  4—5PM

No class Feb. 18th.

MUS161B F  5/6—6/10  4—5PM

This course adds additional music theory including scales, 
intervals, chords and song structure. Students will play 
songs that are of higher skill. Keyboards will be provided, 
and a  $17 fee is payable to the instructor. Piano 102A and 
102B are prerequisites. Please contact instructor at 
spacecadet3010@gmail.com if you attended other classes to 
see if you qualify. Class size is limited.

Piano 103B 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS162A F  3/4—4/8  4—5PM

This course finishes up Level 3 started in the previous 
course Piano 103A. Students are required to complete Piano 
103A first. Keyboards will be provided, and students are 
required to bring the lesson books purchased for the Piano 
103A course. Class size is limited. 

Piano 104A 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab 
MUS165A Tu  1/11—2/22  10—11AM

No class Feb. 15th.

MUS165B Tu  5/3—6/7  10—11AM

This course adds additional music theory allowing students 
to play songs at a higher skill level. Keyboards will be 
provided and there is a  $17 fee payable to the instructor 
on the first day of class for the lesson books. Students are 
required to complete Piano 103A and 103B before signing 
up for Piano 104A. Class size is limited. 

Piano 104B 
Jim Di Paolo M: $80; NM: $85

6 class dates Computer Lab
MUS166A Tu  3/1—4/5  10—11AM

This course finishes up Level 4 started in the previous 
course Piano 104A. Students are required to complete Piano 
104A before signing up for Piano 104B. Keyboards will be 
provided, and students are required to bring the lesson 
books purchased for the Piano 104A course. Class size is 
limited.

THEATER 
Actors and Directors Workshop 
Alvin Ross M: $3; NM: $8

6 class dates Live Oak Hall
THE114A M  1/17—2/21  3—5PM

This class is for both seasoned and actor wannabes and for 
those folks who are interested in the intricacies of film 
directing, film and music editing, and live theatre directing. 
Participants will be shown films, read and act out plays, and 
develop rehearsal techniques. 
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Life Upon a Wicked Stage: The Fabulous 
Invalid 
Richard Rosen M: $6; NM: $11

12 class dates Room 4
THE122A Tu  2/1—4/19  2—3:30PM

Employing improvisational and scripted dramatic acting 
projects, as well as videos of great plays and musicals, "Life 
Upon the Wicked Stage" is designed to enrich the student's 
appreciation of the power and positive energy of theatrical 
performance.

PHILOSOPHY 
Socrates and More Mondays 
Allie Gore M: $3; NM: $8
10 Class Dates Cypress Hall
PHI102A M  1/10—5/16  2:30—4PM

This course meets: Jan. 10, 24; Feb. 7, 21; March 7, 21; 

Apr. 4, 18; May 2, 16.

"Let him that would move the world first move himself." 
Socrates helped others examine their lives, and thinking, by 
asking questions. Participants will examine their ideas, 
opinions and dogmas on a variety of topics. Dialogue is 
stimulated by TEDx talks, suggestions, and current events. 
Differing ideas, and opinions are welcome. No topic is off 
limits. Dialogue is dynamic and respectful.

Read, Think and Discuss Book Group 
Allie Gore M: $3; NM: $8

5 class dates Cypress Hall
PHI135A Tu  1/25—5/24  2—3:30PM

This course meets: Jan. 25, Feb. 22, March 22, Apr. 26, May 24.

This group will choose books that have something to say, 
make us think, and promote a spirited discussion. Much like 
the Humanists group and Socrates Cafe, this class is 
intended to challenge with the goal of understanding others 
and ideas better.  This semester's books on MTP's website.

Uncomfortable Conversations  New!
Pat Russell M: $11; NM: $16

6 class dates Room 2
PHI147A Th  1/27—6/23  1:30—3PM
This course meets: Jan. 27, Feb. 24, March 24, April 28, May 26, June 23

We all have those moments when we would like to ask 
people uncomfortable questions, but we are afraid to. 
Questions concerning life altering situations. We will have 
guests that are experiencing these events, and you will be 
able to ask any questions that you have. Our first guest will 
be Rob and Doris Broker.

The Death of Ivan Ilyich 
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
LIT151A M  5/9  1:30—3PM

It is considered Tolstoy's best work after "War and Peace!" 
What makes it a classic is its relevance to our lives today. It 

provokes a sense of agency for our life and death. Join 
Emmett Coyne to discuss this book, reading the book is a 
prerequisite. It can be purchased online and free on some 
sites, and the public library.

Man's Search for Meaning  
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
PHI126A M  5/23  1:30—3PM

Viktor Frankl's concentration camp experience led to his 
internationally acclaimed work, "Man's Search for Meaning." 
He simply framed a question that has pulsed through the 
history of humanity. Is there a meaning to life, or meanings? 
Or none? Religions, philosophies, and cultures have sought 
to provide answers. Participants may join the instructor to 
help search for answers to these questions.

What is Man (Humanity)?  New!
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
PHI145A M  6/6  1:30—3PM

In the Jewish scriptures, Psalm 8, raises the question of 
humanity. It does not ask "What is God?" Alexander Pope 
wrote, "Know then thyself. Presume not God to scan. The 
proper study of mankind is mankind." Yet, people are more 
concerned scanning a God or Gods. Emmett Coyne will draw 
from various sources to explore the subject of humanity.

Retirement: What Now?  New!
Dr. Ina Anderson M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Room 1
PHI148A Tu  6/14  1—2:30PM

At last, you're retired. Golf every day. Mah Jongg in the 
evening. A day of Bridge or Mexican Train. Add a dash of 
boredom. Retirement is falling short of your expectations. 
Your stress level is rising instead of falling. What to do 
about it? Join a discussion of how to make retirement as 
fulfilling as you thought it would be.

Secular Conversations: A Life Lived as a 
Humanist  New!
Jocelyn Williamson M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
PHI149A Sa  1/15  11AM—12PM

Join Jocelyn Williamson, who serves as the President of the 
Florida Humanist Association, for an introduction to the 
history of secular Humanism, the "why" and application of 
Humanism for the speaker. Ms. Williamson is a university 
business instructor, and a lifelong Humanist. She is co-
founder of the Central Florida Freethought Community 
(CFFC).

Secular Conversations: What a Way to Go- 
Options After the End of Life  New!
Rod Broker M: $3; NM: $8
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1 class date Live Oak Hall
PHI150A Sa  2/19  11AM—12PM

This presentation explores many of the options we (or our 
loved ones) have about what to do with our bodies after we 
are deceased. In past generations, such decisions used to be 
no-brainers: pick out a coffin, headstone and plot, and bury 
'em 6-feet under. These days, however, there are lots of 
additional post-mortem possibilities to explore.

Secular Conversations: The Establishment of 
Religion: A How-To Guide  New!
David Williamson M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
PHI151A Sa  3/19  11AM—12PM

Some people still assert that our Establishment Clause only 
prohibits the government from establishing an official state 
religion. This is not the case and the speaker will discuss 
why, as well as what you need to know to counter that 
argument. David Williamson is co-founder of the Central 
Florida Freethought Community (CFFC), an organization of 
atheists and Humanists. 

Secular Conversations: Is Gender Fluid?  New!
Jim Laurent M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
PHI152A Sa  4/16  11AM—12PM

Sex vs. Gender. What is the difference? How is it affected 
by society, and what are gender roles and identities? We will 
take a look at the science and cultural issues behind sex and 
gender. Jim Laurent is a science educator, he taught 7th 
grade science and worked as an instructor and technologist 
for 30 years.

Secular Conversations: Beyond Belief- The 
Rise of Nonreligion Around the World  New!
Dr. Ryan Cragun M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
PHI153A Sa  5/21  11AM—12PM

In this presentation, Dr. Ryan Cragun presents some of the 
findings from his forthcoming book, Beyond Belief.  He will 
examine secularization around the world by examining both 
global trends as well as some specific case studies. He will 
also examine some of the countries where secularization is 
not occurring and explore why that is the case.

Secular Conversations Video: Un-skeptical- 
Finding the Real Story in a World of Half-
Truths  New!
Seth Andrews M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
PHI154A Sa  6/18  11AM—12PM

What happens when we have facts, but not context or 
perspective? Attend this course to view the video of Seth 
Andrews, a former Christian broadcaster who has authored 
three books, as he speaks about the importance of this topic 

with humor and heart.

RELIGION 
The Bible Critically Considered 
Bruce Seaman M: $3; NM: $8

5 class dates Room 1
REL122A W  1/12—2/9  3—4:30PM

4 class dates Room 1
REL122B W  2/23—3/16  3—4:30PM
REL122C W  3/30—4/20  3—4:30PM

5 class dates Room 1
REL122D W  5/4—6/8  3—4:30PM

No class May 25th.

The Bible is a series of texts written from as long as 3000 
years ago. Understanding what is really going on, what is 
being communicated, who wrote it and why, are not simple 
matters. Ready to ask hard questions and have your eyes 
opened to an intelligent approach to the Bible? Each set of 
class dates focuses on different subjects. See the website 
for each set of topics.

Religion and Philosophy Thought Leaders: 
Siddhartha Guatama   New!
John Hunt M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
REL106A F  5/6  9—10:30AM

While most westerners are familiar to varying degrees with 
Abrahamic religions, relatively few are knowledgeable as to 
the fundamentals of Buddhism and founder, Siddhartha 
Gautama, the Buddha.  Do Buddhists regard the Buddha as 
Christians regard Jesus?   What are the significant noetic 
qualities of Buddhism?

STORYTELLING 
Story Time About the Times of Circle Square 
Ranch  New!
Jen Rand M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
STR127A Tu  3/15  2:30—3:30PM

Join Jen and Junior to hear stories 
about their time and experiences at the 
Circle Square Ranch.

Myths, Legends, and Fairy Tales  New!
Dr. Ina Anderson M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Room 4
STR126A Tu  1/11  1—2:30PM

Most of us grew up with stories of Cinderella, Paul Bunyan 
and the Gods of Olympus. Are there modern, present day 
myths, legends or fairy tales? And what's the difference in 
these three kinds of stories anyway? Let's look at examples 
of all three kinds of stories and see if we can find their 
hidden meanings.
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COMMUNITY 
What You Need to Know About Your Air 
Conditioner 
Jerritt Weaner M: $3; NM: $8   

1 class date Cypress Hall
CMT131A W  2/16  1—2:30PM
CMT131B W  4/20  1—2:30PM

In Florida, the summers throughout the state are long, hot, 
and humid; air conditioning is a necessity here. Learn about 
the components of an HVAC system. Understand what 
proper maintenance is and what it entails. Reject common 
misconceptions about A/C systems by becoming aware of 
the facts and prepare yourself with the knowledge 
necessary to avoid costly and unnecessary repairs.

Basic Home Maintenance 
Lee Collins M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
CMT118A M  2/21  1—2:30PM

1 class date Room 3
CMT118B M  5/16  1—2:30PM

Learn the basics of maintaining your home for minor 
projects and when to call a professional. From changing air 
conditioner filters to fixing clogs, to understanding fuses, 
this overview will help build confidence. Learn to build a tool 
kit, how to approach things safely, and when to not attempt 
it yourself. Bring questions about maintenance projects you 
want to tackle.

Hydrawise Irrigation Controller Class 
Phillip Hisey M: $3; NM: $8  

1 class date Live Oak Hall
CMT132A F  3/25  9—10AM

Learn how to operate the Hydrawise irrigation controller 
using app-based technology. Learn how to navigate through 
the water savings features using a tablet, laptop, or smart 
phone. Participants will need to have a Hydrawise account 
set up with a functioning irrigation clock connected to their 
Hydrawise irrigation system they can remotely link to. Know 
your email address and password.

Landscape and Irrigation, How and Why We Do 
It This Way  New!
Phillip Hisey M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
CMT148A F  4/22  9—10AM

Learn an overview of the landscape culture at On Top of 
the World Communities. How and why we landscape our 
homes. Learn water conservation and efficiency utilizing the 
Florida Water Star Program to plants and grass types. Learn 
landscape maintenance tips and things to look for or keep 
your maintenance provider on their toes. Q & A session 
after presentation.

CULINARY 
 
All Supply Fees, where listed, are payable to the instructor by cash or 

check on the first day of class.

COOKING  & CONFECTIONERY 
Delicious Apple Recipes From Breakfast to 
Dessert  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL140A F  2/25  1—4PM

Apples are a super-versatile, budget-friendly, and fiber-
packed fruit. Apples are delicious in savory as well as sweet 
recipes and can be used in every meal, from breakfast to 
desserts, as well as entrees, salads and side dishes. All 
recipes are gluten-free and dairy-free. There is a  $13 
ingredients fee.

Pancakes From Ordinary to Extraordinary 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL171A Sa  3/5  12—3PM

Pancakes are among the oldest and most satisfying of 
foods. Pancakes are quick to make, they are incredibly 
versatile and can be enjoyed morning, noon and night. Enroll 
in this hands-on class and explore a variety of pancakes 
that you can "flip over." All recipes used are both gluten free 
and dairy free. There is a  $13 ingredients fee.
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No Bake Sweets and Treats- Desserts Without 
An Oven  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL202A F  4/1  1—4PM

Whether you're in need of a last-minute dessert or are just 
craving something sweet, no-bake treats are the answer. 
Learn how to make quick, easy, delicious  &  nutritious 
homemade treats that are sure to satisfy your sweet tooth 
without turning on the oven. All Recipes are both gluten and 
dairy free. Note: There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

Easter Bunny Car Cake for Beginners 
Teri Stillwaugh M: $48; NM: $53

1 class date Studio 9
CUL158A Th  4/14           10:30AM—1:30PM

Have fun learning how to make and decorate an adorable 
cake for Easter. Students will leave with a festive Easter 
cake just in time to celebrate the holiday. Note: no dietary 
restrictions. No experience or supplies required, just an 
apron. There is a  $25 ingredients fee.

Cookies and Cupcake Decorating for 
Beginners 
Teri Stillwaugh M: $48; NM: $53

1 class date Studio 9
CUL199A F  5/6           10:30AM—1:30PM

Geared for beginners to have fun 
decorating cakes, cupcakes, cookies, using 
buttercream/fondant and various other 
decorations to transform ordinary cakes  
&  store-bought cookies into beautiful and 
tasty little works of art! Students will go 
home with a boxful of beautiful cupcakes  
&  cookies! Bring an apron, no experience 

or supplies needed. Note: There is a  $25 supply fee.

Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free Cooking Class 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL110A Sa  5/14  12—3PM

Are you struggling to keep the gluten out of your diet? 
When armed with a little training and knowledge, gluten-free 
cooking is easy and delicious. You will have the opportunity 
to sample several gluten-free/dairy-free dishes prepared 
during class. Attendees will receive copies of easy, delicious 
and nutritious gluten-free/dairy-free recipes. There is a  
$13 ingredients fee.

INTERNATIONAL 
Harumaki- Japanese Spring Rolls  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
CUL206A Tu  1/11  11AM—12:30PM
CUL206B Tu  2/8  11AM—12:30PM
CUL206C Tu  5/17  11AM—12:30PM
CUL206D Tu  6/14  11AM—12:30PM

Homemade crispy Japanese Spring Roll make excellent 
finger food or appetizer.  Savory fillings wrapped in flour-
based pastry sheet and deep-fried, air-fried or baked in the 
oven until the outer shell is crispy and golden brown.  
Please bring your favorite cooking knife if possible.  Note: 
There is a  $10 material fee.

Mei-Fun- A Thin Rice-Noodle Dish  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
CUL207A Tu  1/18  11AM—12:30PM
CUL207B Tu  3/8  11AM—12:30PM
CUL207C Tu  5/3  11AM—12:30PM

Use any vegetables or even change up the protein.  A little 
preparation, some basic ingredients, and a few minutes of 
stir-frying will get you satisfying plate of noodles that can 
be served hot or cold.  Bring your favorite cooking knife if 
possible.  There is a  $10 materials fee.

Nabeyaki Udon  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
CUL208A W  1/26  11AM—12:30PM
CUL208B Tu  2/22  11AM—12:30PM
CUL208C Tu  3/22  11AM—12:30PM
CUL208D Tu  5/31  11AM—12:30PM

This hot udon noodle soup is traditionally cooked and 
served in individual donabe (earthenware pot). Besides udon 
noodles the soup usually includes chicken, kamaboko (fish 
cake), mushrooms, spinach, scallion and carrot. Additionally, 
an egg and a large shrimp tempura may be served on top. 
Please bring your favorite cooking knife if possible. There 
will be a  $10 material fee.

Japanese Yakitori  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
CUL205A Tu  2/1  11AM—12:30PM
CUL205B Tu  3/1  11AM—12:30PM
CUL205C Tu  5/10  11AM—12:30PM
CUL205D Tu  6/7  11AM—12:30PM

A Japanese type of skewered chicken, seasoned with 
homemade "Tare" sauce, grilled over a charcoal fire. Good 
as a main dish, as an appetizer or as a snack. Come and 
make this scrumptious chicken dish. Bring your own cooking 
knife if possible. There is a  $10 material fee.

All supply fees, where listed, are 
payable to the instructor by cash or 

check the first day of class.
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Kashiwa Mochi- A Traditional Japanese Rice 
Cake  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
CUL209A W  5/4         11:30AM—12:30PM

A traditional mochi (Japanese rice cake) with red bean paste 
filling wrapped with an oak leaf is enjoyed on Children's Day 
on May 5th. We will also create a few traditional symbolic 
objects associated with this day. Join in experiencing the 
traditional way of celebrating Tango no Sekku, or the 
Children's Day. Note: There will be a  $10 materials fee.

MULTI COOKERS 
Air Fryer Cooking Class 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL165A F  1/21  1—4PM
CUL165B F  3/4  1—4PM

Meet the air fryer, the kitchen gadget that uses hot air to 
cook food that would otherwise be submerged in oil. Enroll 
in this hands-on class and learn to make the most of this 
tool. All recipes are gluten and dairy free. Note: There is a  
$13 supply fee. Bring your own air fryer.

Instant Pot Soups: Is It Soup Yet? 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL186A Sa  1/29  12—3PM
CUL186B F  3/25  1—4PM

There's nothing quite like homemade soup. Instead of 
spending hours in the kitchen or turning to high-sodium, 
low-flavor canned soup varieties, upgrade to an Instant Pot. 
Learn how to make homemade delicious and nutritious 
soups. All recipes used are gluten and dairy free. There is a  
$13 ingredients fee. Students must bring their own instant 
pot to class.

Asian Instant Pot 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL185A Sa  2/12  12—3PM
CUL185B Sa  4/23  12—3PM

Learn how to cook some of your favorite Asian dishes using 
healthy ingredients and your Instant Pot! If you're looking 
for something new and exciting to make with your Instant 
Pot, then enroll in this hands-on class. There is a  $13 
ingredients fee. Students must bring their own instant pot to 
class.

One Pot Wonders 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3 
CUL166A F  2/18  1—4PM

One pot meals offer the pleasure of home cooking 

assembled with little fuss and minimal clean-up. There's 
something special about a satisfying meal made in a solitary 
pot. Learn how to make quick, easy, delicious and nutritious 
meals in just one pot, pan, wok, or skillet. All recipes are 
gluten and dairy free. There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

Vegetarian Instant Pot  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL211A Sa  2/26  12—3PM

Interested in a healthy vegetarian diet and recipes? Learn 
the most important Instant Pot basics while preparing 
mouthwatering, vegetarian Instant Pot recipes! If you do not 
own an Instant Pot you may reserve one of the Instructor's 
by contacting the instructor before class. If you already own 
an instant pot, please bring it to class with you.

Instant Pot- Pot in Pot Cooking Method  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL201A Sa  3/12  12—3PM

Have you heard of the pot-in-pot cooking 
method for the Instant Pot? Confused about 
what it means or how to do it? Learn 
everything you need to know about using this 
method. All recipes are both gluten free and 

dairy free. Note: There is a  $13 ingredients fee. Students 
must bring their own instant pot to class.

Italian Instant Pot  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL212A Sa  3/26  12—3PM

talian food is a perfect partner for your Instant Pot ~ think 
Tuscan soups, one-pot pastas, risotto and more. Learn 
Instant Pot basics while preparing mouthwatering, Italian 
recipes. Note: If you do not own an Instant Pot contact the 
instructor. If you already own an instant pot, bring it to class 
with you. There is a  $13 supply fee.

Make the Most Out of Your Instant Pot 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date  Studio 3
CUL164A F  4/22  1—4PM

Do you own an instant pot, and have no idea how to use it? 
Learn how to use your instant pot to make meals that are 
quick, easy, and delicious. Note: If you do not own an 
Instant Pot contact the instructor. If you own an instant pot, 
bring it to class with you. There is a  $13 supply fee.

Instant Pot Two-Day Hands-On Adventure 
Colleen Griffin M: $51; NM: $56

2 class dates Studio 3
CUL184A F, Sa  1/14 & 1/15  1—4PM
CUL184B F, Sa  4/29 & 4/30 1—4PM
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Would you like to learn how to create quick  &  delicious 
dishes with the Instant Pot? You will understand how to use 
your instant pot to make meals that are quick, easy, 
delicious, and nutritious. Note: You must bring your own 
instant pot to class. All recipes are gluten and dairy free. 
There is a  $15 ingredients fee.

SAUCES & SPICES 
Spice Up Your Life - Cooking with Herbs and 
Spices 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL131A F  1/28 1—4:30PM

Do you have a collection of spices, but have no idea how to 
use them? In this hands-on class, learn how to use herbs 
and spices to add a little "pizzazz" to meals and gain a 
knowledge of herbs and spices. All recipes are gluten-free 
and dairy-free. There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

The Secret's In the Sauce 
Colleen Griffin M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Studio 3
CUL200A Sa  3/19  12—3PM

In this hands-on class, learn how to make quick and easy, 
delicious and nutritious homemade sauces that can elevate 
any meal. These sauces can be used on sandwiches, salads, 
pasta, zoodles, etc. Enroll in this class and discover the 
"secrets in the sauce." All sauces are both gluten free and 
dairy free. Note: There is a  $13 supply fee.

Adding Flavor to Recipes with Essential Oils  
New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL118A Sa  4/2  12—3PM

Are you looking for new ways to spice up your recipes? 
Adding essential oils to your food or drink can provide flavor 
and benefits, but not all oils are safe to ingest. Join us in 
learning which oils are safe for consumption, how to 
properly use them and explore the culinary benefits in 
various recipes. There's a  $13 ingredients fee.

Crazy About Curry 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL132A F  4/8  1—4PM

There are different kinds of curry blends that range from 
sweet to spicy. People think of curry as a yellow powder, 
but curry can be red, yellow or green. Each one has a 
different taste, spice level, and smell. Learn several of these 
different curries. All recipes are gluten-free and dairy-free. 
There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

SMOOTHIES, SOUPS, SALADS &  VEGGIES 
Eat More Veggies 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL116A Sa  1/22  12—3PM

Vegetables are one of the best foods you can eat. They are 
high in fiber and a good source of disease-fighting 
phytonutrients. If you are looking for inspiration on how to 
prepare veggies, then this hands-on class is for you. All 
recipes are gluten-free, dairy-free, and diabetic friendly. 
Note: There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

Beans, Beans Are Good For Your Heart 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL111A  F  2/4  1—4PM

Eating beans regularly really is good for your heart. If you 
would like to learn how to add more of the "musical fruit" to 
your diet, enroll in this hands-on cooking class. You will 
make delicious and nutritious soups, salads, entrees and 
desserts from beans. All recipes are gluten-free and dairy-
free. There is a  $13 ingredients fee.

Demystifying Brassicas  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL210A Sa  2/5  12—3:30PM

Enroll in this hands-on cooking adventure and learn how to 
create delicious and nutritious soups, sides, main dishes, and 
even desserts, using brassicas. The exciting brassica family 
encompasses a huge range of edible treats: from roots and 
stems to seeds and leaves. There is a $13 ingredients fee.

Healthy, Hearty Winter Salads 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL155A F  2/11  1—4PM

When you think of winter foods, you probably don't think of 
salad. Salads are usually considered summer staples, but 
these nutrient-dense, low-maintenance side dishes are 
perfect for cold-weather months. Learn how to make 
satisfying, healthy and hearty winter salads that will keep 
you filled with nutritious goodness all season long. Note: 
There is a  $13 supply fee.

Adventures in Chicken Salad 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL134A Sa  2/19  12—3PM

In this hands-on class, you will make a variety of quick, 
easy, colorful and tasty chicken salads that will have your 
taste buds watering! Each yummy salad is more delicious 
than the next. All salads are both gluten-free and dairy-free. 
There is a  $13 ingredients fee. 
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Green Smoothies: The Healthy Fast Food 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
CUL104A Th  1/20  9:45—11:45AM
CUL104B F  3/18  1:30—3:30PM

Are you ready to watch your cravings disappear, improve 
your focus and concentration, and watch your energy soar? 
In this workshop you will learn about the health benefits of 
green smoothies and how quick and easy it is to make one. 
You will also have the opportunity to sample several types 
of green smoothies. There is a  $5 ingredients fee.

Scrumptious Summer Salads 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL102A F  5/6  1—4PM

With the summer heat beating down on us without end, why 
not cool down with a refreshing summer salad? In this 
hands-on class we will create several nutritious and 
delicious salads that are perfect for staying cool. All recipes 
are gluten-free and dairy-free. Note: There is a  $13 
ingredients fee.

Oodles of Zoodles: The Veggie Healthy 
Noodles 
Colleen Griffin M: $30; NM: $35

1 class date Studio 3
CUL121A Sa  5/7  12—3PM

In this hands-on class, we will learn how to turn veggies into 
ribbon-like noodles with a spiralizer. We will then use the 
spiralized veggies to make healthy "pasta," soups, and 
salads. All recipes are gluten free, dairy free. There is a  $13 
ingredients fee. 

EQUINE, PETS,  &  WILDLIFE 
Catch and Release Techniques: The 
Conservation of Fishing  New!
Gina Russo M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
EPW140A M  1/24  10—11AM

Gina will be presenting a 30-minute talk on "Catch and 
Release Fishing Techniques: Fishing for Conservation" and 
will provide hands-on demonstrations on how to properly 
measure, de-hook and vent fish along with how to use circle 
hooks. She will also talk about the USFWS Sport Fish 
Restoration program and Catch a Florida Memory.

Florida Fish and Wildlife - Collected 
Recordings  New! 
Cat Hannan M: Free; NM: Free
Entire Term Online Recording
WIL104AR Available 24/7

This course provides a collection of pre-recorded wildlife 
presentations from biologists and other professionals from 

the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission. You can view these recordings any 
time with an internet-connected device for the 

entire term. Your registration receipt contains the 
information you need to connect to the recordings. Best of 
all, it's free!

Coyotes in Florida:  A Path to Coexistence 
Cat Hannan M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Cypress Hall
SCI127A W  4/13  10—11AM

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission helps 
Floridians understand and live with coyotes. This 
presentation will discuss the coyote's role in the 
environment and provide research and management 
updates. Learn about applicable regulations and why 
eradication is not achievable. Techniques for enhancing the 
safety of people, pets, and livestock in the presence of 
Florida's newest predator will be discussed.

Thoroughbreds of Marion County 
Thomas Sweeney M: $48; NM: $53

2 class dates Field Trip
The first class meets at MTP, the second class meets at OBS.

EPW107A Tu  1/11 & 1/18  9:30—11:30AM
EPW107B Tu  3/8 & 3/15  9:30—11:30AM
EPW107C Tu  4/12 & 4/19  9:30—11:30AM
EPW107D Tu  6/14 & 6/21  9:30—11:30AM

In this course, Part 1 will cover the basics from breeding to 
the starting gate! In Part 2, we will attend a Thoroughbred 
auction at the famous Ocala Breeders Sales where many of 
these equine athletes will fetch upwards of  $1,000,000! 
Tom will "escort" you "backstage" at the sales! This is a 
great primer on "The Sport of Kings...and Queens!"

What are the Alligators Thinking?  New!
Dr. Diana  Kanoy M: $13; NM: $18

1 class date Live Oak Hall
EPW139A W  4/6  1—2PM

Explore Florida waters to discover 
alligator habitats and understand habits, 
based on instinct and environmental 
pressures. Local author Diana Kanoy 

relates thrilling escapades with wild alligators in Marion 
County. Entertaining poetry reveals little-known facts about 
our neighbors to chill you to the bone, and unnerving shots 
captured by long telephoto lenses bring the grisly creatures 
into uncomfortably close focus.

What Bird Is That? 
Norm Lantz M: $23; NM: $28

2 class dates Room 1
EPW117A Tu  1/11 & 1/18  10—11:30AM

You see them flitting about in your yard, and you hear them 
singing a musical song, but what bird is THAT? This two-
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part class will help you quickly sort out What Bird Is That? 
You don't need to be a "Bird Brain" to take this course, just 
have an interest in who they are by sight and/or sound.

Hawks and Other Raptors 
Norm Lantz M: $23; NM: $28

2 class dates Room 1
SCI115A Tu  2/1 & 2/8  10—11:30AM

Some of the largest and most powerful birds fall into the 
collective category of Raptors. Some soar high overhead and 
dive at speeds up to 200 miles an hour on unsuspecting 
prey. Some are smaller than robins and weigh in at less than 
2.5 ounces. No prior courses required. Just come, relax and 
enjoy this enlightening, entertaining presentation.

Birds of Sweetwater Wetlands 
Norm Lantz M: $38; NM: $43

2 class dates Room 1
EPW120A Tu  2/15 & 2/22  10—11:30AM

Participants will be driving to the wetland for the Feb. 22nd class date.

Sweetwater Wetlands is an unusual birding experience. This 
addition to Payne's Prairie has become a magnet for some 
of the most interesting and unusual birds. This two-part 
class will begin with a classroom discussion and video 
presentation on all the birds we are likely to see. Second 
session is a field trip to Sweetwater, which is near 
Gainesville, FL. There is a $5.00 fee per car for entry onto 
the site. Walk will take about 3 leisurely hours. An optional 
luncheon will follow at a wonderful nearby diner.

Birds of the Upper Withlacoochee River 
Norm Lantz M: $53; NM: $58

2 class dates Room 1
SCI118A Tu  3/1 & 3/8  10—11:30AM

The first class will meet at MTP; the second class will be a boat ride from 
8:30am - 11:30am.  Directions will be provided on the first day of class.

The Upper Withlacoochee River offers a different look at 
"old Florida" as well as the more "modern" appearance. We 
start with a classroom presentation and discuss all the birds 
we hope to see. Featuring a three-hour boat ride with an 
experienced river boat captain, learn about all the wading/
water birds you are likely to encounter in Florida.  Enjoy up-
close and personal views of magnificent birds with great 
photo opportunities.

Birds of the Rainbow River 
Norm Lantz M: $53; NM: $58

2 class dates Room 1
EPW115A Tu  3/15 & 3/22  10—11:30AM

The March 22 class will meet at the boat ramp.

The Rainbow River offers an outstanding opportunity to 
learn about all the wading/water birds you are likely to 
encounter in Florida. Lots of songbirds too! The first class 
will meet at MTP to make arrangements for the boat ride, 
review "Rules of the River," cover some do's and don'ts and 

enjoy a PowerPoint program on all the birds we are likely to 
see on the river. Enjoy a leisurely 3-hour ride on a 
wonderful, comfortable pontoon boat through the "real 
Florida." Bring your camera!

Endangered Species Around the World  New!
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11
Entire Term Online Recording
EPW104AR Available 24/7

Take a trip around the world and become familiar 
with endangered species you may not have even 
known existed. Learn why these animals are in 

trouble and what's being done to save them.

Why Birds Matter 
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date       Room 5 / Online(H)
EPW122A Tu  1/18  11AM—12PM
EPW122AH Tu  1/18  11AM—12PM

Did you know bird watching is a billion-dollar 
industry? In this course you will learn how birds 
benefit humans economically and ecologically. 

Wild About Animals: Wild Florida 
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date               Cypress Hall / Online(H)
EPW126A F  1/21  10:30—11:30AM
EPW126AH F  1/21  10:30—11:30AM

Florida is an extremely diverse area. We have 
prairies, forests, tropical climates and marshes. Due 
to the diversity of the state many unique species 

call Florida home and this course will look at some well-
known and lesser known Florida animals. This class will also 
have a special wetland animal guest.

World Wetlands Day 
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall / Online(H)
EPW103A Th  2/3  10:30—11:30AM
EPW103AH Th  2/3  10:30—11:30AM

Wetlands are extremely unique ecosystems that 
hold an abundance of animals. We will look at 
interesting animals found in these soggy locations 

and these adaptions that help them survive. This class will 
also have a special wetland animal guest.
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Journey of American Conservation 
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall / Online(H)
HIS325A Tu  3/1  10:30—11:30AM
HIS325AH Tu  3/1  10:30—11:30AM

In celebration of the 150th anniversary of 
Yellowstone National Park being established, we will 
search American history for important conservation 

landmarks. From the signing of the Migratory Bird Act to the 
first successful release of the Black-Footed ferret, we have 
made great strides to preserve the natural wonder on North 
American lands and animals.

Earth Day: Helping Our Planet  New!
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date         Room 5 / Online(H)
PET110A F  4/22  10:30—11:30AM
PET110AH F  4/22  10:30—11:30AM

This course will focus on small changes 
you can make in your day-to-day life 
that will make a positive impact on the 

environment and the animals you share it with.

Cindo de Rhino  New!
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date   Cypress Hall / Online(H)
EPW137A Th  5/5  10:30—11:30AM
EPW137AH Th  5/5  10:30—11:30AM

Did you know that there are five different species 
of rhinoceros? Each species has similar traits, but 
each species is also uniquely different. In this class, 

we will look at each rhino species and discuss the 
differences between them.

Fact or Fiction: Busting Common Animal 
Myths 
Aimee Pritchard M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date    Cypress Hall / Online(H)
EPW121A Th  6/2  10:30—11:30AM
EPW121AH Th  6/2  10:30—11:30AM

Do opossums really hang from their tails to sleep? 
Do ostriches bury their head in the sand? This 

course will bust some common myths about animals.

GAMES 
Contract Bridge Part I 
Rad  M: $28; NM: $33

4 class dates Room 2
GAM101A F  1/14—2/4  10AM—12PM
GAM101B F  4/1—4/22  10AM—12PM

If you don't know how to play bridge but always wanted to 
learn, then this is the perfect class for you! There are two 
rules for the class- let's learn bridge, and let's have fun 
doing it! Come make new friends and find out why bridge is 

so much fun to play over the centuries.

Contract Bridge Part II 
Rad  M: $28; NM: $33

4 class dates Room 2
GAM202A F  2/18—3/11  10AM—12PM
GAM202B F  5/6—5/27  10AM—12PM

Maybe you're already familiar with Bridge, but want to brush 
up on your bidding  &  playing skills? This class is for you! 
This course will put more focus on bidding and scoring 
strategies, cue-bidding, artificial conventions, playing no-
trump bids effectively, and much more! 

Solving Sudoku  New!
Dr. Daniel Lack M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 1
GAM107A F  3/4  1—2:30PM

Solving puzzles provides a great way to exercise your brain. 
Research has proven that learning new skills can keep your 
brain healthy. You may think of a Sudoku as a crossword 
puzzle with numbers. This course will teach you a logical 
and systematic approach to enjoy filling in the boxes, even 
for some difficult Sudoku puzzles.

Brain Games 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Room 2
NAT162A W  4/13  2—3:30PM

Just like you work to stay physically healthy, it's important 
to work to keep your mind sharp. When it comes to brain 
work, it doesn't have to be all work and no play. Your brain 
is stimulated when you're having fun. Enroll in this class and 
give your brain a workout by playing fun games that 
sharpen your mind.

Beginner's Samba 
Judith Sherwood M: $27; NM: $32

4 class dates Room 2
GAM104A F  1/7—1/28  1—3PM
GAM104B F  4/1—4/22  1—3PM

Samba can best be described as Canasta on steroids, with 
similarities to the hand-and-foot canasta variation. The first 
few sessions are designed for Beginners. Practice your skills 
or review strategies before joining the many games in our 
communities. In the last session, a variation of the original 
game-Super samba will be introduced. Cards and racks 
provided.

Pinochle for Beginners 
Judith Sherwood M: $28; NM: $33

4 class dates Room 2
GAM105A F  2/4—2/25  1—3PM

This card game is growing again in popularity. Play involves 
counting meld points and points gained in "tricks."  The 
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participants will be prepared to play social pinochle, not 
tournament pinochle. You will play in groups of 3, 4 and 6.

Tao Mah Jongg for Beginners 
Judith Sherwood M: $32; NM: $37

4 class dates Room 2
GAM117A F  3/4—3/25  1—3PM

Different and often described as easier than American 
Mahjongg, this is one of many versions of Chinese 
Mahjongg and is rapidly gaining popularity. Take this 
opportunity to relax and create your own 14 tile Mahjongg. 
Learn a touch of Chinese culture and philosophy as the 
background of this game unfolds. 

American Mah Jongg  New!
Judith Sherwood M: $27; NM: $32

4 class dates Room 2
GAM119A F  5/6—5/27  1—3PM

Mahjongg is a traditional Chinese game played by four at a 
table. Tiles are used rather than cards but the similarity to 
suits exits, various patterns are constructed. It is a very 
popular game and is enjoyed by many! Note: A card of 
patterns to complete must be purchased for  $10 from 
instructor, who orders from the National Mahjongg League.

GENEALOGY 
Absolute Beginners' Genealogy 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
GEN103A W  1/5  1—3PM
GEN103B W  3/30 1—3PM

The student will be introduced to the basic research charts, 
how to use them properly, how and where to begin their 
research, how to organize the results, and how to share 
research with others (possible projects). This course is 
strongly recommended for all students new to genealogy as 
it provides a base for other genealogy classes offered 
through this program.

Build and Manage a Family Tree On 
Ancestry.com 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $33; NM: $38

2 class dates Computer Lab
GEN102A W  2/2 & 2/9  1—3PM

In this class, you will learn how to start your tree, determine 
privacy settings, add and edit your facts, locate new 
information, add and link media, and print your tree. 
Students should bring their own fully charged laptop 
(Windows or Mac), and they must know their Ancestry 
username and password. Windows 10 laptops are available 
in the lab if needed.

Getting the Most From FamilySearch.org 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
GEN111A W  3/2  1—3PM
GEN111B W  4/27  1—3PM

In this workshop students will learn to use the free 
searchable databases the site has to offer from locations 
around the world. Students should bring their own Windows 
10 laptops. Windows 10 laptops are available in the lab if 
needed.

HOBBIES 
Note: All Supply Fees, where listed, are payable to the instructor by 

cash or check on the first day of class.

Snorkeling 
Heath Davenport M: $33; NM: $38

1 class date            The Ranch - Pool
HOB125A F  1/7  2—2:50PM
HOB125B F  3/4  2—2:50PM
HOB125C F  6/3  2—2:50PM

Learn to snorkel or improve your skills. This course will 
cover the basics and advanced techniques. This is a great 
course before you go on a cruise. All gear is provided, or 
participants are welcome to bring their own. Students should 
bring a swimsuit and towel to class. Note: Participants 
should be comfortable in the water. Weak swimmers bring a 
flotation device to class.

Discover Scuba 
Heath Davenport M: $58; NM: $63

1 class date           The Ranch - Pool
HOB126A F  1/7  1—1:50PM
HOB126B F  3/4  1—1:50PM
HOB126C F  6/3  1—1:50PM

Have you ever wanted to try Scuba Diving in 
a nice shallow pool? Here's your opportunity. 
Participants will get the opportunity to see 
how to put scuba gear together, and then 

play around in a pool where they can always just stand up. 
Note: Participants need to bring a swimsuit and towel, and 
snorkel gear if they have it.

Butters, Balms, Bars 
Donna Sabo M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Studio 3
HOB136A M  1/24  1—3PM
HOB136B M  3/14  1—3PM
HOB136C M  5/23  1—3PM

Learn how to make body care with natural ingredients, 
including beeswax, shea butter, and coconut oil. This class is 
for newbies or those who have experimented making body 
products. You will learn how to make a balm, lotion bar, and 
a body butter. You will also receive a packet of recipes and 
tips. Note: There is a  $10 supply fee.
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Cold Process Soap Making 101 
Donna Sabo M: $19; NM: $24

1 class date Studio 3
HOB129A M  2/7  1—3:30PM
HOB129B M  4/11  1—3:30PM
HOB129C M  6/13  1—3:30PM

Cold process soap making is part chemistry and part 
artistry. You don't have to be a scientist or an artist to 
make soap. Learn the art and science of soap making. Upon 
completion, you will have the knowledge to make your own 
cold process soaps. Each student takes home 3 bars of 
soap. Note: There is a  $10 supply fee.

Deciphering Cryptograms: An Amazing 
Lifelong Skill  New!
Dr. Don Wyman M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HOB138A F  1/21  10—11:30AM

Solving Cryptograms is a fun way to keep the brain cells 
active while getting the same satisfaction as solving a 
crossword puzzle. It just takes knowing what to look for. 
Included: a new, 'Cryptogram Solving Handbook,' and a 
Certificate conferring an honorary degree. A unique 'Pattern 
Words: Crown Jewels of Cryptography' reference book will 
also be available to graduates.

How to Pick a Derby Winner  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HOB141A F  4/1  2—4PM

Learn the art of handicapping for fun in this beginner's class 
that will explain common bets, how to read the racing 
program, understand visual handicapping, pedigrees and the 
role the track surface, weather, jockeys and trainers play in 
this 2 hour program.

Introduction to Golf 
Matt Hibbs M: $3; NM: $8 

1 class date Room 4  
HOB108A M  4/18  11AM—12PM

Join PGA professionals Matt Hibbs and Russ Smith for a 
presentation on the basics of golf. If you are interested in 
learning the game of golf, but are too intimidated to step 
foot on the course, this is the class for you. Topics will 
include rules, etiquette, lingo, fundamentals and more. Begin 
a wonderful relationship with a sport for life.

Broadway Dance with Penny 
Penny Berton Room 5

7 class dates M: $50; NM: $55
DAN120A M  1/10—2/21  2:15—3:15PM
DAN120D W  1/12—2/23  11:15AM—12:15PM
DAN120B M  3/7—4/18  2:15—3:15PM
DAN120E W  3/9—4/20  11:15AM—12:15PM

6 class dates M: $44; NM: $49
DAN120C M  5/2—6/13  2:15—3:15PM

No class May 30th.

DAN120F W  5/4—6/15  11:15AM—12:15PM
No class May 25th.

Have you ever wanted to dance to Broadway tunes? You 
will learn choreography styled after foot stomping favorites. 
Props like hats, canes, chairs, etc. may be used to reflect the 
style of each dance. No experience needed! Any 
comfortable shoes can be worn; no sandals. Dance routines: 
Jan.- Fever; March- Footloose; May- Little Shop of Horrors.

Tap Dance- Level 1 
Penny Berton M: $43; NM: $48

7 class dates Room 5
DAN115A W  1/12—2/23  1:45—2:45PM

Have you ever wanted to tap? Now you can! You will be 
dancing to music of all genres and doing routines the very 
first week. Basic terminology, balance, rhythm, counting and 
timing are taught and reinforced in every class. Worksheets 
will be given out along with step-by-step written routines.

Tap Dance- Level 2 
Penny Berton M: $43; NM: $48

7 class dates Room 5
DAN116A W  3/9—4/20  1:45—2:45PM

After completing the beginner tap program, classes will 
progress with additional terminology, more complex 
combinations, rhythms and routines. Balance will be 
improved as well as your ability to watch and pick up more 
quickly. Note: Students are required to complete previous 
levels before registering for the next level. Contact the 
instructor for questions as to which level you should attend.

Tap Dance- Level 3 
Penny Berton Room 5

7 class dates M: $43; NM: $48
DAN117A M  1/10—2/21  3:30—4:30PM

6 class dates M: $38; NM: $43
DAN117B W  5/4—6/15  1:45—2:45PM

No class May 25th.

Once levels 1 and 2 are completed, you will have a good 
foundation of tap dancing and tap terminology. Counting will 
be emphasized to help you understand how to fit the steps 
you have learned to any music. Students are required to 
complete previous levels before registering for the next 
level. Please contact the instructor if you have a question.

Tap Dance- Level 4 
Penny Berton M: $43; NM: $48

7 class dates Room 5
DAN118A M  3/7—4/18  3:30—4:30PM

It's time to put all the fundamentals together to learn the 
popular "Time Step" you've seen in all those fantastic 
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musicals! With the basics behind you, it's time to let those 
feet take over and dance, dance, dance! Students are 
required to complete previous levels before registering for 
the next level. Please contact the instructor if you have a 
question.

Tap Dance- Level 5 
Penny Berton Room 5

7 class dates   M: $43; NM: $48
DAN119B  W  1/12—2/23  12:30—1:30PM

6 class dates   M: $38; NM: $43
DAN119A M  5/2—6/13  3:30—4:30PM

No class May 30th.

You now have what it takes to be a "Hoofer." We'll now work 
on speed, a Capella routines, and "harmonizing" with our 
feet. Note: Students are required to complete previous levels 
before registering for the next level. Please contact the 
instructor if you have a question as to which level you 
should attend.

Tap Dance- Level 6 
Penny Berton M: $43; NM: $48

7 class dates Room 5
DAN121A W  3/9—4/20  12:30—1:30PM

This program is for students starting to feel comfortable 
with counting tap rhythms, understanding the difference 
between single, double, and triple steps. We will work on my 
personal favorite: the Draw Back! Students are required to 
complete previous levels before registering for the next 
level. Contact the instructor if you have a question as to 
which level you should attend.

Tap Dance- Level 7  New!
Penny Berton Room 5

7 class dates   M: $43; NM: $48
DAN122A W  1/12—2/23  10—11AM

6 class dates   M: $38; NM: $43
DAN122B W  5/4—6/15  12:30—1:30PM

No class May 25th.

We will introduce different Time Steps and work on more 
complex combinations. Create your own personal 
combination of steps using the tools you have learned over 
the past several levels. Note: Students are required to 
complete previous levels before registering for the next 
level. Please contact the instructor if you have a question as 
to which level you should attend.

Tap Dance- Level 8+ (Advanced)  New!
Penny Berton Room 5

7 class dates   M: $43; NM: $48
DAN123A M  1/10—2/21  1—2PM
DAN123B M  3/7—4/18  1—2PM
DAN123D W  3/9—4/20  10—11AM

6 class dates   M: $38; NM: $43
DAN123C M  5/2—6/13  1—2PM

No class May 30th.

DAN123E W  5/4—6/15  10—11AM
No class May 25th.

You've worked for it, now enjoy your new level! Tap is 
always a work in progress. You now have a clear 
understanding of the art of tap dancing! Let's challenge 
ourselves with every class. Students are required to 
complete previous levels before registering for the next 
level. Please contact the instructor if you have a question.

IFAS 
Welcome to Florida: Water Resources and 
Landscape Principles  New!
Amanda Marek, Gabriel Vicari        M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA166A W  1/19  9:30AM—12PM

1 class date Cypress Hall
IFA166B W  3/9  9:30AM—12PM

Are you a new resident or are you simply interested in 
learning more about Florida's water and landscaping that 
conserves water? Join faculty from the UF/IFAS Marion 
County Extension Service and fellow new residents to learn 
about Florida's water resources and the principles of 
Florida-Friendly Landscaping together. Participants will 
receive free educational materials.

Home Water Treatment  New!
Gabriel Vicari M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Cypress Hall
IFA122A  Tu  2/8  8:30—9:30AM

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA122B Tu  4/5  8:30—9:30AM

Join faculty from the UF/IFAS Marion County Extension 
Service to learn the basics of home water treatment 
options. This course covers several treatment 
methodologies, pros and cons, and finally, where to apply 
them. This course is designed to give just enough info to 
allow consumers to feel informed enough to purchase the 
correct treatment and avoid the "snake-oil" salesman.

Curb Appeal  New!
Pat Burns M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA119A W  1/12  10—11AM

Learn about improving the aesthetics around your home 
and using plants that can be easily maintained. We will 
discuss selecting Florida Friendly plants and how to 
establish and care for them. Join our Master Gardeners to 
learn about various gardening techniques and explore new 
topics for your landscaping ventures through lectures and 
discussion to help you excel in your yard.
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Herbs of Central Floria 
Sheena Schlegel M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Cypress Hall
IFA105A W  2/2  10—11AM

Do you worry about wildlife in your backyard? Do you want 
to learn more about identifying and deterring them? Learn 
about common wildlife and causes for concern. Join our UF/
IFAS Extension Marion County Master Gardeners to learn 
about various gardening techniques and explore new topics 
for your landscaping ventures through lectures and 
discussion to help you excel in your yard.

Florida-Friendly Landscaping 4-Part Series   
New!
Amanda Marek M: $18; NM: $23

4 class dates Cypress Suite 5
GAR154A Tu, W  2/8—2/16  10AM—12PM

Would you like to learn how to have a low-maintenance, 
attractive yard to you and to wildlife that conserves water 
and saves you money? Dive into the 9 principles of Florida-
Friendly Landscaping. Participants will receive learning 
materials, have the opportunity to test their soil pH and will 
be offered free yard evaluations at the conclusion of the 
program!

Good Bugs vs. Bad Bugs  New!
Pat Burns M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA170A W  3/2  10—11AM

Join us to learn about insects in your landscape that are 
beneficial versus pests that feed on your landscape. We will 
discuss selecting appropriate treatment methods for plant 
pest problems as well as maintaining a healthy landscape.

Native Plants for Your Florida Landscape  
New!
Amanda Marek M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA167A Tu  4/5  10—11AM

Florida is home to over 2,800 native plant species, 224 of 
which are endemic to our state and found no where else in 
the world! Although both native and non-native plants can 
be Florida-Friendly, native plants are particularly important 
to our wildlife and overall biodiversity. Join us as we explore 
the colorful world of Florida native plants.

Butterfly Gardening 
Pat Burns M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
GAR108A W  4/6  10—11AM

Join us to learn about butterflies commonly seen in Florida 
yards, their host plants and how to attract them.  
Landscapes can serve as great habitat for our local 
pollinators and provide you with an excellent source of 

wildlife viewing in your own yard. 

Your Florida Lawn   New!
Amanda Marek M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA168A Tu  5/3  11AM—12PM

Is the grass here in Florida totally foreign to you? You're not 
alone. Whether you have St. Augustine grass, zoysia, other 
or unknown you will benefit from partaking in this program 
as we dive into the basics of what our Florida lawns need to 
healthy all while protecting our natural resources.

Bonsai Basics 
John Holcombe M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA158A W  5/4  10—11AM

Come learn about the joys of bonsai and how to get started. 
Bonsai is a lost art that takes patience and dedication but 
can provide substantial rewards. Join our UF/IFAS Extension 
Marion County Master Gardeners to learn about various 
gardening techniques and explore new topics for your 
landscaping ventures through lectures and discussion to 
help you excel in your yard.

Annuals  &  Perennials 
Pat Burns M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
GAR114A W  6/1  10—11AM

Join us to learn about annuals and perennials for Florida 
yards, when to use them and how to select where to put 
them. Learn about color patterns and textures that add new 
depth to your landscape. Landscapes can serve as great 
habitat for our local pollinators and provide you beautiful 
color and tranquility in your space. 

Planting for Pollinators  New!
Amanda Marek M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
IFA147A Tu  6/7  10—11AM

From birds and bees to butterflies, moths, bats and more, 
Florida is home to a great diversity of pollinators that need 
our help. In this program you'll learn how you can create 
wildlife habitat in your own yard that supports our many 
wonderful pollinating species. 

PUBLIC SAFETY 
Golf Car Maintenance  New!
Bob Hilton M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 2
PUB129A W  1/19  9:30—11AM
PUB129B M  3/21  1—2:30PM

Join this class to learn about golf car maintenance. Tire 
pressure, fluids and the basics of your car will be covered. 
An emphasis will be on the golf car batteries which make up 
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its nerve center and provide the energy needed to finish 18 
holes of golf, run to the community supermarket, or spend 
an afternoon of lightweight off-roading.

AARP Driver Safety Program 
Chet Kowalski 
                     AARP Members: $23;All Others:  $28

2 class dates Room 1 
PUB101A Th, F  1/20 & 1/21  9AM—12PM
PUB101B Th, F  2/17 & 2/18  9AM—12PM

1 class date Room 1
PUB101F Th  3/17  9AM—4PM

2 class dates Room 1
PUB101C Th, F  4/7 & 4/8  9AM—12PM
PUB101D Th, F  5/19 & 5/20  9AM—12PM
PUB101E Th, F  6/16 & 6/17  9AM—12PM

This class is either one or two-day class and is a classroom-
based refresher designed for drivers age 50 plus. Tuition 
includes the Driver Safety workbook and a recorded 
certificate (Note: Successful completion may result in an 
insurance rate reduction). The AARP member cost is  $23, 
non-member cost is  $28. Please bring your AARP card and 
driver's license to class.

Seniors vs. Crime 
Douglas Hart M: $3; NM: $8 

1 class date Room 4
PUB125A W  2/23  10:30AM—12PM

Crime against seniors is an ongoing problem. This involves 
scams, frauds, identity theft, contractors, etc. Learn about 
ways to protect yourself, as well as to hear about current 
problems and examples. The instructor comes from both a 
national, as well as an international background, with 
professional certifications CISA (Certified Information 
Systems Auditor) and CFE (Certified Fraud Examiner).

Citizens Prosecutor Academy 
State Attorney's Fifth Judicial Circuit 
                                                 M: Free; NM: Free

6 class dates Cypress Hall
PUB128A Tu  3/1—4/5  10AM—12PM

This program provides a look at the criminal justice system 
from a prosecutor's perspective. Hear from attorneys, judges 
and subject matter experts. Due to the sensitive nature of 
some topics, participants must complete an application and 
be at least 18 years of age. Complete and return the 
application to MTP no later than one week before class. 

Active Shooter Basic Training for Citizens  
Danny Childress M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Room 3
PUB113A Tu  3/15  2—3PM

Please join Danny Childress, Health and Safety Officer and 
Certified ALICE Training Institute Instructor for "Active 
Shooter A Citizen Response." This class will provide the 

knowledge to enhance our survival should you become the 
victim of a violent intruder scenario. Whether it is an attack 
by an individual or a group, ALICE Training Institute is the 
accepted response!

American Heart Association Hands-Only CPR 
Colleen Pallamary M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
PUB106A F  3/18  9—11AM

Students benefit from learning Hands-Only CPR in 3 Easy 
Steps. Learn to utilize the skills in a cardiac emergency. 
Participation in practicing compressions is optional and there 
are no breaths given in Hands-Only CPR. Review the proper 
use of AEDS and discuss options for emergency situations. 
No prior CPR experience required. Note: this is NOT a 
certification class.

Golf Cart Safety 
Danny Childress M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 3
PUB107A Tu  3/22  2—3PM

Join On Top of the World Corporate Safety Officer, Danny 
Childress, and SCA Golf Maintenance Superintendent Andy 
Jorgensen for this informative presentation. They will 
educate users how you can prevent injury to pedestrians, 
utility cart operators and their passengers. This course will 
also relate requirements for safety devices, operating 
procedures, laws, operator accountability and enforcement.  

SHOLOM PARK 
Sholom Park: Walk and Talk  
Robert Colen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Sholom Park
CMT117A Th  3/17  10AM—12PM
CMT117B Th  4/21  10AM—12PM

Learn about the history and beauty of Ocala's best kept 
secret.   Walk with Managing Director, Robert Colen and Park 
Manager, Brian DeVane as they share how it all began and 
show you a "peace" of Sholom with this interactive Walk and 
Talk experience.  

Sholom Park: Walk and Talk Part Two 
Robert Colen M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Sholom Park
CMT151A Th 3/24  10AM—12PM
CMT151B Th  4/28  10AM—12PM

Experience areas of Sholom Park that were 
not covered at your first Walk and Talk.  
Explore the Enchanted Forest, Fragrance 
Trail and the Olive Tree Promenade with 
Managing Director, Robert Colen and Park 
Manager, Brian DeVane at Part Two of 
Sholom Park's Walk and Talk. 
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Sholom Park Sunset Cinema
Sholom Park  $12 per vehicle 
(Large passenger vans and buses not permitted) 

1 class date Sholom Park   
Gates open at 6pm; Showtime at 7pm.

SSC102A F  1/7  7—9PM
SSC102B F  2/4  7—9PM
SSC102C F  3/4  7—9PM

Movies come to life at Sholom Park's Sunset Cinema. Enjoy 
an outdoor movie experience under the stars on a 25 ft. 
movie screen. Bring a lawn chair and pack some snacks or 
grab dinner at a participating Food Truck. Fresh popcorn 
and other movie snacks will be available for an in-kind 
donation. Come early and enjoy games like Movie Trivia and 
Name That Tune. Prizes will be awarded. 

Sholom Park After Dark World Tour 
Entertainment  &  Concert Series
Sholom Park M: $15; NM: $15

1 class date Sholom Park
PAD102A Th  1/20  6—8PM
PAD102B Th  2/17  6—8PM
PAD102C Th  3/17  6—8PM

Gates open at 5:15pm; Entertainment begins at 6pm.

Experience the sights and sounds of Spain, Italy and Ireland 
without the need to pack a suitcase. It all happens on the 
Sholom Park stage. Bring a lawn chair and pack some 
snacks or grab dinner at a participating Food Truck.  
Concert events: Jan- Spain; Feb- Italy; Mar- Ireland. No 
refunds if requested within 14 business days of this event.

SIGN UP FOR EITHER THE INDIVIDUAL DATES ABOVE, 

OR THE PASSPORT EXPERIENCE BELOW.

Park After Dark Passport
Sholom Park M: $75; NM: $75

3 class dates Sholom Park
PAD104A Th  1/20—3/17  6—8PM

Gates open at 5:15pm; Entertainment begins at 6pm.

Experience a "Taste" of Spain, Italy, and Ireland. Register for 
the Sholom Park Passport by Dec 31st for guaranteed 
attendance to all three stops. Bring a lawn chair and pack 
some snacks, or grab dinner at a participating Food Truck. 
Gates open at 5:15pm; entertainment starts at 6pm. No 
refunds if requested within 25 business days of this event.

L.E.A.F. Series  New!
Sholom Park M: $5; NM: $5

1 class date Sholom Park
LEA101A F  1/21  10:30AM—12PM
LEA101B F  2/18  10:30AM—12PM
LEA101C F  3/18  10:30AM—12PM
LEA101D F  4/15  10:30AM—12PM
LEA101E F  5/20  10:30AM—12PM

Learn, Explore, Appreciate  &  Focus at this monthly 
educational series. Special guest speakers share their 

knowledge and expertise on a variety of topics that relate to 
wildlife  &  nature, the great outdoors, or the parks mission 
for finding inner peace. Join us the third Friday of each 
month for an outdoor and interactive learning experience. 

Sholom Park Spring Strings Concert- General 
Admission  New!
Sholom Park M: $27; NM: $27

1 class date Sholom Park
SPP101A Sa  4/9  4—7PM

Gates open at 2:30 pm; Concert begins at 4pm.

An extraordinary live concert experience featuring the Harp 
Twins- Camille and Kennerly Kitt. As the world's only 
identical twin professional harpists, Camille and Kennerly 
were trained classically, but have a passion and flair for 
arranging and performing rock, metal, Celtic, Nordic-folk, and 
soundtrack music for Harp Duet. They have achieved 
extraordinary success by taking Electric Harps and Concert 
Grand Harps to unprecedented levels and smashing 
boundaries between different genres of music. Bring a lawn 
chair and pack some snacks, or grab dinner at a 
participating Food Truck and enjoy a concert in the park.  
No refunds will be given if requested within 25 business 
days of this event.

SIGN UP FOR EITHER THE INDIVIDUAL DATES ABOVE, 

OR THE VIP EXPERIENCE BELOW.

Sholom Park Spring Strings Concert- 
Exclusive VIP Experience  New!
Sholom Park M: $66; NM: $66

1 class date Sholom Park
SPP102A Sa  4/9  4—7PM

Gates open at 2:30 pm; Concert begins at 4pm.

Don't miss this extraordinary live 
concert and exclusive VIP 
experience. The experience 
includes VIP parking, a post-
concert social with desserts and a 
special Meet  &  Greet with the 
Harp Twins. VIP Post Concert 

Social begins at 7pm. No refunds if requested within 25 
business days of this event.

Lil' L.E.A.F.  New!
Sholom Park  $5 per child

1 class date Sholom Park
LEA102A Th  6/2  10AM—12PM

Join us at Sholom Park for this educational summer series 
for children ages 4-10 (recommended) on the first Thursday 
of each month during the summer break. Special guest 
speakers, educators, instructors, and coaches make outdoor 
learning a fun interactive and educational experience that 
will activate the minds of lil' ones. Parents/Grandparents 
must be in attendance. June's topic is Activate & Motivate 
with Cammy Dennis & Jessica Pinkowski.
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TRAVEL  &  CULTURE 
Japanese Tea Ceremony (Cha-No-Yu) 
Shizuka Campagna M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Cypress Hall
TRV196A W  1/12  11AM—12PM
TRV196B W  2/23  11AM—12PM

Participate in the ritualistic ceremony of the Japanese 
powdered tea preparations.  A brief history of Cha-No-Yu 
as well as the descriptions and the use of utensils will be 
demonstrated throughout the performance.

Travel Talks: Which River Cruise is Right for 
You? 
Dianna Miller M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRV213A Th  1/13  10—11:30AM

Ever have trouble deciding which cruise and cruise line to 
take? This course will introduce you to the features, 
inclusions, and differences between the major river cruise 
lines you see and hear about.

Florida Historic Places and Museums  
DL Havlin M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Cypress Hall
TRV208A Th  1/20  11AM—12PM

This presentation provides a way for the attendees to learn 
about Florida's historic places. Contact information is 
provided along with some "don't miss" recommendations. 
The historic places are defined and information provided so 
individuals can select venues.

Put on a Kimono  New!
Shizuka Campagna M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Room 4
TRV233A W  2/9  11AM—12:30PM

Do you wonder how you will look in a traditional Japanese 
Kimono? What does it mean when someone has a long 
sleeved (sode) kimono? You will learn to wear one and also 
learn about the Japanese kimono traditions. Men welcome!

Travel Talks:  Rail  &  Sail  New!
Dianna Miller M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRV227A Th  2/10  10—11:30AM

Many people have heard of or taken land and cruise 
vacations in Alaska, but did you know that you can take 
similar vacations in other parts of the world?  Learn what 
other options might be out there to fill in your bucket list.

Secrets of the Amazon Rivers & Jungles 
Lisa Didier M: $14; NM: $19

1 class date Room 1
HIS256A M  3/7  1:15—2:45PM

Grab your hat and catch net as we travel with the first 
naturalists to the Amazon. Hear about their adventures and 
see the rare and often bazaar creatures, plants and 
medicines they introduced to the world.

Travel Talk: Cruising the Mediterranean  New!
Dianna Miller M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date  Live Oak Hall
TRV231A Th  3/10  10—11:30AM

Are you aware of all the different ports in the 
Mediterranean? Learn the different types of cruises that 
can be taken to explore the Mediterranean. Participants will 
look at some of the amazing ports that are often overlooked 
by the major cruise lines.

The Camino Adventure Continues New!
Michael Szklarz M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRV117A F  4/8  10AM—12PM

This presentation will focus on the preparation, experiences, 
gear, and resources necessary to do the Camino. Join 
Michael and Fatima Szklarz, who have each walked four 
Caminos in Spain and Brazil. There will be a short video, 
questions and answers, and a free raffle of Camino items.

Travel Talk: Italy by Land or Sea  New!
Dianna Miller M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRV232A Th  4/14  10—11:30AM

Join the instructor as she compares land, river cruise, and 
ocean cruise options for those who wish to fully explore the 
Italian peninsula.  Participants will look at itineraries and 
archaeological sites that are sure to be on the bucket list.  

VOLUNTEERING 
Pets and Patients- A Winning Combination 
Beverly Lafferty M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Room 3
VOL117A W  1/26  10—11AM

Learn about pet programs offered by Hospice of Marion 
County and how you can get involved- from pet therapy, to 
pet re-homing, pet walking, grooming, feeding and helping us 
purchase pet food and medications for pets of patients who 
cannot afford it. If you're a pet lover, you'll fit right in! 

Volunteering from A-Z  New!
Beverly Lafferty M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Room 2
VOL119A W  3/23  10—11AM

In this presentation, you'll learn about Hospice of Marion 
County's many different ways to volunteer and make a 
difference. It's fun. You'll make friends, and you'll feel good 
about giving back to your community.  Won't you join us?
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BEHIND-THE-SCENES 
AdventHealth Ocala Hospital Tour  
AdventHealth Ocala M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Field Trip
BUS136A Th  3/24  2:30—3:30PM

A tour of AdventHealth Ocala offers the opportunity to see 
firsthand important departments like the updated 
Emergency Department, Cardiac Catherization Lab, and 
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Attendees will meet at 
2:15 p.m. in the Palmer (Main) Lobby located at 1500 SW 
1st Avenue, Ocala. Complimentary valet parking is available.

Tri-Eagle Sales Behind-the-Scenes Talk and 
Tour  
John Hunt, Ken Daley M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Field Trip
BUS133A Th  2/3  3—4PM
BUS133B Th  6/2  3—4PM

Making Friends is Tri-Eagle's business, according to 
President Ken Daley. This company distributes over 1,000 
brands of beer, wine, spirits and non-alcoholic beverages 
over a 13 county area, which covers over 10,000 square 
miles on North Central Florida. Come hear Daley and 
Director of Marketing  &  Communications Brittany Foster 
give a presentation and tour of the facility and then wrap up 
with a sampling of the products. Itinerary: Presentation, Tour 
of facility, Sampling of products. Participants are asked to 
arrive at 1314 SW 17th Street in Ocala 1/2 hour before the 
presentation. The main entrance is next to the carpet 
company on the corner of SW 15th Ave. and SW 17th 
Street. Signs will direct participants to the meeting room in 
the Learning Center.

Backstage Tour at Circle Square Cultural 
Center 
Jo Layman, Gary Pierre M: $3; NM: $8  

1 class date        Circle Square Cultural Center
CMT114A Tu  1/11  12—1:30PM
CMT114B Tu  3/22  12—1:30PM
CMT114C Tu  4/12  12—1:30PM
CMT114D Tu  5/17  12—1:30PM

The Circle Square Cultural Center brings world-class 
performers to Ocala, FL. Each event on the schedule 
involves a tremendous amount of planning and preparation. 
Come behind the scenes with Jo Layman, Gary Pierre, and 
Gary Manges to see the "green" rooms, where performers 
do make-up and costuming. Learn about the front of the 
house and backstage equipment management. The team 
shares information about how shows are booked, sometimes 
years in advance, and what it takes to bring a group to the 
Cultural Center stage.

Bay Laurel Water: Behind-the-Scenes Field 
Trip 
Bryan Schmalz M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Field Trip
TRI153A F  1/28  9AM—12:30PM
TRI153B F  2/25  9AM—12:30PM
TRI153C F  3/25  9AM—12:30PM
TRI153D F  4/29  9AM—12:30PM
TRI153E F  5/27  9AM—12:30PM
TRI153F F  6/10  9AM—12:30PM

Water is a valued commodity, especially here in 
Florida. Learn more about the complexities of 
water procurement here at On Top of the World as 

well as water treatment and waste water disposal. Join staff 
on this behind-the-scenes tour of our facilities. Limited to 
13 students; registration is required. The bus leaves at 9 AM 
but you need to check in first at Master the Possibilities 
Education Center (please bring drinking water).

Energy Efficiency in Construction 
Michael Arnold M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Field Trip
TRI152A F  2/18  10AM—12PM
TRI152B F  5/6  10AM—12PM

Join us for a presentation and a first-hand tour of 
construction displaying features of homes built at On Top of 
the World. Learn about all construction stages, as well as 
exactly what the ENERGY STAR rating entails. Students will 
meet the instructor at the MTP building and then drive to 
the homesite.
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EDUCATIONAL DESTINATIONS 
Kika Silva Pla Planetarium- Lives of the Stars  
New!
James Albury M: $9; NM: $14

1 class date Field Trip
TRI118A F  2/11  2—3:30PM
TRI118B F  4/8  11AM—12:30PM

At Kika Silva Pla Planetarium, located at Santa Fe College in 
Gainesville, you will meet your guide to the stars, James 
Albury. Join Albury on a voyage of discovery through time 
and space in "Lives of the Stars" to uncover the mysteries 
of the stars. Why do stars shine? How are they 'born' and 
why do they 'die?' How do we know how far away they are 
and what they're made of? In answer to the questions 
posed by the song 'Twinkle, twinkle Little Star,' "Lives of the 
Stars" is a presentation that provides those answers. 
Directions to the planetarium will be provided to students by 
email prior to the class.

The Legacy of the Friendly Church by the 
Side of the Road  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Field Trip
TRI211A Tu  2/8  10AM—12PM

Churches are rich with history, and Mt. Calvary 
Missionary Baptist is no different. This nearly 150-
year-old church still meets today under granddaddy 
live oak trees and shares a connection in Ocala 

history that includes the Seminoles, an impactful black 
history as an early school, a place using natural landmarks 
including Nellie's pond, and is even connected to famed 
thoroughbred farms. Join us for a tour and history lesson. 
This class will meet at the church at 5000 SW College Rd.

Visiting the Ashton Biological Preserve  New!
Chase Pirtle M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Field Trip
TRI207A W  2/23  10AM—2PM

Take a four-hour trip on over 1,000 acres of land to learn 
about the animals on the preserve. Founded in 1996 to 
preserve critical uplands habitat for the future, Ashton 
Biological Preserve is named after its founders, Ray and Pat 
Ashton. The preserve conducts research on many types of 
wildlife native to the region, and specializes in tortoise care. 
They are one of the world's largest captive breeding 
facilities for the endangered radiated tortoise (Astrochelys 
radiata), and are actively involved in conservation of the 
native gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus). Students will 
drive to location. Please visit website or review print receipt 
for directions.

Ft. King National Landmark  New!
Ft. King History Museum M: $5; NM: $10

2 class dates Cypress Hall
CMT154A Th  3/17 & 3/24  10AM—12PM

The first class will meet in Cypress Hall from 10 to 11:30am. The second 
class will be at the National Landmark, and will meet from 10 am to Noon.

In this two-part event, participants will travel back in time 
while enjoying a presentation from an expert with the Ft. 
King Heritage Foundation about the Ft. King National 
Historic Landmark. The first class date will be held at MTP 
in a classroom where participants will learn about the fort 
itself, when and why it was built in Ocala, and hear stories 
of those who lived there. The next week, they will travel to 
the site to see part of the reconstructed fort first-hand. 
Directions and additional information for the field trip will be 
given the first day of class. Participants will drive to the site.

Big Cat Habitat 
MTP Staff M: $80; NM: $85

1 class date Field Trip
TRI192A W  3/16            8:15AM—5:30PM

The Big Cat Habitat is a large animal rescue in 
Sarasota. This sanctuary is the home for dozens 
of exotic animals. We will participate in 2 animal 

demonstrations: Parrots in Paradise, and The Big Cat 
Encounter. Lunch will be on-own at the Safari Restaurant 
and Snack Bar. Price includes: bus transportation from MTP, 
bus driver tip, admission, and bottle of water. NOTE: This is 
an Educational Destination course. There is a different 
refund policy for Art Workshops, Educational Destinations, 
and Local Flavors. There is a twenty-five (25) Business Day 
refund policy for these events. Students must notify MTP at 
least 25 business days before the first day of each of these 
registered events in order to receive a refund.

Giraffe Ranch  
MTP Staff M: $110; NM: $115

1 class date Field Trip
TRI173A W  4/20             9:15AM—4:30PM

Explore first-hand, the lives of giraffes living under 
huge live oaks in a setting that is right out of 
Africa, while visiting Giraffe Ranch. Participants will 

enjoy a 1.5 hour tour on a customized safari tour vehicle. 
Learn about native and exotic animals and see their habitats 
from the guide. Price includes: Admission and tour, bus 
transportation from MTP, bus driver tip and bottle of water. 
Lunch will be on-own at a restaurant TBD. There are two 
extra experiences for an additional price, contact MTP prior 
to the trip if you are interested in these experiences. NOTE: 
This is an Educational Destination course. There is a 
different refund policy for Art Workshops, Educational 
Destinations, and Local Flavors. There is a twenty-five (25) 
Business Day refund policy for these events. Students must 
notify MTP at least 25 business days before the first day of 
each of these registered events in order to receive a refund.
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Thoroughbreds Farm Tour 
Thomas Sweeney M: $58; NM: $63

1 class date Field Trip
TRI135A W  1/19  9AM—2PM
TRI135B W  3/16  9AM—2PM
TRI135C W  4/20  9AM—2PM
TRI135D W  6/22  9AM—2PM

Join Tom Sweeney for an amazing horse farm tour. Start at 
the Ocala Breeders' Sale (OBS) Training Center to watch 
racers train on the one-mile synthetic racetrack. Then see 
two farms and visit the Stallions, Mares, yearlings and foals. 
Participants will meet Tom at the MTP Education Center to 
follow in own vehicle: 8415 SW 80th Street. There is some 
walking, so wear comfortable shoes and bring a bottle of 
water. 

Chasin' a Dream Farm Tour 
Christine Weiss M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI206A Tu  1/25  10AM—12PM
TRI206B Tu  2/8  10AM—12PM
TRI206C Th  2/17  2—4PM
TRI206D Th  3/3  2—4PM
TRI206E Tu  3/29  10AM—12PM
TRI206F Tu  4/12  10AM—12PM
TRI206G Th  4/21  2—4PM
TRI206H Th  5/5  2—4PM
TRI206I Tu  5/24  10AM—12PM
TRI206J Th  6/9  2—4PM

Visit Chasin' A Dream Farm, located in the heart of horse 
country. Join us for a hands-on experience with new foals. 
Participants can expect to learn what it takes to breed and 
raise a racehorse in a beautiful and scenic setting. You will 
never look at horses the same way again. This tour is fun 
for all ages. Note: Participants should meet at 15885 NW 
53rd St. Morrriston, FL 32668 at the scheduled class time.  
Parking is onsite.  Please wear closed toed shoes.

Discover Ocala's Horse Country Behind the 
Gates  New!
Karen Grimes M: $71; NM: $76

1 class date Live Oak Hall
TRI208A Tu  1/11  10AM—4PM
TRI208B Tu  4/19  10AM—3:30PM

Participants will meet in Live Oak Hall from 10-11am, and then meet at 
Chestnut Hill at 1pm.

Participants may choose to go "Behind the Gates" of 2 of 
Ocala's horse farms. For each independent date, there will 
be a classroom presentation, a 2-hour break, and then the 
group will drive on-own to visit a farm. Directions and a map 
will be provided. Refreshments will be available at both 
farms. Note: There will be a lot of standing and walking. The 
trip will go rain or shine, unless the weather is extreme. 
January 11 farm- Goldmark Farm, Triple Crown Museum; 
April 19 farm- Chestnut Hill Arabian Farm. See website for 
more information.

Discover Polo in Ocala  New!
Karen Grimes M: $23; NM: $28

2 class dates Field Trip
TRI210A F, Su  1/14 & 1/16  2—3:30PM

The Jan. 14 class will meet at MTP from 2-3:30pm.

The Jan. 16 trip will meet from 12:15 to 4 pm at the Florida Horse Park.

Karen Grimes, founder of Farm Tours of 
Ocala has partnered with the Ocala Polo Club 
for a Polo 101 class and lesson. Participants 
will first attend a presentation with Laura 
Proctor-Brown DVM, Director of The Ocala 
Polo Club for information about the game 
called Polo at MTP. Information will be given 

at the end of the class for directions to the Florida Horse 
Park for the hands-on experience the second class date, 
which will be where participants will experience a mini polo 
lesson (no riding) with the former coach of the Cornell 
University Polo Team. This class will have exclusive 
centerfield 12x12 tents for use to watch the game after the 
polo lesson. The hands-on experience will take place just 
before the Sat Afternoon game. 

A Spectator's Guide to Understanding 
Thoroughbred Sales  New!
Tammy A Gantt M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Field Trip
TRI212A Tu  4/12  9—11AM

Ocala Breeders' Sales is the world leader in selling two-
year-old horses in training. Buyers from 49 states and 38 
countries diverge in Ocala to purchase future Kentucky 
Derby and international race contenders with pocketbooks 
of ranging from  $1,000 to  $16 million. Learn how to read 
the sales catalog, understand pedigrees, how bidding works 
and what to visually look for in the 2 hour class held at 
OBS.

NATURE 
Using Ocala Water Resources Efficiently  New!
Rachel Slocumb M: $3; NM: $8

2 class dates Cypress Hall
CMT153A W  4/6 & 4/13  10—11:30AM

The second class date will meet at the Recharge Park from 
10-11:30am.

Join Rachel Slocumb at Master the Possibilities the first day 
of class to learn more about local water conservation and 
water quality, and then visit with Rachel the second day of 
class at the Ocala Wetland Recharge park, where she will 
continue the conversation about water quality and treated 
wastewater. This park sits on 60 acres of land, which has 
created wetland habitats, continues to improve water quality 
and boosts regional ground water for Ocala. Come learn all 
of the wonderful things this park has to offer.

History and Lore of Ichetucknee River 
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52
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1 class date Field Trip
TRI121A W  1/12  10AM—12PM

On this 3.5 mile kayak/canoe exploration of the upper 
Ichetucknee, we will enjoy some of North Florida's most 
stunningly beautiful waterways while learning about its 
interesting geological formations, including beautiful 
limestone outcroppings and seven named springs. Paddlers 
will also hear some of the rich history that has made this 
one of Florida's most famous rivers. Meeting time (at launch 
site): 10 AM. There is a  $5 Park Fee. Trip duration: 2 hours. 
Difficulty: Easy paddle, going downstream with the current. 
Skill level: Good for beginners.

The Lore and Wildlife of the Silver River 
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI119A Th  2/3  10AM—12:30PM
TRI119B Th  3/10  10AM—12:30PM

This will be a slow-poking exploration, geared toward 
inquisitive paddlers who are interested in learning wild lore. 
This trip will cover a couple of miles in total, allowing time 
to drift, observe and learn about the river's plants, animals, 
history and other wild lore. There is a  $6 Park Fee. Trip 
duration: 2.5 hours. Skill level: Good for beginners

Cross Creek: The World of Marjorie Kinnan 
Rawlings 
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI122A W  2/23  10AM—12:30PM

On this kayak/canoe tour of Cross Creek and portions of 
Orange and Lochloosa Lakes, we'll explore the wild realm 
made famous by Pulitzer prize winning author, Marjorie 
Kinnan Rawlings. The charming creek, beautiful lake vistas 
and abundant wildlife remain little changed since the early - 
mid 1900's, when Rawlings lived here and wrote such 
Florida classics as The Yearling and Cross Creek. Good for 
beginners, basic lessons included. Please meet at the launch 
site at 10 AM. The trip is 2 - 2.5 hours. The difficulty: Easy 
paddle, going downstream and then returning against a light 
current. After registering for the class, all participants should 
call (386) 497-4214 during the week prior to the trip to 
discuss equipment needs and confirm an email address for 
launch site directions.

Bartram's Travels: Paynes Prairie Hiking 
Adventure with Lars Anderson  
Lars Anderson M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Field Trip
TRI190A F  2/11  10AM—12PM
TRI190B F  3/18  10AM—12PM

William Bartram called Paynes Prairie the Great Alachua 
Savanna. Take a 3 mile stroll onto the wetland savanna 
made famous by the young explorer in 1774. Note: Meeting 
time at park is 10 AM. There is a  $6 Park Fee at the 

entrance day of trip. Difficulty: Easy,1.5 - 2 hour two mile 
stroll on mostly flat terrain. Participants who can't do the 
entire hike are welcome to turn back at any time.

Kayak Adventures: Lake Rousseau Tour   New!
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI209A Tu  4/12  10AM—12:30PM

On this easy, 2-2.5 hrs. tour we'll 
follow broad, winding channels 
through an array of broad 
marshes and shrubby islands, 
viewing the myriad plant and 
animal species those rich 

ecosystems support.  In addition to an interesting history, 
this tour is a birders wonderland.  Most years, in spring and 
early summer months, we pass a large rookery of assorted 
waders and water birds. After registering for the class, all 
participants should call (386) 497-4214 during the week 
prior to the trip to discuss equipment needs and confirm an 
email address for launch site directions. Note: Participants 
will meet at the launch site at 10 a.m. Kayakers will receive 
an email a day or two prior to the trip to discuss specific 
launch directions.

Suncoast Keys: World of the Mangroves 
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI120A W  5/11  10AM—1PM

Salt water environments require unique and interesting 
adaptions of the plants and animal species that live in them. 
Nowhere in North-Central Florida are these adaptations 
more beautifully revealed than in mangrove forests of the 
Suncoast Keys on Central Florida's Gulf Coast. Better yet, 
the same conditions that make this area ideal for 
mangroves--shallow, calm water protected from winds and 
waves by numerous islands- also make it an ideal 
environment for kayak exploration. Please meet at the 
launch site at 10 AM. The trip duration is 2.5 - 3 hours. 
Difficulty: Open water is easy if calm weather. Moderate if 
it's breezy. We won't go if the forecast is too windy (or 
inclement in any way). Skill level: Good for beginners  &  
pros alike. After registering for the class, all participants 
should call (386) 497-4214 during the week prior to the trip 
to discuss equipment needs and confirm an email address 
for launch site directions. Lunch is not included in price.
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Island Hopping the Cedar Keys 
Lars Anderson M: $47; NM: $52

1 class date Field Trip
TRI130A Th  6/9  10AM—1:30PM

Unlike other coastal regions, where civilization crowds 
shoulder-to-shoulder along the shore, like lemmings 
amassing for their mythical plunge into the sea, nature still 
rules in the Cedar Keys area of Florida's Big Bend. It's a low, 
wet country where the "shore line" defies definition, ever-
changing, shrinking and expanding, with the ebb and flow of 
tides. Difficulty: Open water is easy if calm weather. 
Moderate if it's breezy. We won't go if the forecast is too 
windy (or inclement in any way). Skill level: Good for 
beginners. Meeting time (at launch site): 10 AM. After 
registering for the class, all participants should call (386) 
497-4214 during the week prior to the trip to discuss 
equipment needs and confirm an email address for launch 
site directions. Lunch is not included in price.

STAY UP TO DATE!

MTP adds classes regularly 
throughout the term.

 Keep abreast of everything new 
by joining our email blast.

Go to 
www.masterthepossibilities.org,

scroll to the bottom and enter your 
name and email address. 

Only 1 email each week.
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MACINTOSH COMPUTERS 
Mac Basics 
Jim Stueber M: $43; NM: $48

2 class dates Computer Lab
COM112A Tu, Th  1/11 & 1/13  1:30—3PM
COM112B Tu, Th  3/8 & 3/10  1:30—3PM
COM112C Tu, Th  5/17 & 5/19  1:30—3PM

This course will cover the basics to advanced information 
about using a Mac computer. This will include: the Finder; 
the Launchpad; Safari; Mac mail; the calendar; iTunes; 
system preferences; SIRI; the calendar; and the App Store.

OUR UNIVERSE 
The Unknown Dark Universe  New!
Bob  Zannelli M: $6; NM: $11

12 class dates Live Oak Hall
SCI150A M  2/7—4/25  10AM—12PM

The standard model in particle physics has given us a 
virtually complete understanding of all the matter we can 
see and feel. But current cosmological evidence has 
revealed this to be 4% of the universe we live in. Learn how 
we know this dark sector exists and the theories that might 
explain what dark matter and dark energy are.

Observing the Night Sky  New!
Jim Di Paolo M: $21; NM: $26

1 class date Sholom Park
SCI187A Sa  1/8  7:30—9:30PM
SCI187B Sa  1/15  7:30—9:30PM
SCI187C Sa  1/22  7:30—9:30PM
SCI187D Sa  1/29  7:30—9:30PM
SCI187E Sa  2/5  7:30—9:30PM
SCI187F Sa  2/12  7:30—9:30PM

Explore the deep sky wonders the universe has to offer 
through a telescope. Take in views of galaxies, nebulae, and 
star clusters. View the Orion Nebula, the closest region of 
massive star formation to planet Earth. Refunds will be 
issued if the session is cancelled due to poor weather 
conditions.

Observing the Sun  New!
Jim Di Paolo M: $15; NM: $20

1 class date Sholom Park
SCI186A Sa  1/8  11:30AM—1:30PM
SCI186B Sa  1/15     11:30AM—1:30PM
SCI186C Sa  1/22  11:30AM—1:30PM
SCI186D Sa  1/29  11:30AM—1:30PM
SCI186E Sa  2/5  11:30AM—1:30PM
SCI186F Sa  2/12  11:30AM—1:30PM

Explore the Sun in its finest details through a solar 
telescope. Depending on the current surface conditions, you 
may see the fine details of the faintest prominence and the 
birth of a solar flare. You will see caterpillar/worm-like 
structures (filaments) snaking across the Sun's surface. 
Refunds will be issued if the session is cancelled due to 
poor weather conditions.

The Constellations  New!
Jim Di Paolo M: $40; NM: $45

6 class dates Room 1
SCI188A Tu  1/11—2/22         11:45AM—1:15PM

No class Feb. 15th.

SCI188B Tu  5/3—6/7             11:45AM—1:15PM

Many different names and mythical stories have been 
ascribed to the star patterns known as the constellations. 
This course will review in detail the 30 constellations that 
can be observed in the Northern Hemisphere, examining 
their Greek mythology dating back to 900 BC. Students will 
also be introduced to many of the celestial wonders that 
are contained within these constellations.
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Astronomy 101: An Introduction 
Jim Di Paolo M: $40; NM: $45

6 class dates Room 1 
SCI169A Tu  1/11—2/22  1:30—3PM

No class Feb. 15th.

SCI169B Tu  3/1—4/5  1:30—3PM
SCI169C Tu  5/3—6/7  1:30—3PM

Review our place in the universe, starting with the 
constellations and the wonders they offer. Learn about 
galaxies, nebulas, star clusters and other deep-sky objects. 
Track the earth's orbital motion, the cause of season 
changes, the motions of our moon's lunar phases and the 
cause of solar and lunar eclipses. Great for beginners!

Astronomy 102: The Planets 
Jim Di Paolo M: $40; NM: $45

6 class dates Room 1
SCI171A Tu  1/11—2/22  3:15—4:45PM

No class Feb. 15th.

Discover the wonders that planets have to offer in our solar 
system. Explore the inner planets, Mercury and Venus. Take 
an in-depth look at Mars and its surface features, Jupiter 
and its amazing moons and explore the beautiful rings of 
Saturn. Tour the outer two ice planets, Uranus and Neptune, 
then travel back to the Earth and our Moon.

Astronomy 103: Radiation and Spectra 
Jim Di Paolo M: $40; NM: $45

6 class dates Room 1
SCI179A Tu  3/1—4/5  3:15—4:45PM

Take a look at spectroscopy, the structure of the atom and 
the formation of spectral lines. Astronomical instruments will 
be discussed, including visible light detectors and radio 
telescopes. Learn how astronomers analyze starlight using 
spectra to measure stellar radius, composition, and motion. 
It's recommended that students without any astronomy 
background take Astronomy 101 and 102 first.

TECHNOLOGY  &  
ENGINEERING 

AARP Smart DriverTEK Workshop 
Chet Kowalski M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Computer Lab
TEC112A Th 2/3  10—11:30AM
TEC112B Th  6/2  10—11:30AM

Understand how the newest car technology works can keep 
you and your family safer and make you more confident 
behind the wheel. This 90-minute workshop is an easy, 
interactive way to stay up-to-date on the safety features in 
your current or future car!

Elon Musk: Environmental Visionary  New!
Marsha Belcher Schaeffer M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall

TEC116A W  2/16  1—2:30PM

Elon Musk is an entrepreneur, an inventor, a physicist, and a 
humanitarian. But, most of all, he's a visionary who takes his 
ideas into actions. His companies, Tesla, Solar City, SpaceX, 
and the Boring Company have transformed our world. His 
goal is renewable energy to stop the taking of Earth's fossil 
fuels and create a greener environment.

NASA/JPL - Spacecraft Origami  New!
Jim Shook M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Room 4
TEC128A F  4/22  1—2:30PM

Ever wonder how engineers designed 
spacecraft to fit inside a rocket? From Apolo 
missions and on, many spacecraft must 

"unfold" in order to function. Join us to view a recorded 
discussion by specialists in the field of advanced design who 
look for new ways to improve that engineering using the 
centuries-old artform or origami to "dream bigger."

NASA/JPL- Space Cameras: A Sharper Image  
New!
Jim Shook M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Room 4
TEC129A W  5/18  1—2:30PM

If you are one of the many who marvel at the images 
obtained by spacecraft, whether wandering the solar system 
or traversing Mars, Join us to view and discuss this 
recorded lecture. Our newest space-exploring cameras are 
bringing the universe into an even sharper focus. Imaging 
experts on the Perseverance Mars rover team will discuss 
how we get extraordinary images from around our solar 
system and beyond back to the phone in your pocket.

ANDROID DEVICES 
Android Smartphone and Tablet Basics  New!
Jim Shook M: $11; NM: $16

2 class dates Computer Lab
AND103A M  2/21 & 2/28  1:30—3PM
AND103B  Tu  4/19 & 4/26  1:30—3PM

If you have an Android smartphone or tablet and want to 
get a good understanding of its functions and controls, this 
course is a great start. We'll cover: Overview of android 
devices, getting started with common tasks and account 
setup; Working with apps: installing, configuring, removing; 
email, contacts, and notifications; updates and maintenance.

APPLE DEVICES 
iPhone I 
Jim Stueber M: $43; NM: $48

2 class dates Computer Lab
APL108A Tu, Th  1/11 & 1/13  11:30AM—1PM
APL108B Tu, Th  3/1 & 3/3  11:30AM—1PM
APL108C Tu, Th  5/10 & 5/12  11:30AM—1PM

This hands-on course will cover simple aspects of the 
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iPhone. We will cover the simple to the advanced like: 
Changing your Sleep Mode/Auto lock; Change ring tones; 
Checking the weather; Contact list; Speaker Phone; Put 
someone on hold; Check your messages; Greetings; Moving 
Apps to another page; Check your calendar; and 
Maintenance. Bring your fully charged iPhone to class.

iPhone II 
Jim Stueber M: $43; NM: $48

2 class dates Computer Lab
APL109A Tu, Th  1/18 & 1/20  11:30AM—1PM
APL109B Tu, Th  3/8 & 3/10  11:30AM—1PM
APL109C Tu, Th  5/17 & 5/19  11:30AM—1PM

This course will cover simple aspects of the iPhone. Phones 
covered Include iPhone 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and the S and Plus 
models. We will cover the simple to the advanced: E-Mailing; 
text messaging; the internet; playing music; GPS; updating; 
downloading apps; taking photos; taking videos; Siri; 
FaceTime and more. Note: Bring your fully charged iPhone 
to class.

The iPad For the Absolute Beginner 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
APL112A W  1/26  1—3PM

This class will introduce the absolute iPad beginner to 
getting started, adjusting some of the important settings, 
and learning some easy tricks and tips for making the iPad 
more enjoyable to use. Students must bring their fully 
charged iPad to class.

Organizing and Managing Your Photos on the 
iPad 
Jim & Terry Willard  M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
APL113A W  3/23  1—3PM

In this class you will learn to manage and organize your 
photos on your iPad by editing your photos, creating folders, 
sharing your photos through social media, creating shared 
folders for use with selected friends, and managing your 
photos in the iCloud. This class is for iPads only so bring to 
class your fully charged iPad.

INTERNET  &  CLOUD 
COMPUTING 

Best Options for Streaming TV 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
WEB119A W  1/12  1—3PM
WEB119B W 4/13  1—3PM

This class will examine the numerous streaming options 
available, cover what is needed for equipment (if any), and 
how much we should expect to pay. There will be ample 
time for student questions. This class is by demonstration 
and handouts; no computers or tablets are required.

Using Your iPad/iPhone: The iCloud 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
APL111A W  2/23  1—3PM
APL111B W  4/6  1—3PM

This course answers two basic questions: What is the Apple 
iCloud? How can I make it work for me? This is a hands-on 
class with step-by-step handouts and ample time for 
student questions. Students must know their Apple ID and 
password and bring their fully charged iPad/iPhone with 
them to class.

Ten Ways to Protect Your Identity Online 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
WEB120A W  3/9  1—3PM

Whether managing financial accounts, shopping for a good 
deal, or connecting with friends and family through social 
media, this class will help you protect your personal 
information online. Class is by demonstration and handouts; 
no computers or tablets are required.

MATHEMATICS 
Mathematics on Postage Stamps: a Perforated 
Tour  New!
James Kuzmanovich M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
MAT104A W  1/19  11AM—12PM

This class is a tour of postage stamps having a 
mathematical theme. Topics on the tour range from early 

Greek mathematics (e.g., Pythagoras) to modern 
results (e.g., Andrew Wiles). The tour route is 
random, because it is the result of the instructor's 
experiences and biases (warning: personal 
anecdotes are included). The mathematical 

maturity rating of this class is G.

Amazing Math Puzzles and Brain Teasers 
Dr. Daniel Lack M: $3; NM: $8

4 class dates Room 1
MAT103A F  2/4—2/25  1—2:30PM

Imagine entertaining friends and family with amazing math 
puzzles that may convince them that you are a genius or a 
magician! You will practice presenting math puzzles and 
brain teasers and learn the mathematical reasons why they 
work. This is an opportunity to learn number theory and 
algebra in a fun way! Note: Please bring paper, pencil and a 
calculator.

Don't Delay.
Register Today!
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OTHER COMPUTING SYSTEMS 
Open Tech Campus 
Jim Shook       M: $11; NM: $16
TEC106       1 class date          MTP Living Room

This class meets Thursdays onJan 6, Jan 20, Feb 3, Feb 17, Mar 3, Mar 
17, Mar 31, Apr 14, Apr 28, May 12, May 26, Jun 9 with one- hour 

sessions 3:30—4:30PM, 4:30—5:30PM, or 5:30—6:30PM. Please call the 
office (number below), or visit online to register for specific session dates 

and times.

Dealing with transferring photos and other files from one 
device to another? Concerned about backing up or 
organizing the files in your machine? Perhaps there are 
internet or email items you'd like to talk about. Whether it's 
computers, phones or tablets, register for a one-hour, one-
on-one session.

PROGRAMS  &  SOFTWARE 
Photoshop Elements Basics 
Jim Stueber M: $43; NM: $48

2 class dates Computer Lab
PRO102A Tu, Th  1/18 & 1/20  1:30—3PM
PRO102B Tu, Th  3/1 & 3/3  1:30—3PM
PRO102C Tu, Th  5/10 & 5/12  1:30—3PM

In this basics class, participants will be introduced to the 
Expert Mode in Photoshop Elements 2020. Learn how to 
use the most common tools, how to add text to a picture, 
how to use layers, etc. This is a fun and easy way to learn 
Photoshop. It is recommended that you have Photoshop 
Elements on your computer at home.

How to Create Attractive Graphics for 
Documents and Social Media  New!
Barbara O'Neill M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 4
PRO104A W  3/23  10—11:30AM

Pictures and graphic images increase the attractiveness of 
printed documents and viewership of- and engagement 
with- online content (e.g., websites, blog posts, and social 
media posts). This presentation will discuss how to create 
attractive graphics using 11 different programs and 
techniques including Canva, Paint, bitmojis, photo collages, 
and PowerPoint jpeg images. Step-by-step instructions will 
be provided.

WINDOWS COMPUTERS 
Windows 10 Basics with Stue 
Jim Stueber M: $43; NM: $48

2 class dates Computer Lab
COM113A Tu, Th  1/11 & 1/13  3:30—5PM
COM113B Tu, Th  3/1 & 3/3  3:30—5PM
COM113C Tu, Th  5/10 & 5/12  3:30—5PM

In this course, we will be: Starting and shutting Down 
Windows; Browsing the Internet with Edge; Saving favorites 
to the favorites bar; Opening and Closing programs; Adding 

and removing items from the start screen; Finding your 
documents folder; How to use Cortana; Snap windows to 
multitask; Use task view; Setting up the "mail app;" Checking 
the Internet connection; and more.

Windows 10 in Pieces: Make Windows 10 Work 
For You- Start Menu 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
COM118A W  1/19 1—3PM

Tap into the usefulness of the Windows 10 Start Menu, one 
of the most underrated and underused features of the 
operating system. Topics to be covered include 
personalizing the start menu, adding and removing apps and 
icons, and changing the desktop wallpaper. Students should 
bring their own Windows 10 laptops. Windows 10 laptops 
are available in the lab if needed.

Windows 10 in Pieces: Make Windows 10 Work 
For You- The Task Bar 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
COM116A W  2/16  1—3PM

Tap into the usefulness of the Windows 10 Task Bar to 
make routine computer tasks simpler and more productive. 
Learn to use quick launch, task view, and Cortana, as well as 
how to customize the task bar and control the notification 
area. Students should bring their own Windows 10 laptops. 
Laptops are available for those who do not have one.

Windows 10 in Pieces: Make Windows 10 Work 
For You- File Explorer & File History 
Jim & Terry Willard  M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
COM117A W  3/16  1—3PM

Tap into the usefulness of the Windows 10 File Explorer and 
File History to better organize and protect your valuable 
computer data. Also, students will learn how to rearrange 
their files and folders and how to personalize their 
appearance with color coding. Students should bring their 
own Windows 10 laptops. Windows 10 laptops are available 
in the lab if needed.

Organizing and Managing Your Digital Photos 
With the Windows 10 Photo App 
Jim & Terry Willard M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Computer Lab
COM115A W  4/20  1—3PM

In this class you will learn to manage and organize your 
photos on your Windows 10 computer by editing your 
photos, creating folders, sharing your photos through social 
media, and managing how you store your photos on 
OneDrive. This class is for Windows 10 only so bring to 
class your fully charged Windows 10 laptop.
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CURRENT EVENTS 
Keeping Current on Events 
Sandy Carey, Joan Sigafoos M: $3; NM: $8

11 class dates Room 1
CUR101B Th  1/13—6/9  11AM—12PM
This course meets: Jan. 13, Jan. 27, Feb. 10, Feb. 24, March 10, March 24, 

Apr. 14, Apr. 28, May 12, May 26, June 9.

CUR101A W  1/19—6/15  11AM—12PM
Meets 1st and 3rd Wed: Jan. 19, Feb. 2, Feb. 16, March 2, March 16, Apr. 

6, Apr. 20, May 4, May 18, June 1, June 15.

Do you like to keep up with current events?  Join us to 
discuss and share ideas that affect us and the world we live 
in-and you don't have to be an expert! We will discuss local, 
state, national and international news in a civil, open-minded 
environment. Discussion will be moderated by two 
facilitators.

TEDxOcala Salon: Fresh Ideas Worth 
Sharing   
Joe Bartosh M: $3; NM: $8

3 class dates Room 4
CUR112A F  1/14—1/28  9—10:30AM
CUR112B F  2/4—2/25  9—10:30AM
CUR112C F  3/4—3/25  9—10:30AM
CUR112D F  4/1—4/29  9—10:30AM
CUR112E F  5/6—5/27  9—10:30AM
CUR112F F  6/3—6/17  9—10:30AM

View two engaging TED Talks in a salon-
type setting where free-thinkers spark 

each other's minds through presentations and conversation. 
Be stimulated and become better educated and acquainted. 
TED has again popularized this concept with TEDx-local, 
independently organized events-in learning communities all 
over the world. Participants are sure to leave motivated and 
meaningfully connected with the world.

News Flash 
Pat Russell M: $6; NM: $11

6 class dates Room 3
CUR165A Tu  1/11—6/14  2:30—3:30PM

Once a month we will have a discussion on a current issue. 
The purpose of this class is not to change minds but to gain 
knowledge from each other. We will strive to understand 
other people's thoughts and beliefs. Except for the first 
month, participants will select the topics to discuss.

Slavery In the American Experience 
Emmett Coyne M: $3; NM: $8

2 class dates Room 4
CUR159A M  1/24 & 1/31  1:30—
3PM

Currently, there is controversy about teaching 
Critical Race Theory. Sadly, the history of slavery 
presented was largely inadequate. It's a tough 

subject, more for adults than children to process. "A nation 
cannot choose its past. It can only choose its future."  
Examine how slavery's child, racism, undermined "domestic 
tranquility." Facing our past is an antidote for our future.

Teachings on Black History, Aimed at 
Reducing Racial Tensions  New!
Leroy Chandler M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
CUR170A F  2/25  4—5PM

The question of whether or not the United States is 
a racist nation is not likely to be settled now or any 
time in the future. However, there have been and 
continue to be, many atrocities perpetrated on 

people of color in general and on people of the Black Race 
in particular is a matter freed from such question(s) both by 
past and current events. Despite these evil and ugly actions, 
Blacks have and continue to be a people that provide(d) 
much in the building of the security and wealth of this 
nation.  Many racial tensions, especially in the United States, 
are fueled, sometimes, by the ignorance of a race and its 
culture, supported by societal systems excluding much of 
the treatment and the advancements of these people from 
school textbooks and general knowledge. This ignorance 
exists both in the people of and not of the neglected race. 
The aim is to reduce the ignorance and the racial tensions 
that it often causes.
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The Mystery of Oak Island  New!
Dr. Ed  Tenhor M: $8; NM: $13

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS189A W  3/9  10—11AM

A small island off the coast of Nova Scotia has been the site 
of treasure hunting since 1795 and it is still going on. You 
may have seen the program, "The Mystery of Oak Island" on 
the History Channel. Explore Oak Island itself up on the big 
screen, look at the findings thus far, and decide the mystery 
for ourselves.

International Perspectives with Frank DiPiero
Frank DiPiero M:  $7; NM:  $12
Entire Term Online Recording
CUR740A Available 24/7

This course is a collection of recorded classes from 
MTP instructor Frank DiPiero. Frank's lectures 
cover the Middle East, China and the United States, 

the Asia-Pacific Rim, Iran, Russia, and more.

PARAPSYCHOLOGY 
A Message of Love Through Photographs 
Lori Szepelak M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Room 4
PAR177A W  2/9  1—2PM

For anyone who has ever lost someone they have loved, 
they want to know their loved one is okay. Through 
photographs, their beautiful spirit can come through but you 
have to know what to look for! This workshop, with several 
personal stories and photographs profiled, will open your 
eyes and your heart to what is possible. 

The Mystical Tree of Life 
Dr. Ina Anderson M: $20; NM: $25

1 class date Room 3
PAR169A Tu  2/22  1—4PM

This esoteric look at the Hermetic glyph of the Tree will 
include its structure, the energies of the spheres of the Tree 
and the paths by which we are able to intentionally access 
those energies. Join in a magical exploration of the Tree to 
gain a basic understanding of how it works.

Chakras: The Body's Portal To ? 
Dr. Ina Anderson M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Room 3
PAR168A Tu  4/26  1—2:30PM

Chakras, a Sanskrit word meaning wheel, are portals through 
which our body absorbs energies of different vibrational 
rates.  Together, let's enjoy the gifts of the 7 major chakras, 
their energies and how to use them.

Feng Shui- The Art of Placement 
Dr. Ina Anderson M: $20; NM: $25

1 class date Room 3

PAR152A Tu  5/17  1—4PM

Our homes have energy that flows through every room- or 
not. When it flows gently and smoothly, we feel comfortable 
and secure. The magic of a comfortable flow can be found in 
the artistic use of Feng Shui. Bring a floor plan of your 
home and use the "Art of Placement" to improve the energy 
flow of your home.

Lucid Dreaming: Another Altered State of 
Mind 
Colleen Pallamary M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Room 3
PAR172A Th  5/5  9—10:30AM

Explore the realms of dream states and learn how your 
dreams can effect your waking life. How does symbology 
affect dream interpretations? Is lucid dreaming different 
than precognitive dreams?  What happens in the hypnogogic 
state just before you fall asleep? Learn how to keep a 
dream journal and have fun delving into your own 
subconscious universe. 

E-Motion Documentary Viewing 
Colleen Griffin M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
PAR156A Th  2/24  10AM—12PM

E-Motion is an uplifting and inspirational feature length 
documentary (90 minutes) destined to change the way 
humanity thinks about their health and wellbeing. Join is for 
this viewing where experts from around the world share 
their wisdom and negative emotion clearing techniques to 
light a new pathway for humanity.

Mastering the Law of Attraction 
Colleen Griffin M: $26; NM: $31

2 class dates Room 3
PAR113A F  3/11 & 3/18  10AM—12PM

The Law of Attraction is the ability to attract into your life 
whatever you are focusing on whether you want it or not. 
The Law of Attraction uses the power of your thoughts and 
emotions and translates them into reality. Learn how to use 
the Law of Attraction to your benefit in everyday life. Note: 
There is a  $5 supply fee.

Human Design: Introduction 
Colleen Griffin M: $18; NM: $23

1 class date Studio 3
PAR101A Th  1/13  9:45—11:45AM
PAR101B Th  1/20  2:30—4:30PM

Human Design is a science of self-discovery that will help 
participants gain insights into their unique nature. Learn 
about the 5 Types and their strategies, the 9 Centers and 
their functions, the "not-self" emotions. You will need to 
know your birth date, birth time, and birth location.
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Human Design 102: Five Types Workshop 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR111A Th  1/27  2:30—5:30PM

There are five personality Types, each with a unique 
Strategy for maneuvering through life. Note: In order to 
receive the most benefit from this class, you will need to 
know your birth date, birth time and birth location.

Human Design 103: The Nine Centers 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR115A Th  2/3  2:30—5:30PM

Learning more about your Human Design body graph chart 
may provide answers to these important questions. In order 
to receive the most benefit from this class, you will need to 
know your birth date, birth time and birth location. Note: 
Prerequisite-Intro to Human Design.

Human Design 104: Decisions, Decisions, 
Decisions 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR133A Th  2/10  2:30—5PM

In this workshop, you will learn how to use your Human 
Design Decision Making Authority to make decisions that are 
correct for you. Prerequisite: Human Design: Introduction, or 
5 Types.

Human Design 105: The Twelve Profiles 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR126A Th  2/17  2:30—5:30PM

Your profile will tell you about the major life themes that 
you will encounter, your learning style, and the way you 
interact with others and your environment. Knowing your 
profile will help you to see some of the themes that you will 
experience. Prerequisite: Human Design: Introduction or 5 
Types.

Human Design 106: Introduction to Circuitry  
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR128A Th  2/24  2:30—5:30PM

Within the channels of the Human Design body graph lie the 
secrets to human behavior and evolution. Each channel is 
part of a circuit, each having its own unique function, 
purpose and experience. Each of these circuits has a unique 
function in the evolution and spreading of information, 
values and survival strategies. Prerequisite: Human Design 
Intro or 5 Types.

Human Design 107: Individual Circuitry 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR127A Th  3/3  2:30—5:30PM

Unravel the mysteries of the gates & channels in both the 
Knowing Circuit & the Centering Circuit. Prerequisite: Human 
Design: Introduction and Intro to Circuitry. Please note that 
this is an advanced level class and not appropriate for 
beginners.

Human Design 108: Tribal Circuitry 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR129A Th  3/10  2:30—5:30PM

Learn the meaning of the gates and channels that comprise 
the Tribal Circuit. Note: Students must first take Intro to 
Human Design & Intro to Circuitry.

Human Design 109: Collective Circuitry 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR130A Th  3/17  2:30—5:30PM

Explore the gates and channels that comprise the Collective 
Circuit. Note: This is an advanced level class and not 
appropriate for beginners. Prerequisites: Students must first 
take Intro to Human Design & Intro to Circuitry.

Human Design 110: Advanced Level Grand 
Review 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR131A Th  3/24  2:30—5:30PM

This class is a review for advanced level human design 
students.  It will cover topics that we have discussed in the 
previous classes.  We will go over types, centers, profiles, 
circuitry, gates, definition, and authorities. Prerequisite: 
Students must first take Human Design Introduction.

Human Design 111: The Story of You 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR132A Th  3/31  2:30—5:30PM

Join Human Design Specialist Colleen Griffin in this 
advanced level Human Design class where you will learn to 
write the story revealed in your Human Design body graph 
chart. Prerequisite: Students must first take Human Design 
Introduction, and Intro to Circuitry.

Our catalog continually 
changes. Visit 

www.masterthepossibilities.org 
for the most up-to-date 
curriculum information.
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Human Design 112: How to do a Human Design 
Chart Reading-Advanced Level 
Colleen Griffin M: $23; NM: $28

1 class date Studio 3
PAR140A Th  4/7  2:30—5:30PM

In this advanced level Human Design workshop, learn how to 
do level one chart readings. By the end of class, participants 
will know how to introduce friends and family to Human 
Design through an introductory level chart reading. Note: 
There is a  $25 manual fee payable to the instructor. 
Students must have completed Human Design 111.

Human Design Chat and Chew Discussion 
Group 
Colleen Griffin M: $13; NM: $18

1 class date Studio 3
PAR176A Th  4/14  2:30—5:30PM

Are you a Human Design enthusiast? Would you enjoy 
having an opportunity to gather with others who are living 
life by Human Design rather than by default?  Then sign up 
for this fun afternoon full of formal discussions, informal 
chatting, snacking and Human Design trivia.

PSYCHOLOGY 
Discovering the Possible You  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $31; NM: $36

3 class dates Studio 3
PSY146A W  2/9—2/23  2—4PM

Are you longing to experience more fulfillment and joy on 
your life journey? Are you ready to uncover and fully 
embrace your natural gifts and talents? Enroll in this 3-
session self-discovery class that combines a unique blend of 
teaching, coaching, exploring and sharing to discover the 
possible you. Note: There is a  $5 supply fee.

Which Bird Are You: Personality Styles and 
Their Interactions  New!
Lynn Nobles M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Cypress Hall
PSY145A M  2/14  9:30—10:30AM

We'll have fun using a short quiz to learn about our own and 
others' personalities represented by birds. This helps with 
interacting with others, and lets you adapt your style to 
others to accomplish your goals and make a difference for 
them.

Emotional Release Techniques  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $20; NM: $25

1 class date Room 3
PSY148A F  3/11  1—3:30PM
PSY148B Th  5/12  2—4:15PM

Painful emotional energy that has become trapped in the 
body wreaks havoc on our well-being. It can block our 
heart's ability to give and receive love, and leave us feeling 

anxious or depressed. Learn how to clear trapped emotional 
energy from your body. You will be introduced to several 
emotional release techniques. There is a $3 supply fee.

How To Get More of What You Want and Less 
of What You Don't Want  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $20; NM: $25

1 class date Room 3
PSY147A Th  4/21  2:30—4:30PM

There is a force at work in your life that is always in effect. 
It is attracting people, places, circumstances and events into 
your life. This force is composed of your thoughts, words, 
feelings and actions. Learn how to reach clarity, focus your 
attention on your desired outcome, release limiting beliefs, 
create supportive affirmations and take inspired action.

Exploring Emotional Eating: Beyond Diet- The 
Role of Stress and Emotions  New!
Colleen Griffin M: $26; NM: $31

2 class dates Room 3
PSY149A Th  4/28 & 5/5  2—3:30PM

While the foods we eat are critical for maintaining health, 
they are only part of the challenge. This course is designed 
to help you understand more about emotional and out of 
control eating. It guides you through identifying and 
changing unhealthy eating patterns, so that you can learn to 
cope without always turning to food.

MTP Rules of Courtesy
For all of our courses, programs, events, 
and off-site trips, we ask our students to:

• Be mindful of MTP staff and staff policies. 

• Please make sure all cell phones are either on 

vibrate or off during class time. 

• In the classroom, everyone’s opinion counts.

• It’s ok to disagree, but not be disagreeable.

• Give others the attention and respect they 

deserve while speaking. Stay positive and 

focused.

• The instructor sets the format in the 

classroom.

• Please leave the classroom the way you 

found it.

Failure to adhere to these guidelines 
may result in a student being excused by 

faculty or staff, without a refund. 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

National Geographic: The Water Crisis  New!
MTP Staff M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE205A W  1/19  1:30—2:30PM

Join actor Adrian Grenier and Shannon Switzer Swanson in 
this National Geographic documentary as they discuss the 
growing problem of water scarcity in the United States. In 
the presentation, Shannon visits the Colorado River to 
uncover solutions for the water problems facing that area. 
Adrian is challenged to reduce his water use at his home by 
up to thirty percent.

Black History Month Conversations  New!
Gorham L. Black, III M: Free; NM: Free

2 class dates Cypress Hall
HBL112A W  2/2 & 2/16  3:30—5PM

A rewarding opportunity to hold a civil and honest 
discussion on mutual interactions on racial issues. 
Gorham L. Black, III, a retired US Army Colonel will 
lead this lively "Learn and Grow" conversation. Two 

independent sessions will offer informed historical and 
personal experiences of black history. Listen, learn, share, 
and grow.

Hubble's Greatest Hits  New!
Dean Regas M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE202A W  2/9  10—11:30AM

The Hubble Space Telescope may go down as one of the 
most significant scientific instruments of all time. For more 
than 30 years, it has circled the Earth and uncovered distant 
parts of our universe. The images of star clusters, nebulas, 

and galaxies are the most detailed in history and have 
inspired millions of stargazers. Join Cincinnati Observatory 
Astronomer and author Dean Regas for a look back at the 
best and coolest discoveries of the Hubble Telescope. Come 
curious - and Dean will also welcome any and all space 
questions.

National Geographic: The March of Freedom 
Story of Us with Morgan Freeman  New!
MTP Staff M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE206A F  2/11  1:30—2:30PM

In this National Geographic documentary, Morgan Freeman 
searches for a greater understanding of the word "freedom" 
and its concept. He interviews individuals who experienced 
solitary confinement and forced labor camps, and also social 
taboos and laws that hindered things like speech and 
expression. Join in viewing this documentary to help answer 
the question: "Will we all ever be truly free?"

State of the Arts in Marion County 
Jaye Baillie M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE113A W  3/16  10—11:30AM

Did you know Ocala has more public art per capita than the 
city of Chicago? Across all the arts, times are changing. 
Shifts are occurring to make art more accessible, more fun, 
interactive and inter-generational. Art can be found in public 
places like parks, roof tops, and sidewalks. Art is popping up 
unexpectedly like flash mobs in public venues, crocheted 
creations over trees, chalk sidewalk art, abandoned art for 
the taking and more! Genres are crossing lines such as 
integrating movie with theatre through shadow casts. 
Explore the latest in emerging trends in the art scene from 
various art organization leaders in Marion County. Learn 
about what they have in store for the future. See website 
for full agenda and list of panelists.
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Village Rhythm Circle  New!
Vanessa Fuller-Brown M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Sholom Park
SPE209A M  3/21  1—2:30PM
SPE209B Th  6/16  5—6:30PM

Please join us for a seasonal rhythm circle with djembe 
drums, djuns, and percussion instruments. Find out why 
participating in drum circles is becoming ever increasingly 
popular worldwide. Drums are provided and no experience is 
required. Events: March 21- Spring Village Rhythm Circle; 
June 16- Drums of Summer

Beer: The History of Brewing and Popular 
Styles Today  New!
Ken Daley M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Field Trip
SPE213A Th  4/7  4—5PM

On National Beer Day, learn about the history and heritage 
of brewing beer, taught by Tri-Eagle Sales Brand Specialists, 
and a local Craft Brew master.  Learn about several of the 
most popular beer styles and enjoy them in a special 
sampling session!

Earth Day Sound Healing Workshop  New!
Vanessa Fuller-Brown M: $16; NM: $21

1 class date Cypress Hall
SPE211A F  4/22  10:30AM—12PM

How can sound or "the practice of vibrational 
medicine" stimulate healing and wellbeing? Join the 
instructor on Earth Day 2022 for a introduction to 

sound, instruments of healing, sound bath, and planetary 
meditation.

IHMC Pre-Recorded Talk: A Timeline of 
Florida's Past and Lessons for the Future  
New!
IHMC Pre-Recorded Talks M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SCI190A Tu  4/26  1:30—3PM

Rick Baker will speak on the history of Florida and his 
newest book, Beyond the Sunshine, A Timeline of Florida's 
Past. As mayor of St. Petersburg from 2001-2010, Baker 
learned that knowledge of our past is critical to ensuring 
that we make good decisions now. His book includes over 
500 pictures that make Florida's past come to life. 

IHMC Pre-Recorded Talk: Anatomy of a Film- 
The Silver River Story  New!
IHMC Pre-Recorded Talks M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SCI189A W  5/11  10:30AM—12PM

Learn about how a collection of local people and their story 
was translated into film- a tale of the river being told by 
those who know her best. Collectively, the Silver River boat 

captains have over 200 years on the river. Mark will share 
why they love the Silver River, its history and its many wild 
inhabitants.

International Yoga Day Celebration  New!
Tracy Ryzan Ross M: $28; NM: $33

1 class date Live Oak Hall
FIT149A Sa  6/18           9:30AM—12:30PM

Discover and explore the wonder and diversity of yoga, from 
its origins and history, to its many different styles. We'll 
breathe, learn, move, meditate, and celebrate this 5,000+ 
year old tradition with multiple instructors. Note: Bring a 
mat, some water, and an open mind.

VISITING SPEAKERS 

Embracing History: Remembering Paradise 
Park at Silver Springs and Highlighting African 
American Contributions in Marion County   
New!
Cynthia Wilson-Graham M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE195A Tu  1/18  4:30—5:30PM

Paradise Park was originally opened on 
the southside Silver River in 1928 as a 
competition park to the Silver Springs 
Attraction. In 1949, Paradise Park 
reopened as an exclusive African 
American Roadside Attraction, which 

made it unique due to ownership. Recognizing the significant 
adversities and contributions of some trailblazing African 
Americans that enhanced the communities of Marion 
County.

Inside Disney: What Would Walt Do?  
Mike Miller M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
HIS418A W  1/26  2—3:30PM

On the 50th Anniversary of the park, come 
hear an insider's story about the 
construction of Walt Disney World. After 
Walt's death, team members would ask, 
"What Would Walt Do?" when issues of 
quality and safety were involved. The 

answer: "Do the right thing!" Mike Miller is an engineer who 
served the team during construction of Walt Disney World.

Ginnie Springs vs. Nestle- Water vs. Bottle  
New!
Dr. Joe Little M: $3; NM: $8
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1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE194A Tu  2/8  2—3:30PM

Ginnie Springs is one of last privately-
owned springs in Florida. With the help of 
the Florida Springs Council and Our 
Santa Fe River, Ginnie Springs is 
challenging the approved water permit 
Nestle has. Come hear from one of the 

attorneys in this lawsuit the facts, ramifications and possible 
affect this lawsuit conclusion may have on the state of 
Florida.

Oh, Florida! How America's Weirdest State 
Influences the Rest of the Country  New!
Craig Pittman M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE204A Tu  2/15  2—3:30PM

Oh, Florida! That name. That 
combination of sounds. Three simple 
syllables, and yet packing so many 
mixed messages. To some people, it's 
paradise. To others, it's a punchline. 

As O, Florida! shows, it's both, and so much more.

Manatee and Habitat Conservation with Save 
the Manatee Club  New!
Save the Manatee Club M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE207A Tu  2/22  10—11AM

Save the Manatee Club Senior Conservation 
Associate, Kimberleigh Dinkins, will discuss 
manatee facts, the threats that manatees 
face, and what people are doing to help 
these imperiled aquatic mammals. Learn all 

about conservation efforts that protect manatees and their 
aquatic habitat, including springs, rivers, and coastal areas. 
Find out how you can help protect them, too!

U-Boats: So Close to Home  New!
Michael Tougias M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE180A W  3/2  1—2:30PM

In May of 1942, a German U-boat 
commanded by Erich Wurdemann cruised 
along the coast of Florida, sinking ships off 
the Coast. Michael J. Tougias presents a 
dramatic presentation based on his co-
authored book So Close to Home, which 

tells an American family's World War II story of survival and 
the U-boat that attacked them. Michael J. Tougias, 
bestselling author and co-author of 24 books, offers a 
dramatic presentation based on his co-authored book So 
Close to Home. Tougias will use slides of the attack, the 
survivors, and the rescue to make this "an edge-of-your 
seat" multi-media program.

Overboard! A True Bluewater Odyssey of 
Disaster, Survival, and Inspiration  New!
Michael Tougias M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE192A Th  3/3  1—2:30PM

Join Michael Tougias, author of "Overboard" for a story 
based on the 2010 book from Simon and Schuster. Tougias 
will use slides of the storm, sinking sailboat, crew, and the 
rescue missions to bring this story to life. "Overboard" 
follows the simultaneous desperate struggles of both the 
crew on the boat and the Captain and first mate in the sea.

SEXSPIONAGE: Lies, Spies, and Naked Thighs  
New!
Keith Melton M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date       Circle Square Cultural Center
SPE212A F  3/11  11AM—12:30PM

SEXSPIONAGE reveals the sultry tales of 
how spies, counterspies, and terrorists 
conduct covert activities under the covers! H. 
Keith Melton uses authentic sexual 
entrapment videos, infamous Russian and 
East German "Honey traps," to reveal how 
spies use their charms, and bodies, to get 

their man, or woman! The presentation contains adult 
material and nudity and is intended for mature adults.

What's New at NASA?  New!
Greg Clements M: Free; NM: $5

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE198A F  3/18  3—4:30PM

Join Greg Clements in this presentation to 
learn about the many exciting updates in 
Science, Aeronautics, Technology and Human 
Exploration- including Artemis, the 
Perseverance Mars Rover, the Advanced Air 
Mobility project, and the Earth Systems 

Observatory initiative to respond to the realities of climate 
change.

The Impact of the Pandemic on Prescription 
Drugs and Patient Care  New!
Dr. Charles Parker, PharmD M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE196A M  4/11  1—2:30PM

Prescription drugs have become highly 
politicized and regulated over the past decade; 
however, we have seen some remarkable 
trends in the pharmaceutical industry during 
the pandemic. Join Dr. Parker as he walks 
through the science that was used to create 

the vaccines in record time and how he sees the 
pharmaceutical industry evolving as we navigate a 
pandemic. 
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The Cross Florida Barge Canal- Background, 
Restoration Alternatives, and the 
Recommended Alternative  New!
Jim Gross M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE191A W  4/13  1—2:30PM

Jim Gross, Executive Director of Florida 
Defenders of the Environment gives an 
introduction to the location of the barge canal 
and its project elements.  Participants will get 
an overview of the four restoration 
alternatives as mandated by the Florida 

Legislature in 1993 and a review of the components of the 
partial restoration alternative that was recommended.

Marjorie Harris Carr: Defender of Florida's 
Environment  New!
Dr. Peggy Macdonald M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE208A W  4/20  1:30—3PM

Join us as we celebrate Earth Day 2022 with a 
program exploring the fascinating life of 
conservationist Marjorie Harris Carr. She used the 

power of the pen and grassroots activism 
to protect and preserve many of north 
central Florida's ecological treasures. She 
is best known for leading the fight against 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Cross 
Florida Barge Canal.

Mayor Kent Guinn - His Role as Mayor of the 
City of Ocala  New!
Mayor Kent Guinn M: $3; NM: $8

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE197A W  5/4  1—2:30PM

What is a Mayor? Join our Ocala Mayor Kent 
Guinn, as he introduces you to the role of 
Mayor.  As part of his presentation he will 
speak about projects he has been involved 
with in our community, as well as upcoming 
projects in Ocala.  

A Brief History of On Top of the World 
Communities  New!
Ken Colen M: Free; NM: Free

1 class date        Circle Square Cultural Center
SPE150A M  5/9  2—3:30PM

Join Kenneth Colen, President of On Top of the 
World Communities, LLC to hear the history of 
On Top of the World.  Learn how the company 
got its start, it's growth, the corporate 
philosophy, and where OTOW is headed in the 
future.

Hurricanes: Should I Stay or Should I Go?  
New!
Jennifer Collins M: $11; NM: $16

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE199A Tu  5/10  10—11:30AM

In addition to providing a brief overview of the 
past and upcoming hurricane seasons, Dr. Collins 
will discuss the Saffir Simpson Hurricane Wind 

Scale and why we shouldn't rely on it to make 
our evacuation decisions. She will provide 
alternative information and a potential new 
scale to consider. Dr. Collins will discuss the 
role of COVID-19 in people's decisions to 
evacuate. Her study examines people's risk 
perceptions and evacuation planning during 

the first and second hurricane season when there was a 
global pandemic (COVID-19).

Masters of the Reef- Sharks: What We Can 
Learn from Them  New!
David Ulloa M: $8; NM: $13

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE146A W  6/1  2—4PM

Sharks serve to maintain a healthy balance 
in the ocean, helping to provide the earth 
and its inhabitants with food, oxygen, and 
water, and thus, a balanced atmosphere.  
Join the "Shark Whisperer," David Ulloa as 
we rethink our fear of sharks, turning 
misconceptions into knowledge and 
opportunity, and fear into friendships and 
positive actions.

Why Is Florida, America's Wettest State, 
Running Out of Water?  New!
John Dunn M: $6; NM: $11

1 class date Live Oak Hall
SPE201A Th  6/2  1—2:30PM

Drawing on his award-winning book, Drying Up, 
the Fresh Water Crisis in Florida, Ocala author, 
John Dunn offers a wake-up call concerning 
Florida's water future. Drawing on over one 
hundred interviews and years of research, John 
affirms there won't be enough water for 
humans and the natural world, if "business as 
usual" prevails. He also investigates restoration 
efforts.

You can find "Courses at a Glance," an index 
to all course sorted by date, on our website. 

Go to:

www.masterthepossibilities.org/print-catalog

to view online or download to print.
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Lawyer  
Rachel Wagoner

Lawyer  
Jerry Colen

A Team You Can Trust
Our mission is to offer our clients the best possible options and services. We want 

our clients to feel comfortable in the choices they make, so we encourage you 

to ask us any questions you may have, as we are here to serve your best interests.

The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely on advertisements.  
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience.

Located at Circle Square Commons at On Top of the World,  
across from Mr. B’s Big Scoop ice cream shop. 

Call or email to schedule an appointment at our Ocala office.

8405 SW 80th Street , Suite 11 in the Circle Square Commons, Ocala, Florida 34481

(727) 545-8114   •  www.colenwagoner.com

Colen and Wagoner Practice Areas

Estate Planning

Wills

Probate

Real Estate

Trust Law

Elder Law

 



MTP’s greatest asset is our 200 plus faculty members that share their time 
and talents to make each term better and better. These highly credentialed 
instructors come from diverse and fascinating backgrounds. 

The perfect learning environment includes:

• Three art studios • State-of-the-art computer lab
• Five classrooms • Two lecture halls
• Two multi-purpose studios

Great instructors, state-of-the-art facilities, affordable prices and ever-
changing, high quality programs create our formula for success.

LEARN * CONNECT * GROW
Master the Possibilities (MTP), located at Circle Square Commons, is a premier center 
for lifelong learning and a focal point for educating  adults in Ocala/Marion County 
and the surrounding area. The adult education center offers three terms a year 
with 1,800 short courses and lectures and 27,000 student registrations. Classes are 
designed with the adult learner in mind – no exams, no homework, and no stress.

A DIVERSE MENU OF CLASS OFFERINGS

TALENTED AND CREDENTIALED FACULTY

• Fine arts and crafts
• Computers and technology
• Health, wellness and science 

• Lifestyle and fun – travel, hobbies, 
culinary and more

• Social sciences – current events, 
history, philosophy and relationships

REGISTER 24/7 ONLINE AT  
WWW.MASTERTHEPOSSIBILITIES.ORG

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Located in Circle Square Commons 
8415 SW 80th St., Suite 2, Ocala, Florida 34481

Office Line: (352) 861-9751

Member discounts available for residents of  
On Top of the World, Indigo East and Stone Creek Communities.




